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Abstract

A real-space approach for obtaining the allowed density of states, transport properties 

and, where appropriate, the band structure of a scatterer is presented. The numerical 

methods are formulated in terms of the Green’s function discretised over a real-space 

grid. It is initially assumed that the governing operator contains only on-site and nearest 

neighbour terms. By implementing a finite difference matrix algorithm the Green’s 

function can be updated so that regions of space are systematically connected or 

disconnected.

An investigation is conducted into the scattering of acoustic waves through one

dimensional, periodic arrays of perspex or steel plates placed in water. Band structure 

properties analogous to those seen in crystals are found. Results are included for a finite 

‘crystal’ with a vacancy defect, in which a narrow passband appears in each of the stop 

bands. Theoretical predictions show a close agreement with acoustic scattering 

experiments.

Attention is then turned to modelling electronic properties of solids and surfaces. We 

will initially obtain self-consistent, full, one electron potentials for a periodic set of slabs; 

an example of a metal, Aluminium (100), and a semi-conductor, Germanium (100) 2x1, 

are examined. In order to obtain the transport properties or the spectrum of states for a 

surface we need to model a surface which ends a semi-infinite crystal. This will be 

achieved by embedding part of a slab supercell between ideal semi-infinite regions. 

Calculated densities of states show close agreement to theoretical results of other 

authors. The thesis will include an investigation into various surface states and 

resonances and the energy splitting of a pair of surface states either side of a slab.

A new method of extracting accurate Green’s functions for a periodic structure from ab 

initio plane wave pseudopotential calculations is presented. The new method, which is 

based upon replacing the higher-energy, pseudo-wavestates in the spectral 

representation of the Green’s function with plane-waves, is tested by comparison with 

an independent source of real-space Green’s functions. A novel and more efficient way 

of integrating these Green’s functions with respect to wavevector is presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The progress of theoretical predictions within physics has accelerated immensely due to 

the forever increasing processing power of computers. However, even with modem 

computers, it is still beneficial and often necessary to devise ways of reducing complex 

or numerically large problems by developing new methods or introducing various 

approximations. Here, a numerical method which is formulated in terms of the real- 

space Green’s function (see, for example, Barton 1989) is presented. The theory for this 

method will be extended such that numerical predictions can be obtained more 

efficiently (both in computer processing time and memory) and that the range of 

applications for this method increases.

The intention is to model how waveforms propagate and scatter through geometrically 

complex structures. In principle the waveforms could represent any oscillatory 

phenomena including, for example, photons, phonons, electrons, sound or water waves. 

A linear system is assumed and that the structure of the scatterer can be described over 

a finite region, V, which is bounded by the surface S. Now consider formulating the 

real-space Green’s function, £ (r,r ') , for this system. represents the disturbance

at the point r  due to an initial isolated disturbance at a point r '.  If r  and r '  are chosen to 

be the points which make up the surface S then Q (r,rO will represent how an isolated 

pulse on the surface S will scatter within ^  before returning to the surface. Any wave 

approaching can be represented as a superposition of discrete impulses across the 

surface S. Thus, from the components of Q (r,r') over the surface S, the outward
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scattered waveform can be predicted. Hence, the scattering properties of V, for any 

incoming waveform, can be obtained.

Notice, from the above example, only the components of Q (r,rO associated with the 

surface S are required, that is Q (r,r') for r, r ' within are not needed. For periodic 

systems, it is often more natural to use a reciprocal space representation of Q (see, for 

example, Economou 1990). However when modelling surfaces or defects, periodicity is 

broken. For example, for a bulk-terminated crystal, periodicity exists in any direction 

parallel to the surface but not in the perpendicular direction to the surface. Therefore, a 

real-space Green’s function method rather than a reciprocal-space Green’s function 

method becomes more attractive. Nonetheless the method developed in the thesis will 

often start with an entirely periodic system.

Real-space Green’s functions can also be matched1 (just like wavestates2) at the 

boundaries of different regions (see, for example, Inglesfield 1981). The advantage of 

any method which is applied in real-space is that a complex problem may be divided into 

several self-contained, smaller, more manageable problems3. Then, once the Green’s 

function for each smaller region is known, all the solved ‘jigsaw’ pieces can simply be 

‘fitted together’, such that the overall Green’s function solution of the original problem 

can be obtained. Moreover, when patching two regions together, the resultant Green’s 

function of the combined system will include the effects due to the presence of one 

region next to the other (and vice versa).

One familiar technique that will be used, is to reduce the description of a periodic 

system containing an infinite number of parameters to that of a unit cell containing only 

a few parameters (see, for example, Payne et al 1992). However, once the periodicity is 

broken, even in a small confined region, a unit cell can no longer be found for this new 

system. Yet, as mentioned above, knowing the Green’s functions for the unit cell and 

for a region containing the defect in the periodicity, the Green’s function for the defect

1 It is initially assumed that the scatterers we will model have a local description, see later.

2 For example, scattering coefficients for a potential barrier can be obtained by simply matching the allowed
wavestates within the barrier to those outside the barrier (Schiff, 1968).

3 It is assumed that there is no problem with self-consistencv between regions.
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embedded in a periodic system can be obtained. Hence, the large parameter system can 

effectively be reduced and solved in two small parameter systems.

The Green’s function can also be used to model a completed circuit or loop, for 

example, a current flow of electrons through a material or the tunnelling current across 

a potential barrier (see, for example, Pendry et al 1991). From the real-space Green’s 

function, the allowed local density of states representing the resultant pressure of an 

acoustic system (see, for example, James et al 1995) or perhaps transport properties 

such as the conductivity of a material (see, for example, Payne et al 1992) maybe 

obtained. Hence, for results which are required in the thesis, once the Green’s function 

of a system is known it will be assumed that the solution of the original problem is also 

known.

Currently there are various methods of embedding for defect and surface problems (see, 

for example, Fisher 1988 and references therein, Trioni et al 1996 or MacLaren 1989). 

In this thesis, the chosen method which will be developed is the causal-surface Green’s 

function method (Pendry et al, 1991). The CSGFM uses a difference equation to update 

an initial Green’s function such that it then represents a region of space which has been 

extended. (See later in chapter 2.) In the thesis, the current techniques for patching 

Green’s functions together are improved and an entirely new technique of obtaining the 

real-space Green’s function (James et al, 1996) will be presented. This technique will 

avoid one of the main drawbacks4 of the causal-surface Green’s function method.

1.1 The Real-Space Green’s Function, Q(r,r').

The definition of the real-space Green’s function, Q , for any linear differential operator 

jU y )  is now presented. The equations which follow will be used to gain an insight into 

some of the analytical properties of Q as well as a physical realisation of what the real- 

space Green’s function represents. The standard theory presented in this section will be 

required in later chapters. The more experienced reader can treat this section as an 

appendix.

4 We will want to use a non-local pseudopotential when solving the time-independent Schrodinger equation. 
However, the CSGFM requires the Hamiltonian, when discretised, to contain on-site and nearest neighbour 
‘hopping’ terms only (see later).
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1.1.1 The Definition and Derivation of Q (r,r').

Consider the wavestate 'F(r) and the homogeneous differential equation

(1.1) [ £ - n]>F(r) = 0

where L  is a linear differential operator and jll is a constant. To define the Green’s 

function5 for the system governed by L, a function, / ( r), is first added to the left hand 

side such that equation 1.1 becomes inhomogeneous. Then, it is assumed that wavestate 

solutions take the form

'(1-2) '* (r )  = 2> > . ( r )>
n

where 2i(Vn)=An¥n» an and 'Ki are constants. Hence,

(1 .3) [ L  - n]»F =  [L - n E X V ™  =  =  - /  •
m m

Here, the explicit reference to r has been dropped and the dummy label n has been 

changed to m. Next, the \jfm are assumed to be mutually orthogonal such that

d-4) Jv;(r)q/„(r)dr = 8nm ,

where 8 ^  is the Kronecker delta (Kreyszig, 1988). Thus the constant coefficients of 

equation 1.2,

(1-5) <*„=—A — J v ; ( r ) / ( r ) d r ,
r1 n

give

(1.6) T(r) = I — ^ -J v ;(r ') /(r ')d r,V .(r).

It is assumed that the integral and the summation can be interchanged. Then, with

5 Here, we follow a similar approach used by Riley (1974).
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(1.7,
n M'

the wavestate solution becomes

(1.8) ¥(!•)= J s(r ,r ')/(r ')d r '.

Equation 1.7 defines the real-space Green’s function. This equation shows that the 

Green’s function is also a function of ji. We will consider the behaviour of $ p )  in 

§2.2.4 and §5.2.3. For now, a physical understanding of g(r,rO is sought.

1.1.2 A Physical Understanding of Q (r,r').

The Dirac delta function has the sifting property

(1.9) f ( r ' )  = J / ( r)5 (r -  r ') d r .

Substituting equations 1.8 and 1.9 back into 1.3 and noting that L  operates on r  and not 

on r ',

(1.10) [ £  -  n M r)= j [ £  -  M-]e ( r , r ') / ( r ') d r ' = - J / ( r ' ) 5 ( r - r ^ r ' .

Hence,

(1.11) [£- |Li] (̂r ,r') = -5 (r -r ') .

From the equation 1.11, it can be seen that the behaviour of @(r,r') is governed by the 

linear differential operator L. Indeed, is a solution of this differential equation.

In wave theory, the inhomogeneous part represents the forcing term. In this case, 

8(r-r0 is the inhomogeneous part and represents an isolated disturbance at r= r'. 

Therefore, for a fixed value of r ',  £^r,r') is the wave-solution which describes how an 

isolated impulse at r '  propagates to the point r.

Of course, any initial disturbance can be described as a set of isolated impulses, 

equation 1.9. Therefore, because the operator L  is linear, we can use equation 1.8 to 

superimpose all the individual wave-solutions so that the resultant wavestate is
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obtained. Hence, the real space Green’s function, ^{r,r'), responds to or is controlled 

by the chosen differential operator, L, governing the system, and gives the outcome at 

any point r  that results from an initial isolated disturbance at a point r '.  Once £(r,r') is 

known, the wave solution for any distribution of discrete disturbances (via a 

superposition over r ')  is obtainable.

1.1.3 Perturbation Theory in terms of Q (r,r').

Consider perturbing the operator £q which governs the original system such that,

(1.12) L = L 0 + L l

is now the governing operator. Dropping the explicit reference to position (that is, using 

operator notation) equation 1.11 becomes,

(1.13) g ( \ i ) = { L - n } " '= |> 1 + £ 0 - n ; r .

Factorising,

(1.14) £  (n) = [l + {£ 0 -  n}"‘ £ ,  ] ' {£o ~ I1} ' = [l + £o (!*)£ i ] ' £o (l1) • 

where

(1.15) s 0( i i ) = K -  n}-'

is the Green’s function for the original undisturbed system. The terms within the square 

brackets can be expanded as a geometric progression. Thus, once the reference to |1 has 

been dropped,

(1.16) g  = g0+ g 0L lg0 + g0L lgQL lg0+ g QL lg0L 1g0L lg0 + ---.

Equation 1.16 will be used later in chapter 2. However, often this geometric 

progression is regrouped, giving

(1.17) g  = g0 + g0L 1g  or g  = g0+gLlg0.

Equation 1.17 is known as a Dyson equation (see, for example, Economou 1990).
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1.2 The General Model.

In this section, an explanation is presented for why there is a need to discretise the 

description of real-space. How the differential equations are discretised over the mesh 

points of a simple cubic lattice (which can either span all or just a finite region of real- 

space) to produce a difference equation (see, for example, MacKeown et al 1987 or 

Boyce et al 1986) will be shown. Since the propagation and scattering of waves will be 

modelled, the eigenvalues for the continuous and discrete time-independent wave 

equation will be compared to gain an estimation of the effect which discretising has on 

the observable properties. The general model, nomenclature and conventions which will 

be used throughout the thesis will be explained.

1.2.1 The Discretised System.

In equation 1.3, the initial disturbance,/(r), in the ‘scattering’ region6, can be broken 

down into an infinite set of isolated disturbances

(1.18) 5 ( r - r ' ) / ( r ' ) .

To obtain the value for one resultant solution or wavestate at the point r, the Green’s 

function is needed for all the possible impulses within V. See equation 1.9. To compute 

the Green’s function for all values of r ' is an impossible task; even when represents a 

finite region. To progress, we approximate the continuous description by discretising so 

that within V  all functions are defined on a finite set of points. Hence, to obtain the 

discretised resultant wavestate the Green’s function is only required over the finite 

number of points within V.

In the thesis, the structure of the scatterer (or potential) will be described on a Cartesian 

lattice within the region V. V  is chosen to be an orthorhombic volume of real-space, 

which can therefore be visualised as a set of N  smaller orthorhombic cells. The 

displacement in the x, y and z directions between neighbouring lattice points is defined 

as a, b and c, respectively. One discrete point of the Cartesian lattice is associated with 

each cell (of volume abc). The wavestates and any other functions will only be defined 

on the lattice points.

6/(r )= 0 V r ^
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The Green’s function £{r,r') now becomes Qy and represents how an isolated impulse 

at the lattice point j  propagates to the lattice point i. Within the scattering region V, 

there are N2 discrete values for Qy.

To obtain the discretised Green’s function we must discretise the differential operator L. 

For example, we will use a central difference to discretise any gradients,

d'F(x) 'F(x + a ) - 'F ( x - f l )  1 r

Here, a (as defined above) is the distance between neighbouring mesh points (and the 

length of a cell) in the x-direction. The error, in equation 1.19, is of order a2 since the 

odd terms in the Taylor expansions of 'F(x+a) and ¥ (* -a) (see, for example, Gillett 

1988) cancel. For a double derivative we have,

(1.20) £ ! ^ . , - L [ « pw. -2 * F i + ’P „ ] .
ax a

Again the error due to discretising is of order a2. In both examples the operator has 

been applied to the wavestate or solution.

Consider the operator,

(1.21) L  (r)=- V2 = -
a * 2 d y 2 d z 2 ’

which plays a central role in wave physics. Using Cartesian co-ordinates L  conveniently 

separates into three independent components. For simplicity, we define a=b=c such that 

the discrete points form a simple cubic lattice. The discretised form for this operator is,

(1.22) L u =

2d u . ,—  when i = j
a

— i , j  nearest neighbours

0 otherwise

14



where i and j  are mesh points, d (3 in this case) is the number of dimensions in which V  

is described and where the cells (which are associated with the individual mesh points) 

are to be cubic.

1.2.2 The Effect of Discretising a Continuous Operator.

Consider the one-dimensional Helmholtz equation,

See figure 1.1. For a fixed value of energy, more accurate results can be obtained if a 

finer mesh (lattice) over ^ is  used. Care must be taken when examining higher energy 

states. A higher energy results in a higher kx value. Thus, there will probably be more 

oscillations of the wavestates across the scattering region and an even finer mesh will be 

required in order to correctly sample these.

Now consider the three-dimensional Helmholtz equation. The eigenvalues for the 

continuous operator are

(  a 2 '\d . , 2

For the ‘exact’ operator (where space is continuous) the eigenvalues are

(1.24) E(kx) = k ,2.

For the discretised operator (equation 1.22 with d= 1),

(1.25)
2

Clearly, discretising provides a good approximation provided

(1.26) k a «  — .
2

(1.27) £ (k ) = k 2 + k 2 + k 2 s

and

15



(1.28) Ek = - ^ - (c o s  (k„a)-l) -^ - (c o s  l)--y(cos(fczc )-1 ) = Ttb

for the discretised operator. Here we have defined Tre and Ttb which we will use later. 

The inequality shown in equation 1.26 becomes

(1.29) k.a «  ^ .

4 

3 

2 

1 

0

9 9Figure 1.1 The dispersion 2(1-cos ka )/a tends to k when the mesh parameter a tends to zero.

More general wave equations are composed of two parts, the kinetic energy, which can 

be represented by the Laplacian operator, and the potential energy. Throughout the 

thesis, it is assumed that the mesh across V  is fine enough to sample correctly the 

variations in the potential. Thus, with gentle variations in the potential, only the kinetic 

energy needs to be considered when choosing the size of the mesh.

1.2.3 Nomenclature and Conventions.

When modelling the scattering of waves or the flow of electrons through the region V, it 

is convenient to define the direction of the incident wave or the direction of the current 

to be parallel to the z-axis. See figure 1.2. Throughout the thesis, the region V  will be 

visualised as a set of Nz xy-planes; each plane being sampled over Nx by Ny points.

D efining,

(1.30) N xy = N xN y,

a=0
a=l
a=2

k3 ■2 1 32
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///////////

/
Scattering region or unit cell V xy-plane

y

kl
z, 1  or growth 

direction

mesh point with its 
associated volume

Figure 1.2. The region ‘Fis visualised as a set of xy-planes. Incident waves will be modelled 
such that they propagate along the perpendicular direction to these planes, i.e. along the z-axis.

there is a total of NxyNz or N  mesh points across V.

As with any difference equation (see, for example, MacKeown et al 1987 or Boyce et al 

1986), an infinite barrier can also be imposed around the boundary of V  by not 

connecting any of the interior mesh points of T'with any exterior points. The boundary 

of V  would then act as a perfect reflector such that no waves could escape or enter the 

region V. However, in this thesis, Bloch boundary conditions around V  will always be 

imposed in both the x and y directions such that each plane of points will represent a 

two dimensional unit cell. In the direction perpendicular to these xy-planes, one of two 

boundary conditions will be applied to V. By imposing Bloch boundary conditions in the 

z-direction, ‘P'will represent a unit cell or supercell of a periodic structure. Alternatively, 

V  will be embedded between two different outer regions. For example, these outer 

regions can be chosen to allow waves to propagate freely before and after impinging 

upon the region V.

In the thesis, Qij will represent all the components of the real-space Green’s function, 

that is i and j  are any points within the region V. It is convenient to split these 

components into two categories, the on-site components Q „ and off-site components 

Qij where vtj. When the lowercase subscripts are replaced with capitals, i and j  are each 

restricted to a particular xy-plane. For example, £  ab represents the Nxy2 components of 

Qij where i is any point within plane A and j  is any point within plane B. £ab (where the 

subscripts are bold) will be used when i and j  are any points within either planes A or B.
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The use of superscripts will give more information about the Green’s function. For 

example, Q “° will suggest that this Green’s function represents the semi-infinite region 

to the left of V, where z < 0 (this will become clearer later).

1.3 The Contents of the Thesis.

The original causal-surface Green’s function method (CSGFM, Pendry et al 1991) is 

presented in chapter 2. It will be shown that the CSGFM can be used to obtain the 

transport properties or the band structure for a scatterer contained wivUin the region V. 

Assuming the Green’s function for each isolated cell or mesh point is known, the 

CSGFM uses an algorithm to update an initial Green’s function whilst effectively 

‘stitching’ interior mesh points of V  together. The efficiency of the CSGFM can be 

altered by changing the order in which the mesh points are stitched together and which 

components of the Green’s function are updated. The theory of the CSGFM already 

established will be extended. Chapter 2 concludes by presenting novel ways of obtaining 

the Green’s function representing the regions which will be used to sandwich or embed 

the region V.

In chapter 3, the propagation of under-water longitudinal acoustic waves through one

dimensional scatterers is modelled. Plates of perspex or steel placed in water are 

described within the region V. By embedding 'P'between semi-infinite regions of water 

or applying periodic boundary conditions a finite or infinite number of periodically 

spaced plates can be modelled. Analogous band structural properties which exist for 

electronic wavestates in crystals are sought. Then, a localised defect state is modelled. 

Predictions obtained using the CSGFM are verified against experimental data (James et 

a l  1995).

The region V  can be used to describe crystal surfaces. In chapter 4, the extended 

CSGFM (which requires the electronic'potential) is used in order to investigate the band 

structure and surface states of two model systems, Aluminium (100) and Germanium 

(100). The methods developed in chapter two will be used to obtain the Green’s 

functions which are needed to embed the region V, containing the surface. The potential 

for the surface and the semi-infinite crystal will be obtained from the computational 

package CASTEP (Payne et al, 1992). From the pseudopotential and an estimate of the
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positions of the atoms within a defined supercell, CASTEP minimises the ground state 

energy by varying the valence-electron charge density and/or positions of the atoms. 

(See later).

A new method for obtaining the real-space Green’s function for the unit cell V (which, 

for example, is the same cell used in CASTEP) is presented in chapter 5. Whereas the 

CSGFM is restricted to operators which only contain local (on-site) and nearest 

neighbour terms this new method, which uses the spectral representation of the real- 

space Green’s function, will allow the possibility of modelling materials which are 

described using a non-local pseudopotential. The reason for developing this new 

method is because most modem pseudopotentials are non-local7. Using a complete set 

of eigenstates and eigenvalues, and for the moment, a local potential, the Green’s 

function obtained from the spectral representation will be shown to be identical to that 

obtained by a totally independent method, the CSGFM. To reduce the computational 

cost (of calculating all the eigenstates of a material) the highest energy eigenstates will 

be approximated with analytically known eigenstates representing electrons in a 

constant potential, that is, plane waves.

In chapter six, a hybrid method of obtaining the Green’s function is produced by taking 

the best bits from the previous methods already described. Using the new spectral 

method, the Green’s function for a periodic structure for any k  point can be obtained. It 

will be shown that the CSGFM can correctly update the Green’s function when cutting 

between mesh points that are not contained within the non-local core regions. Hence, 

Irke Green’s function representing an isolated patch (which originated from the supercell, V) 

that contains a non-local region can be obtained. Then using the CSGFM, various 

patches can be stitched together in order to model a non-periodic system. Results 

obtained in chapter 4 for the (100) surfaces of Aluminium and Germanium will be 

repeated. By applying the algorithm of CSGFM, the r eal-space Green’s function for the 

periodic structure can also be integrated with respect to k.

7 In order to ensure norm-conservation.



Chapter 2

Causal-Surface Green’s Function Method

The first task is to obtain the real-space Green’s function. Here, the Causal-Surface 

Green’s Function Method (CSGFM; Pendry et al, 1991) is presented. The CSGFM 

enables the discretised, real-space Green’s function for a system to be calculated 

provided the governing (linear) operator only contains on-site and nearest neighbour 

terms when discretised over real space. By starting on a surface where the Green’s 

function is known, the CSGFM uses an algorithm to continually update this initial 

Green’s function such that the surface is extended to include any neighbouring volume. 

Improvements to the present theory of the CSGFM will be presented as well as a novel 

method for finding the initial Green’s function.

2.1 Introduction.

We would like to calculate the reflection and transmission coefficients of a scatterer due 

to plane waves and to be able to calculate the band structure or the allowed density of 

states for a crystal. It is desirable that the computational method will be numerically 

stable and as efficient as possible. The scatterer or crystal can initially be contained 

within a region V. However, we would like to be able to embed V  (or part of this 

region) within any infinite structure, such that we can model a system which is not 

necessarily periodic in every direction.
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Pendry (1993) was aware that the Causal-Surface Green’s Function Method (CSGFM, 

Pendry et al, 19911) was designed with the possibility of two modes of computation; the 

calculation of the self-consistent potential and the calculation of the band structure. In 

both modes, the CSGFM uses an algorithm which computes the real-space Green’s 

function from a local potential. In the former mode, the potential is initially estimated. 

From the on-site components of the Green’s function, the local density of allowed 

electronic states can be obtained, and hence a new potential for the system. The process 

of computing the Green’s function then the potential is repeated continually until the 

potential has converged. We are not interested in developing the CSGFM such that the 

self-consistent potential can be obtained. In the thesis, the former mode will be used to 

obtain the allowed density of wave-states where the potential or its equivalent (over a 

region V) is already known.

In the latter mode, it is also assumed that the potential over a unit cell or supercell, V, is 

known. Again, the real-space Green’s function is calculated. However, a different 

(minimum) set of components of the Green’s function are required in order to obtain the 

scattering coefficients for V. Applying Bloch boundary conditions around V  enables the 

band structure to be calculated from the scattering coefficients. From now on, the 

former and latter modes will be referred to as the ‘ldos’ and ‘band’ modes respectively.

After presenting the details of the algorithm used in the CSGFM (including the general 

stability and efficiency), we will show (in section 2.3) how this algorithm is implemented 

computationally to obtain various components of the Green’s function for the region V. 

As we will see, the CSGFM is quite efficient because not all the components of the 

Green’s function are needed. In section 2.4, the theory of the CSGFM will be extended. 

We will focus upon the initial Green’s function which is used in the CSGFM and also 

improve the efficiency of the CSGFM.

We note that the algorithm of the CSGFM and the various methods presented will be 

used extensively throughout the thesis. Thus, the thesis will continuously refer back to 

the sections of this chapter.

1 The CSGFM was initially designed to solve scattering problems within the field of solid state physics.
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2.2 The CSGFM

The CSGFM requires the differential operator L, when discretised, to form a nearest 

neighbour operator, that is when Uj operates on a particular point only information on 

this point and its nearest neighbours will be required. This basically means that the real- 

space Green’s function will be defined over a discrete set of points and that the 

discretised operator Lj, which governs the system, will form a (2<i+l)-diagonal matrix. 

In this section we will derive the CSGFM algorithm before showing in the next section 

how it is implemented to obtain the scattering coefficients and local density of states for 

our chosen system.

2.2.1 Introduction.

We will be solving a basic model; wavestates, which propagate in from z = ,

scattering off a finite region V  near the origin. The structure of the scatterer (or 

potential) will be described on a Cartesian lattice (with orthogonal directions x, y, z) of 

discrete points as shown in figure 1.2. To change the shape, size or magnitude of the 

scatterer is very easy and straightforward. Each point will have a small volume 

associated with it, which we define as a cell. As in chapter 1, the scattering region V  is 

chosen to be an orthorhombic volume of real-space.

Consider two regions of real-space, r| and r\', where the latter region is the combined 

region of r\ and a neighbouring cell. See figure 2.1. Here, for example, the neighbouring 

cell is part of the scattering region V.

Figure 2.1. The enclosed areas, r| and rf, are isolated regions of space that can be described 
using a simple cubic mesh. By adding a bond between T| and a neighbouring cell, the two regions 
become identical. This process of ‘stitching’ allows T | to grow so that it can become region r|
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By using the algorithm of the CSGFM, we can modify the Green’s function which is 

valid in region rj, so that it becomes the Green’s function for region r\'. We refer to this 

process of adding on cells as stitching. By stitching on one cell at a time, we will start 

from a known Green’s function at one end of the scattering region, and grow through V  

until we have the Green’s function which includes all the cells of the scattering region. 

Once all the cells have been stitched together the scattering region V  can be sandwiched 

between, for example, two constant (free-space) potentials to model a scattering 

problem or the infinite barriers surrounding our region V  can be replaced with Bloch 

boundary conditions to model a band structure problem.

2.2.2 The Green’s function for a one or two cell system.

Consider an isolated lattice point in the middle of a cell of volume a3. For simplicity in 

this chapter we will use a simple cubic lattice where a is the distance between 

neighbouring real-space lattice points. Discretising equation 1.11, we can obtain the 

Green’s function,

(2-1) f t 1 = 1

for an isolated cell. Here, the Dirac delta function when discretised becomes the 

Kronecker delta (Barton, 1989). Since there is only one lattice point the numerator 

becomes identically equal to one. We have also changed the notation to explicidy 

indicate that the Green’s function and the operator are defined over discrete point(s). 

Using this new notation, the Green’s function gives the resultant effect at the lattice 

point indicated by the second subscript due to an initial impulse at the lattice point 

indicated by the first subscript. The superscript reminds us that the initial impulse can 

only propagate within one isolated cell.

Now consider two isolated cells which are represented by two neighbouring lattice 

points i and j. The Green’s function for the system where these two cells are stitched 

together can be obtained using the perturbation equation 1.16. For example,

(2.2) gu2 = g„' + ^  .
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This component describes the resultant outcome at the lattice point i due to an initial 

disturbance at i which is allowed to propagate between the two cells. There also exists a 

physical description for the right hand side of equation 2.2. The first (as we have already 

discussed) represents the outcome when the impulse remains in the cell. The second 

term represents the outcome when the impulse is allowed to scatter into (and back 

from) the neighbouring cell once, the third term represents the outcome when the 

impulse is allowed to scatter into (and back from) the neighbouring cell twice, etcetera. 

This perturbation series is a geometric progression (see for example, Gillett 1988) and 

so can be simplified to

(2.3) g 2 = Gu
1 '

Associated with these two connected cells are three more components gy2, g ?  and 

Q} . A similar equation to 2.3 can also be obtained for these three components.

2.2.3 A Cluster of N  cells.

Let us assume that U j ,  which forms a (2 <i+l)-diagonal matrix, is the nearest neighbour 

operator governing our system. For example, the discretised ID Laplacian operator 

forms a tri-diagonal matrix,

(2.4)

o

0

v
v h v 

v h

where the elements v and h take the values shown in equation 1 . 2 2  and a and b are any 

cell within V  say. This discretised operator has a tight-binding form in that v represents 

a hopping term between neighbouring cells of our real-space lattice (rather than a 

crystal’s lattice) and h represents an on-site term. Later we will consider more general
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nearest neighbour (tight-binding) operators which form a (2d+l)-diagonal matrix. The 

important assumption is that all other elements are zero2.

Consider two isolated cells, labelled p and i in figure 2.2, and a cluster of N  cells which 

are already joined together. It is desirable to be able to expand the cluster such that it 

includes neighbouring cells, i and then p say.

Figure 2.2. The enclosed areas, rj, r f  and r\" represent a cluster of N, N+1 and N+2 cells, 
respectively. By adding a bond between r\ and a neighbouring cell at i, we obtain rf. This 
process can be repeated for the another neighbouring cell at p to obtain r j Ce l l s  which are no 
longer on the surface, for example j  and q in region r\", we referred to as dead cells.

Now consider an initial disturbance at i. Qu represents how an initial disturbance at i 

propagates within one isolated cell. Uj is a hopping term which represents how the 

disturbance at i can propagate or scatter into the cluster of N  cells, g /  describes the 

resultant outcome at the lattice point j  due to a disturbance at j  which is allowed to 

propagate within the cluster of N  cells. £# represents how our initial disturbance can 

scatter back into the isolated cell at the lattice point i. The initial disturbance at i can 

scatter into the cluster many times. Thus we obtain a similar series to that in equation

2.2 for gtiN+l. Notice, since we already know Uj, Lji and Qn we only require g / .  

However, if £ab contain more than nearest neighbour elements then it would be possible 

to scatter our initial disturbance at i to a cell which was not its nearest neighbour. 

Hence, the equation for g™+l would contain terms involving more components of gab 

(where a and b are any grid points within the cluster) becoming more complex and less 

likely to represent a geometric series which can be simplified into a form similar to 

equation 2.3.

2 In fa c t, s e c o n d  order, lin ea r  d iffere n tia l o p era tors that are lo c a l w ill  d is c r e tise  to  g iv e  a  n ea rest n e ig h b o u r  m atrix .
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Before we can connect the other isolated cell, p, gqq must be updated to £99N+1. It is 

possible to imagine that the only additional information that we will require to know is 

how an initial disturbance at q can propagate within the N  cells to j  and back again, gj*  

and Qjq • Thus to be able to expand a cluster of N  cells we require Qab where a and b 

only label the cells that are on the surface (provided Lab is a nearest neighbour 

operator).

2.2.4 The Algorithm.

Consider a cluster of N  cells already joined together, with one of the surface cells at a 

lattice point j  which is adjacent to an isolated cell at a lattice point i. The Green’s 

function associated with this cluster of cells has N2 components (discrete values), g j j  

(where a, b are any lattice points within the cluster). As in §2.2.2, the Green’s function
N +1 can be found by attaching the cell at the lattice point i to the cell at the lattice

point j. The perturbation series is rather cumbersome, but again it can be simplified 

(Pendryetal, 1991)

(2.5) g ar  = c [ * L qJ
q=ij r=i,j

where we have an inverted matrix,

f  1 A
-G .n g . n -  1y j] Vi]

(2.6) A  = -  
A 1

G.n ~ —  - G . n¥ Jl f  -711
V 8 J

and a determinant,

(2.7) A = g / g / - g. N-Vij
j' y l * j

By simply changing the superscript N+ 1 to N, the above equations can update the 

Green’s function such that a new direct link can be made within the cluster between any 

cell at the lattice point i to the cell at the lattice point j. This is necessary if V  occupies 

more than one dimension.
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Equations 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, together with equation 2.1 (which represents the isolated 

cell) form the backbone to the algorithm used in the CSGFM.

Notice that A  in equation 2.6 is an inverted matrix which contains only the components 

of Qab and Lab that are directly associated with the two neighbouring cells which are 

being connected together. Since there are only four elements in matrix A, we are able to 

invert by hand. Thus, each of the Green’s function components, §abN+l, for the new 

cluster are quick and easy to compute. However, if Lab was not a nearest neighbour 

operator, this matrix would expand with the cluster size and would soon become an 

intractable matrix to invert.

By repetitively applying this algorithm, we can stitch all neighbouring cells together 

until we have grown our cluster such that it fills our scattering region V. Each time a 

new cell is added, the Green’s function is updated until we have the Green’s function 

for the entire scattering region. As explained previously, since Lab is a nearest neighbour 

operator, the algorithm (when stitching cell i to cell j)  requires only the components of 

the Green’s function that are directly associated with cells i and j. Thus, when 

expanding the cluster of cells, only the components of the Green’s function directly 

associated with the surface of the cluster are needed.

In section 2.3 we will take a closer look at which components of the Green’s function 

are updated and in what order are the cells of V  stitched together.

2.2.5 The Stability of the Algorithm.

At present, we now assume we have the Green’s function for each isolated cell in the 

scattering region V  (equation 2.1). We also have the algorithm (described above) which 

enables us to simply stitch these cells together so that there are no longer any infinite 

barriers between any neighbouring mesh points.

However, care is needed when applying the algorithm. Let us consider a system 

governed by the time independent, single particle Schrodinger’s equation (an example 

which will be considered in more detail later). Prior to any boundary conditions being 

applied, any intermediate cluster of cells has an infinite potential barrier around the 

outer surface. The chosen energy of the system may coincide with the eigenvalue 

associated with a standing wavestate which could exist in one of the intermediate
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clusters. Hence, the Green’s function for any intermediate cluster of cells would then 

become singular (see later in §5.2.2) and the algorithm would be numerically unstable.

One of two steps can be taken (although generally we will implement both methods) to 

ensure the numerical stability.

(i) The eigenvalue for any eigenstate of a Hermitian operator3 is real (Griffel, 1989). 

Coming off the real energy axis and choosing the energy of the system to be complex, 

the poles associated with these eigenvalues are avoided. However, choosing the energy 

to be complex has physical consequences on the properties of the system. A more 

detailed analysis will be given later but it is enough to say that the imaginary part of the 

energy damps the wavestates of the intermediate systems and therefore damps the 

resultant wavestates which we want to examine. For now we will choose a small value 

for the imaginary part of the energy (10 -8 Rydbergs) and this value will only be 

increased in order to check the stability (the density of states for a higher imaginary 

energy will be smeared but should be similar to the density of sates when the energy is 

real, see later).

(ii) We can choose to start with a Green’s function which represents a system which is 

not finite in length. The wavestates of the intermediate clusters will now couple into the 

infinite region which the initial Green’s function represents (see Pendry et al 1991). The 

Green’s function we choose to start the algorithm may, for example, represent semi

infinite free space. As the cells of 'f'are grown onto this semi infinite region, the Green’s 

function never represents a discrete cluster of cells. Hence, the Green’s function does 

not become singular and the algorithm is completely stable. This choice of Green’s 

function is also convenient because we want to model wavestates propagating in from 

infinity and scattering back out due to the potential or the material described in V.

2.3 The Implementation of the CSGFM Algorithm.

As explained above, the CSGFM requires the discretised governing operator to form a 

(2d+l)-diagonal matrix containing only on-site and nearest neighbour elements. This 

requirement allows the process of growing with only the information directly associated 

with the cells that are being connected together. Thus, not all the components of the

3 We can assume that the energy eigenvalues for the systems considered later in this thesis are real.
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Green’s function are needed when the CSGFM algorithm is used to grow our Green’s 

function solution through the scattering region V. This is where the CSGFM can draw 

its efficiency.

The components of the Green’s function which are updated is also dependent upon 

what property we are actually trying to obtain. In this section we explain how the 

CSGFM algorithm is implemented (Pendry et al, 1991 and Pendry 1993) in order to 

optimise the CSGFM for obtaining the density of states and also the transport 

properties of the scattering region V.

Throughout this section, our model will be governed by the one-electron Hamiltonian 

with a local potential and the orthorhombic scattering region V  will be discretised on a 

Nx by Ny by Nz simple cubic lattice as in figure 1.2.

2.3.1 The Single-Particle Schrodinger Equation.

Consider the Hamiltonian operator

(2.8) L  (r)=- V2 +V (r),

which represents a simplified Schrodinger’s wave equation where V(r) is a local 4 

potential in the region V. Here we will use atomic units where h = e = 2m = 1 such that 

the unit of length is the Bohr radius and energy is measured in Rydbergs. The 

discretised Hamiltonian forms a 7-diagonal matrix with elements,

—7  + VJ when i -  j
a

—7- i , j  nearest neighbours 
a

0  otherwise

where i and j  are lattice or mesh points, a is the distance between neighbouring mesh 

points and where the cells of V  are assumed to be cubic. The Green’s function for each 

isolated cell within V  becomes (equation 2 .1 ),

4 V(r) rather than V ( r ,  r .

(2.9) £ , =
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where jn has been defined to be the energy of the system and Vi is the value of potential 

at the lattice point i. We can use equations 2.5 - 2.7, with

(2.11) L

to stitch between the cells such that all the cells of V  are connected together. We would 

then obtain the real-space Green’s function for the scattering region V  which is 

surrounded by infinite barriers along all six faces. However, we choose to use periodic 

boundary conditions across the outer xz and yz planes. This can be achieved by simply 

stitching/ adding direct links across the ends of scattering region in the x, y directions. 

Hence, our model (for the moment) represents a scattering region which is only finite in 

the z direction.

Before stitching all the cells of V  together, the Green’s function, Cf0 and (f°°, 

representing the semi infinite region to the left hand side and to the right hand side of V  

must be calculated. These Green’s functions will allow us to model wavestates 

propagating in from the left towards the region V  and scattering back out. Using ^°° as 

our initial Green’s function also ensures stability of the algorithm, see §2.2.5, as the 

each cell of the scattering region V  is attached.

2.3.2 An Initial Green’s Function: ID Semi-Infinite Chain.

Following Pendry et al (1991) we now derive the Green’s functions representing the 

semi-infinite regions either side of the region V. We begin by considering one

dimensional (ID) space such that we can start the derivation from an analytically known 

Green’s function.

Consider the Green’s function (f°° describing the propagation along an infinite ID chain 

of mesh points with V,=constant. This could represent how electronic wavestates would 

propagate under the ID discretised Hamiltonian (equation 2.9). The electronic, one-



dimensional, infinite, free-space Green’s function, is already analytically known 

(Economou 1990),

gW-A
(2 .1 2 ) £~~ = -   r  ,

•J E  — L tJ —2L :J+Ie

where i and j  are two cells (mesh points) along the chain and £ = C>(E, Ltti, £tti+1).

We want to describe a system where our scattering region V  (where for now Nj=Ny=l) 

is within this chain. To do this we break a bond between any two nearest neighbouring 

cells (mesh points), for example z  = 0 and z  = 1. Using the perturbation equation 1.17,

/ " O  1 z ’  0 0 0 0  / " •  °°0 - 0  f  0 000

fyoQ -  fyoo + 9oo oi9io >

we get the on-site Green’s function at the end of the one-dimensional, semi

infinite region, ft^ 0 will be known as the ID semi-infinite Green’s function and 

represent a ID semi-infinite lead. More precisely5,

(2.14) £ 0 0 = - ^ - ,

where

(2.15) £ = c o s - ‘j l - y ( £ : - V )

when E>V, and

(2.16) £ =i'cosh N ! - —- ( £ -V )

when E<V. Here, a is the distance between two neighbouring mesh points. Similarly, we 

get the same Green’s function for fti which will be attached to the right hand side of 

the scattering region V. We shall use equation 2.15 when we want to model a ID semi

5 Since we will find that §°°0= § 0o°, from now on we will drop the °°0 and 0°° superscripts on the Great’s functions 
representing the semi-infinite regions ze  (-°° , 0 ] and ze  [0,°°) and one of the superscripts on the Green’s 
function representing the infinite region ze  °°) to simplify the notation.
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infinite region where plane wavestates can propagate freely or equation 2.15 when we 

want to model ID wavestates which decay exponentially. The semi-infinite Green’s 

function will be referred to as ID propagating or decaying leads, respectively.

When starting the algorithm, knowing goo is enough for calculating the local density of 

states (see later), that is when using the CSGFM in the ldos mode. However, we will 

find that when using the CSGFM in the band mode, £ 1 0  and £b-i are also required 

in order to start calculating the band structure or scattering coefficients. These are 

obtained by using,

(2.17) Q ' ^ G ^ Q ^ Q -

(2.18) & _ > & - 1 + 

and

(2.19) + .

Hence, we get

(2.20) g_lQ -  —  -  g0_x
V

and

(2.21) =
L ij

2.3.3 An Initial Green’s Function: 2D Semi-Infinite Channel.

When the scattering region V  is described on a Nx by Ny by Nz mesh, one may want to 

use more than one semi-infinite lead to initiate the CSGFM algorithm. In a two 

dimensional system, Ny semi-infinite leads can be coupled together to form a 2D semi

infinite lead. Using one of these 2D leads we can model how two dimensional 

wavestates can propagate through a potential describing a two dimensional channel 

where the potential is finite in value when 0 < y < aNy and z < 0 and infinite otherwise. 

The Green’s function for this system is (Pendry et al, 1991),
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(2.22) glt =-. L £ s in  - 2 5 -  sin e x p g j ,

where i and j  are cells at the end of the lead, Uj is the discretised operator,

(2.23) En — L u + 2E ii+l cos

f  \1TK

and where C,n is defined in equations 2.15,16.

With Ny = 2 there are two possible modes for the wavestates, one in which the 

wavestate have equal weight on the mesh points where y = 1 and y -  2 (and therefore 

represents a waveform with a maximum amplitude at the centre of the 2D channel) and 

one in which the wavestate has equal but opposite weights on these mesh points. When 

the energy of the system is slightly greater than the finite potential defined in the leads, 

the first mode represents a travelling wavestate and the second (higher frequency) mode 

a decaying wavestate (where propagation is in the ‘growth’ or z-direction).

For a three dimensional scattering region V, Nxy semi-infinite leads can be coupled 

together to form a 3D semi-infinite channel. However, it is preferable to have an initial 

Green’s function across a xy-plane which ends a semi-infinite (with respect to the z- 

direction) region that has Bloch boundary conditions imposed in both the x  and i n 

directions. The reason for this is that throughout the thesis we will be imposing Bloch 

boundary conditions to the scattering region V. A method for obtaining such an initial 

Green’s function will be presented in section 2.4.

2.3.4 The Density of states: ‘ldos’ mode.

The local density of allowed states per mesh point is defined as

(2.24) D , ( £ ) = X < i l 'K .X « K . |* '> 8 (6 -£ . ) .  £ = R e ( £ ) ,
n

where (i\\\f n) iS the value of the wavestate at the mesh point i and En is the energy 

eigenvalue for this wavestate. Alternatively, this can be written (Economou, 1990),
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(2.25) Di(E) = - - Z m { g u)> 1  „ ( E ) * 0 .
K

Hence, we require the on-site components of the Green’s function for our chosen 

system at each mesh point i.

Consider the task of calculating the density of states over plane C shown in figure 2.3. 

There are Nx by Ny points in this plane and each of the parallel planes in the region V. 

To stabilise the algorithm (as explained earlier) we will start with the Green’s function 

('f0 which represents the semi-infinite volume to the left hand side of our scattering 

region V. The algorithm of the CSGFM requires the surface components of a Green’s 

function in order to stitch on extra cells. Hence, we start the algorithm with the

components of ( f30 that are directly associated with the Nxy cluster of cells (plane A) that 

form the left hand Nx by Ny surface plane in the scattering region V.

Figure 2.3. When implementing the CSGFM algorithm in the ldos mode, only the components of 
the Green’s function that are associated with the cells contained within the bold solid line are 
updated. Initially this corresponds to the cells of the Ay-plane A. By stitching on one cell at a 
time, the xy-surface moves across the scattering region V. During this process, after a 
neighbouring cell * is stitched on, the components of the Green’s function associated with cell # 
are no longer updated unless cell # forms part of plane C. See text.

Using the CSGFM algorithm, the Green’s function for the semi-infinite leads can be 

updated to include any one of the neighbouring cells in V. This will result in knowing 

(Nxy+l)2 components for the modified Green’s function. Once a ‘new cell’ is stitched 

onto the semi-infinite cluster, one of the mesh points will represent an ‘old or dead 

cell’ which is no longer on the surface (the cell which is directly behind the new cell
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which is being stitched onto it). Thus, the components of the Green’s function directly 

associated with the old cell can usually be discarded.

The process of stitching new cells on is continued until we have the components6

Qcc across plane C. Then, whilst stitching on the new cells across plane C \  the ‘old’ 

cells over plane C (which would normally be discarded) are continually updated. With 

all the cells of plane C' stitched onto plane C, we will have a total of 4A ^ components,

Qcc, Qcc, Qc c and Qcc- We continue to grow the Green’s function across to the right 

hand side, updating the components associated with plane C and the surface cells whilst 

discarding old cells which are created as a result of connecting the remainder of the cells 

in V. Hence, at any one time there will be a maximum of (2A^+1) 2 components of Q 

which are updated. Once all the cells are connected, the components of Q will be those 

directly connecting C and the right hand plane. Finally, the Green’s function 

representing the semi-infinite leads on the right hand side of the scattering region V  are 

attached (whilst still updating over C). The scattering region is now embedded within 

two semi-infinite, flat potentials and from QCc the allowed density of states across plane 

C can be obtained using equation 2.25.

2.3.5 Scattering Coefficients: ‘band’ mode.

To obtain the scattering coefficients for any system within V, the only components of 

QyN that need to be calculated are those where i and j  are the cells at either end (in the

z-direction) of V. In fact for a scatterer which varies only in the z-direction (the 

direction of propagation of the incident wave), where V  can be described on a 1 by 1 by 

Nz simple cubic mesh, the scattering coefficients are (Pendry ,1993)

(2.26) T++= - ^ ; ( 2 iX ,s in g > -2it)

(2.27) R +.= - (2 rX s s i n ( ^ s“ + l)

(2.28) T = -£ j(2 « X , sing ]e~2i?)

6 Note, the use of capital letters in the subscripts o f  Q to indicate we are considering all the components 
connecting the cells across two xy-planes. S e e  § 1.2.3.
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(2.29) R + = -(2 t £ f s i n g ^  +

where £ has been defined previously (equation 2.15) and A, B label the Jty-planes which 

enclose V  in the z-direction (as shown in figure 2.4). Here, T++ and R+_ are the 

transmission and reflection coefficients respectively for an incident wave from z -  -°° 

and T_ and R.+ for an incident wave from z = +°°. The equations needed to derive the 

scattering coefficients for a more general scatterer contained in V  can be found in 

Pendry et al (1991).

Figure 2.4. In the band mode the CSGFM starts on two Jty-planes A and A ' at one end of V. 
Then stitching on one cell at a time, the surface A ' moves across until neighbouring plane B. 
Then plane B is stitched to plane A'. When implementing the CSGFM algorithm, only the 
components of the Green’s function that are associated with the cells contained within the bold 
solid line are updated.

To calculate the components QAB and Qba a slightly different approach to that used in 

§2.3.4 is needed. We start with the 4 components of the Green’s function across 

planes A and A ' representing the semi-infinite leads to the left hand side of V  and the 

N 1 components of the Green’s function across plane B representing the semi-infinite

leads to the right hand side of V. See figure 2.4. We then grow our Green’s function 

solution on the left hand side right across V  whilst updating the (2A^+1)2 components 

associated with the fixed plane A and the moving plane A'. Then we attach the right 

hand semi-infinite leads by stitching between planes A ' and B.
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2.3.6 The Band Structure: ‘band’ mode.

So far we have considered a scattering region V  which for the moment we shall assume 

is periodic in both the x and ^-directions. After using the CSGFM algorithm the 

scattering matrices (T++, R+_, T_, R+) for this system can be obtained. Now consider a 

set of regions V  aligned in the z-direction (with Bloch boundary conditions imposed in 

the x, y-directions). The wavestate of the electronic system that propagates, from left to 

right, across the (n+1 )* V  has the combined amplitude of the transmitted wave from 

the previous region (the n* V ) and the reflected waveform that originated from a 

wavestate travelling in the reverse direction through the (n+l) 111 V. Mathematically,

(2.30) v  + (n + 1) = T+ty  + (n) + R +.\|/ _ (n +1) .

Similarly, the wavestate t|/ _ that propagates from right to left across the n V  is,

(2.31) _ (n) = T_\|f + (n + 1)+  R.+tg + (n) .

Rearranged in a matrix form,

(2.32) 'T - O' V +(<*)) 'I -R+.‘ V  +(» + !)’
.-R - I * )J 0 T -(« + !)>

where 0 and I are the zero and identity matrices respectively. Using the Bloch condition 

(see Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976),

(2.33) \|/ (n + 1) = \|/ (n)eikzL,

where L  is the length of V  in the z-direction, we can obtain an eigenvalue equation,

(2.34)

where only the scattering matrices of the n* region are needed. Notice that the 

scattering region V  with Bloch boundary conditions imposed in all three directions 

represents a unit cell.

o ' V +091 -  eik*L
' i -R+-

I ’I
— c

0 T-
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Knowing the Green’s function for V, and hence the scattering coefficients, the band 

structure, £(k) for the electronic system can be obtained. Here, the energy E  and two 

components of the wavevector ( kx , ky) are fixed and all values of the third component, 

kz, are found. This method is slightly unusual in that band structures are usually found 

by specifying k and finding E.

2.3.7 The Efficiency of the CSGFM.

We now estimate how the CSGFM scales numerically in time and array size as a 

function of N. Let us consider the scattering region V  described over a Nx by Ny by Nz 

cubic lattice of mesh points where N=NxNyNz. In general, we use the CSGFM to update 

the Green’s function across one xy-plane. Every time one cell in V  is stitched onto the 

initial cluster one cell becomes dead. Hence, the number of components of the Green’s 

function that need to be stored and updated never exceeds (A^+l)2. (For a fixed energy, 

there are in fact N ^ N Z = N 2 possible components of the Green’s function within the 

region 1/).

For each cell which is stitched on, the algorithm7 is used N ^  times. Since there are 

N xyN z cells within the CSGFM scales in computational time as NlyN z. Obviously,

the efficiency of the CSGFM depends critically upon how many mesh points there are 

across the surface plane; efficiency of the CSGFM is dominated by the size of N^.

Eventually the Green’s function needs to be updated across two neighbouring ;ty-planes 

in order to stitch the left and right semi-infinite regions together. Thus the memory size 

requirement scales as 4 A ^ .

Using a moderate work station (Dec Alpha 3000 with 128Mb memory) to compute the 

Green’s functions we find that it is the computational processing time (rather than 

memory) requirements that restrict the size of to within -500 mesh points. Typically 

to grow through one layer of cells will take 6  seconds for A^=288.

7 Strictly speaking, the algorithm represents a process of attaching a new cell and then discarding an old cell. 
During this process, as well as linking the new cell directly to the old cell, direct links in the x and y  directions 
may need to be made. Each new link, including the ‘wrap-around’ link to impose periodic boundary conditions, 
requires all (A^+l)2 components to be updated.
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We do not claim that the CSGFM is an efficient method for computing for example a
7

band structure even though we have an 0 ( N 3) method (for N^=Ny=Nz) where more 

conventional basis set techniques (see for example Harrison 1980 who used a linear 

combination of atomic orbitals) are 0(fA£3) methods where 9\[is the number of basis 

states. To see why, let us consider modelling a face centred cubic structure of Copper 

atoms. Typically to compute the lower bands we will require N  (the number of mesh 

points within the unit cell) to be 0 (1 0 0 0 ) whereas 5^(the number of basis states) will be 

0 (10).

Generally only the lowest bands are required. Thus, even when a plane wave basis set is 

used where iA£-0(lOOO), faster methods (see later in chapter 5) can be implemented 

which avoids computing a full diagonalisation (which is an 0(iA£3) method) of the 

wavestates.

In chapter 3 we will model ID acoustic scatterers. There iV*y=l and the CSGFM then 

becomes an 0(AO method. In the later chapters we will model more complex 3D 

scatterers where 7^-0(100). Here, the CSGFM has one main advantage; because it is a 

real-space approach, it does allow us to model the transport of electrons say through 

geometrically complex structures. We note that for a finite difference, nearest neighbour 

operator there are 0(N)  methods (Thijssen and Inglesfield 1994,95).

2.4 Extending the Theory of the CSGFM.

The CSGFM (as described by Pendry et al, 1991) specifically embeds a region V  

between ID or 2D, semi-infinite leads and was first applied to model the ballistic 

transport of electrons through geometrically complex waveguides. However, Pendry 

(1993) suggested that a more general potential could be used to embed V  rather than 

using the ID or 2D leads (as defined above) and that V  could represent a unit cell by 

applying Bloch boundary conditions. In this section, we begin by examining the ID 

leads more closely before looking at new novel ways of obtaining different initial 

Green’s functions from which to start the CSGFM algorithm. We also develop a more 

efficient way to grow the Green’s function in order to obtain the allowed density of 

states.
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2.4.1 An Initial Green’s function; Channels and Bloch Boundary Conditions.

In section 2.3, the ID and 2D semi-infinite leads were presented. Using one of these 

leads we can either model how ID wavestates can propagate through a ID semi-finite 

channel or how 2D wavestates can propagate down a 2D semi-infinite channel (of width 

aNy). In both cases, the potential for the channel (which is surrounded by an infinite 

potential) can be defined. However, in the thesis we want to model semi-infinite 

channels which have Bloch boundary conditions applied to them in the y-direction (and 

in the ^-direction for 3D channels). For example we may like to model how electrons, 

which propagate in from z=-°° for any incident angle, scatter through a slab of 

Aluminium atoms (that is periodic in the x and y directions) which is defined in our 

scattering region V.

Later we will present how we intend to obtain a Green’s function at the end of a 

different semi-infinite region. But first we take a closer look at the ID semi-infinite lead 

or Green’s function (equations 2.14,2.20-21). The value of this Green’s function is 

dependent upon the distance away from the infinite barrier at the end of the ID channel 

and not on position. Using the CSGFM algorithm (equations 2.1,2.4-6), with d= 1, ID 

cells of our 1 by 1 by Nz scattering region V  can be added. Let us define g„ to be the 

component where r represents the cell which is a constant distance away from the 

continually moving, infinite barrier. By choosing the value of the potential within each 

new cell to be the same value which was used in the definition of the semi-infinite leads, 

Qrr remains constant8.

Similarly we can start from a 2D semi-infinite lead and grow through an appropriate 

region V  such that Qn still remains constant. Here we again need to choose the 

potential across V  to be equal to that used in the semi-infinite lead, however V  is now 

composed of NyNz 2D cells (d=2 in equation 2.1). As we stitch a row (y=l to Ny) of 2D 

cells onto the 2D lead, links or bonds (in the y-direction) between each neighbouring 

cells are added. Note that we choose to keep an infinite barrier at either end of our row 

of 2D cells. Thus, after extending the semi-infinite lead by 1 (or Nz) complete row(s) Qn 

retains a constant value.

8 As well as confirming our understanding of what the leads physically represent, the procedure described in the 
text is used to test the equations defining the components of semi-infinite Green’s function.
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In both of the above cases we can think of Qn as being perfectly converged with respect 

to the number of complete layers, rows or ID cells, of our scattering region V  which 

we have grown through. These Green’s functions represent a semi-infinite channel. 

However we want the components of the Green’s function across an xy-plane of mesh 

points at the end of a semi-infinite region of free-space or at the end of a region 

containing a semi-infinite number of atomic layers. In §2.4.2-3 we explain how this can 

be achieved. Basically we will change the boundary conditions and/or potential across V  

such that Qn (for r near the end of the semi-infinite region) converges (for large Nz say) 

to a different value. Qrr will then represent a different semi-infinite region. Choosing an 

appropriate V  will enable us to obtain an initial Green’s function, which represents a 

semi-infinite region of free-space say, in which to start the CSGFM for a scattering 

region

Before concluding this subsection we note that it is possible to add 2D or 3D cells to 

the ID leads or 3D cells to the 2D leads such that Qrr is still perfectly converged to its 

original value. For example, consider adding 3D cells of our 1 by 1 by Nz scattering 

region V  to a ID semi-infinite lead using the CSGFM algorithm, with d= 3. As each 

new cell is connected, a Bloch boundary condition can be applied in both the y-direction 

and the x-direction by connecting the new cell to itself in each of these directions. To 

impose Bloch’s theorem (see for example, Ashcroft 1976) on the scattering region in 

the x  and y directions respectively we need to use

(2.35) X.. = X 7 = — yex p (ikxLx), — yexp (tic L )
a a

in the CSGFM algorithm9. Here, Lx and Ly represent the length of the scattering region 

in the x  and y directions. In our example LJC=Ly=a.

With the potential of each new 3D cell chosen to be that used in the ID semi-infinite 

lead and kx=ky=0, Qn retains the same value. So we could have visualised the ID semi

infinite leads as a semi-infinite chain of 3D cells (of a constant potential) where

9 Here we have assumed that the discretised, single-particle Schrodinger operator (shown in equation 2.9) is our 
governing operator.
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wavestates can propagate provided kx=ky=0. We now present how to obtain for any 

general k.

2.4.2 Generating Different Initial Green’s Functions.

We would like a method of generating an initial Green’s function which represents a 

semi-infinite region of free-space where wavestates are allowed to propagate in any 

general direction, that is we are not restricted to using kj=ky=0. It is also desirable to be 

able to obtain the initial Green’s function for a semi-infinite, periodic medium. For 

example, we will want to obtain the components of the Green’s function across a real- 

space mesh at the end of a semi-infinite lattice of bulk Aluminium atoms.

One way of obtaining such Green’s functions, described above, is to simply grow 

through a periodic set of scattering regions until £rr (the components of the Green 

function at the end of the semi-infinite region) are converged. As we will show, adding 

a larger imaginary part to the energy of our system will increase the rate of 

convergence.

We define to be the components at the end of a 3D semi-infinite lead which has 

Bloch boundary conditions applied in both the x  and y directions. Using we can 

model how wavestates, with wavevector k, can propagate in from z=-°°.

Let us consider how we will generate the components £rr which are numerically 

(within double precision accuracy) equivalent to (7^ ° .  For simplicity we use Nx=Ny= 1. 

Starting from the Green’s function representing a semi-infinite ID lead, 3D cells are 

grown onto the end of the lead. Each time a new cell is stitched on, kx and ky are 

introduced as the Bloch periodic boundary conditions are added in the x  and y  directions 

using equation 2.35 in the CSGFM algorithm. After every iteration (stitching a new cell 

onto the lead and applying Bloch boundary conditions) £rr, where R is the xy-plane 

which is adjacent to the infinite barrier, changes value because our potential (with a 

moving origin fixed at the end of the lead) changes.

By adding an imaginary part to the energy,

(2.36) E = e + § i,
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which also ensures that the CSGFM is numerically stable, £rr will eventually converge. 

If we also allow >0 we find that grr—» g^ ° .

We can estimate how far the CSGFM needs to grow in order to converge £rr. Consider 

a plane wavestate, exp(ikzz),  which would normally propagate freely. If the real part of 

energy, e, is much greater than the imaginary part, then assuming E=kz2 we can obtain 

3  m (fcz) = £/2e . Hence, our plane wave state has the form exp(hc Zz -  f )  where the

decay length X = 2 e/^ and k  z = 9le(kz).

It is clear from this result that allowing the energy of the system to become complex has 

the effect of decaying the travelling wavestates. If the travelling wavestates now decay, 

then after a certain distance the amplitude of this wavestate will be minimal. Hence, 

contributions to Qrr (which represents how an initial disturbance propagates out from 

and returns to one of the mesh points on plane R) will be negligible from the original ID 

semi-infinite lead if the distance between r and the end of the lead is great enough. Since 

we grow through a constant potential (and constant boundary conditions) all the 

components £rr will eventually converge after several decay lengths. If, for example, 

^ < 0.5 eV and e= 4.0 eV, we need to grow through a distance of 1 Angs to reduce the 

wavestates propagating from the leads to half their amplitude and 7 Angs such that the 

amplitude of the wavestates have decayed to less than 1 %.

The technique of using a complex energy and growing through a constant (or indeed a 

periodically varying) potential can also be used when the scattering region V  has 

Nxy>\. In this case, the CSGFM algorithm can use the Green’s function representing a 

set of Nx by Ny uncoupled ID leads to initiate the growth process on. Hence, by 

growing through a constant potential, we can now obtain the initial Green’s function 

representing how wavestates with any kx or ky value can propagate through a constant 

potential which is finite in the semi-infinite region where z< 0  say (and infinite where 

z>0). However, as we shall see, there are smarter ways of obtaining this initial Green’s 

function.
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2.4.3 Periodic Potentials: ‘Cell Doubling’.

Our method of generating a different initial Green’s function requires us to implement 

the CSGFM through several layers of mesh points (or for a periodic potential several 

unit cells10) until ^rR converges. Typically we will use A^=100 when growing through a 

crystal of Aluminium atoms. With a moderate work station (as described in §2.3.7) each 

layer takes approximately 0.2 seconds. Using £,=0.5eV will require growing through 

approximately 500 layers. We may want to repeat this calculation for several values of 

e, kx and ky. We know that the CSGFM scales as N ^ N Z. In the thesis we will want to 

use Nxy=512 say and smaller values for for example in chapter 4 £ will be much more 

like 0.025eV. For more general materials can be of 0(1000). To obtain a similar 

convergence using this smaller value for the imaginary part of the energy requires 

growing through approximately 20,000 layers of mesh points. Thus to generate an 

initial Green’s function (other than the ID or 2D semi-infinite leads which are 

analytically known) will become computationally time consuming, especially for large 

Nxy and small

However, since the potential is periodic the CSGFM can be implemented more 

efficiently by ‘doubling up’ regions which we have already been grown through. With a 

moderate work station, the time required to double the number of layers takes 

approximately 10 seconds for layers which contain A ^lO O  mesh points. We now 

present the method of ‘cell doubling’ which effectively allows us to reduce £ to any 

small value.

For the moment, consider the region V  representing one isolated unit cell. Using the 

CSGFM to grow through V  (as in §2.3.5), the Green’s function, , connecting two 

opposite faces of the unit cell can be obtained. See figure 2.5a. Now consider two 

isolated regions representing the same unit cell. £AB represents both these two identical 

unit cells, so we have enough information to be able to stitch these two unit cells 

together. Hence, if all four planes are updated whilst the two central planes are stitched 

together, we obtain the Green’s function connecting two opposite faces of a region 

which are two unit cells apart. This process is shown in figure 2.5 where we have not

10 V  is a supercell containing several unit cells aligned in the z-direction. Each unit cell is discretised into cells.
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included the semi-infinite leads for simplicity. If the process initiates from semi-infinite 

leads then this process is slightly modified and would also include the removal11 of leads 

to return the Green’s function from representing an infinite region to a semi-infinite 

region.

Figure 2.5. One iteration in the cell doubling method, (a) Duplicate £ab such that regions Vand 
V  are identical, (b) Only the components of the Green’s function that are associated with cells 
contained within bold solid lines are updated using the CSGFM. (c) After stitching these isolated 
regions together, the components £Ab' are duplicated for the next iteration.

The process of doubling the distance between the opposite two faces is continually 

repeated until the Green’s function converges. As in the previous subsection, 

numerically (within single or double precision) the converged Green’s function 

effectively represents a semi-infinite periodic region for a fixed value of energy 

(although e, ^ may be smaller, larger respectively) whereas the ID and 2D leads truly 

represents a semi-infinite channel even when ^ is reduced or e is increased.

If Lz is the length of the unit cell then the distance between the opposite two faces is 

2mLz, where m is the number of iterations. After doubling, the components of the 

Green’s function associated with the interior planes can be discarded. With each 

iteration, the distance between the opposite two faces increases more rapidly, however 

each iteration is computationally the sam e  in size and time.

The method of cell doubling is very similar to layer doubling used in LEED theory. 

(See, for example, Pendry 1974). There, the scattering matrices (see §2.3.4,5) for 1

11 T h e  p r o c ess  o f  b reak in g  b o n d s or lin k s b e tw e e n  n e ig h b o u r in g  c e l ls  w ill  b e  in tro d u ced  in  § 2 .4 .4 .
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layer of material are used to find the scattering matrices for 2 layers of material then 4 

etcetera. A similar approach is also used in the ‘surface embedded Green’s function 

method’ (Benesh and Inglesfield, 1984), where a muffin-tin potential is used to describe 

each layer.

2.4.4 Embedding the Scattering Region V,
We now investigate how we can generalise the method used in deriving the one

dimensional, semi-infinite lead (shown in §2.3.2) to embed the region within more 

general infinite regions.

Consider a system where wavestates are free to propagate without scattering. For 

electrons, this system would be represented by a constant potential. Bloch boundary 

conditions can be imposed in the x  and y directions so that our description of space is 

over an infinite set of Nx by Ny planes. Let us assume we know the 4N 2̂  components of

the Green’s function Q 0000 across two adjacent planes, A  and B. The CSGFM algorithm, 

equations 2.4 - 2.6, with the perturbation Ltj replaced with -Uj can effectively break the 

direct links which connect neighbouring cells. Each time a link is broken between one 

cell in plane A and its neighbouring cell in plane B all 4 components are updated. 

By breaking all links connecting plane A with B we effectively have two semi-infinite 

regions separated by an infinite barrier. The components Qab (and the N 2̂

components Q b a) become identically zero implying that any disturbance at any point in 

plane A  does not propagate to plane B (and vice versa) . 12

Separating the two semi-infinite regions, we can now use the CSGFM to effectively 

replace the infinite barrier which exists between these two regions by stitching on the 

cells of between them. Thus, we have sandwiched the region V  between planes A 

and B. We now have the required model where wavestates propagate in freely towards 

the region V  and scatter to produce transmitted and reflected wavestates freely 

propagating outwards.

12 Components of the Green’s function directly connecting cells on either side of the ‘cut’ (infinite barrier) will 
become identically zero. Finding this result to be numerically correct, confirms our assumption that replacing Uj 
with -Uj in equations 2.18-20 will give an algorithm that can break links directly connecting neighbouring cells.
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Furthermore, if we known the Green’s function across two adjacent planes for any 

infinite system (which is periodic or finite in the x and y directions) then by breaking all 

the Nxy links connecting the neighbouring planes we can obtain the Green’s function for 

more general semi-infinite systems. We can also use two different semi-infinite regions 

in which to embed the scattering region V.

We define the process of adding / breaking bonds between two planes as ‘stitching’ / 

‘cutting’ between two planes respectively. The ability to ‘cut’ and ‘stitch’ between 

neighbouring planes allows us to obtain the Green’s function for a patchwork of 

different regions. This method will also allow us to incorporate regions of non-locality, 

as we will see in chapter 6.

2.4.5 ‘Stitch and Store’ to obtain the Density of States.

In the thesis we need the allowed density of states, Di(E), across all the interior mesh 

points of our scattering region V. This will require the on-site Green’s function for each 

of these mesh points. The process described in §2.3.4 can be repeated M  times in order 

to calculate the allowed density of states over M  different planes or the Green’s function 

can be updated over all M  planes as each new cell is added. Either way, this process is 

more time consuming than it really needs to be. For the latter method, the array space 

needed can become unmanageable. Each ‘old’ cell (where Di(E) is required) which is 

continually updated rather than discarded as more new cells of V  are stitched on 

requires not only the on-site component of Q but also all the connecting components of 

Q which link this ‘old’ cell to all the surface cells. For just one plane there are on- 

sites components and 2 N ^  connecting components.

An alternative growth procedure starts in the same way as before. Starting from the 

components of the Green’s function representing the semi-infinite region to the left

hand side of V, the new cells (of V )  are stitched on until we have the components 

across plane C. Then we use the same process to grow back from the right hand side. 

This time, the CSGFM algorithm starts from the components of the Green’s 

function representing the semi-infinite region to the right hand side of V  until we have
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obtained the components across the plane C'. All that remains to be done, is to stitch 

the two planes C and C' together.

It is not necessary to follow the above procedure Nz times in order to calculate the local 

density of states across all the mesh points within V. We only need to grow our Green’s 

function right across V  twice. After every Nxy cells are stitched on, the components of 

the Green’s function are directly associated with just one xy-plane. As we grow from 

left to right we store the N * components after every q N*y cells are stitched on, where

q is an odd integer and refers to the number of planes grown through. Similarly, we 

grow and store our Green’s function solution from right to left. Then it is a simple 

matter of matching and stitching together \ N Z pairs of neighbouring planes. For

example, the first stored Green’s function components (representing the first plane) 

from the left hand side is matched with the last stored Green’s function from the right 

hand side. See figure 2.6(c).

A B C D E Z

A ' B' C D' E' F'

Figure 2.6. Implementing the CSGFM, the components of the semi-infinite Green’s function, at 
both ends, are grown right across the region V. Each time the semi-infinite regions are extended 
by two jcy-planes, the surface components are saved, (c) By matching the saved components, we 
can obtain the components of the Green’s function across any/each pair of neighbouring planes.

Even in a one dimensional system {V  described on a 1 by 1 by Nz mesh), computational 

time is saved. Consider one operation to be equal to using the CSGFM algorithm to 

update one component of Q. In the new method, one component of §  is updated and 

stored when the CSGFM algorithm is used to grow in both directions; a sum of 2NZ 

operations. Then each stored component of £?is paired up and stitched together; j N z
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pairs, each has 4 components when stitched together which requires 4NZ operations. 

Hence, the total number of operations is proportional to Nz. The original method 

requires an average of \  N z components to be updated each time a new cell is added.

Therefore the CSGFM algorithm is used j N z times. Hence, the original method

requires a total number of operations which are proportional to N z .

2.5 Summary.

We have a method, the CSGFM, which enables us to obtain the discretised, real-space, 

Green’s function for a discretised region V. This method requires the system to be 

governed by a nearest neighbour operator. The initial Green’s function from which the 

CSGFM algorithm starts the growth process represents a semi-infinite region and has 

the added effect of stabilising the CSGFM algorithm completely. The Green’s function 

representing the semi-infinite region can also be used to enable us to model semi-infinite 

systems where wavestates can propagate or decay.

In this chapter we extended the theory of the CSGFM by developing a more efficient 

way to grow Q in order to obtain the allowed density of states. We also extended the 

usefulness of the semi-infinite leads which enables us to model wavestates propagating 

in towards the scattering region V  with a general wavevector k. Furthermore, by 

cutting between two planes using the CSGFM algorithm, we showed how to obtain a 

different initial Green’s function on which to start the CSGFM algorithm provided we 

knew the Green’s function for the infinite system. (This will become clearer after 

chapter 5).

We have a method which can calculate the reflection and transmission coefficients of a 

scatterer due to plane waves and is able to calculate the band structure or the allowed 

density of states for a crystal. Thus, we now turn our attention to applying the CSGFM 

in order to obtain some real results in the next chapter. For the moment (in chapter 3), 

the extensions to the CSGFM which were presented in sections 2.4.2-4 will not be 

needed as we will consider scatterers which only vary in one dimension.
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Chapter 3

Application to Acoustic Scattering

The Causal-Surface Green’s Function Method (described in chapter 2) enables us to 

obtain the scattering properties of a system which is described over a volume of space 

V. In this chapter, we will model the propagation and scattering of acoustic waves in 

water which contains a one dimensional periodic array of perspex or steel plates. By the 

end of this chapter, we will have shown some interesting properties of acoustical 

systems which are analogues of features familiar in solid state physics. This will include 

the appearance of a narrow passband in each of the stop bands when a defect in the 

periodicity, for a finite array of plates, is created. Results obtained will show remarkable 

agreement with experimental data and have been published (James et al 1995).

3.1 Introduction.

We begin this section by discussing the three-fold analogy which exists between 

electron, electromagnetic and acoustic waves. An introduction into how we will extend 

the present acoustical band structure theory will be presented as well as the 

inhomogeneous wave equation, the governing differential equation that will be used in 

this chapter.

3.1.1 Photonic and Acoustic Band Structures.

At present, there is considerable interest (Chan et al (1994), Economou et al (1994), 

Ho et al (1994), Sigalas et al (1992-95), Wang et al (1993) and Yablonovitch(1989)) in 

the analogy being established between band structure theory in solid state physics
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(Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976) with that of periodic scatterers in photonic systems (for a 

review see Yablonovitch, 1993). In the more familiar former case, the theory of the 

behaviour of electrons through a periodic array of atoms in a crystal is well known. 

Many features seen in solid state theory are sought in photonic systems, especially 

phenomena such as band gaps, a region of frequencies where no real values of the 

wavevector exists, and point defect states, where flux accumulates and is localised in a 

finite region.

Using the electron-electromagnetic wave analogy, an insight into the behaviour of how 

electromagnetic waves may propagate through a periodically varying dielectric structure 

has been exploited. For example, the analogy implies the possibility of localising light 

(John, 1991) within a ‘photonic defect’. At present, experimental results, for a three 

dimensional structure, have shown a band gap does exist in the microwave region. If the 

lengths of this structure can be scaled down, it is predicted that the band gap could 

correspond to visible light (Yablonovitch, 1993). In fact, observations of a full photonic 

band gap (in the visible part of the e.m. spectrum) for surface modes within a textured 

silver surface have been reported (Kitson et al, 1996).

Motivation has come from possible applications where the propagation of photons, with 

a frequency within a certain range, in a three dimensional, periodic structure, is 

forbidden. A material with such a ‘photonic band gap’ (Datta et al, 1992) would act just 

like a photonic insulator or a perfect mirror at a particular range of frequencies (Pendry, 

1991). Applications include inhibiting photon emission from semiconductor lasers, 

heterojunction bipolar transistors and solar cells (Yablonovitch, 1993).

Alternatively, other features could be exploited. For example, 

because there is an increase in the density of states at a band edge, the rate of 

spontaneous emission of photons (from an excited atom within a crystal) with a 

frequency within the range corresponding to a band edge will increase (Tocci et al, 

1996). The investigations into the presence of photonic states in band gaps when 

defects occur in the periodic dielectric structure (McCall et al, 1991, Yablonovitch et 

al, 1991 and Karathanos et al, 1994) and the effects of non-linearity (John et al, 1993), 

anisotropy (Zabel et al, 1993), dispersion and absorption (Sigalas et al, 1994) on
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photonic band structures has further established the electron-electromagnetic wave 

analogy.

The electron-electromagnetic wave analogy can be extended to include acoustic waves 

(see for example Kushwaha et al, 1993-96). After all, band structure phenomena only 

require waves propagating through a periodic scatterer. Research into ‘sonic band 

structures’ have, at present, been mainly theoretical. For example, Heckl (1992,93) has 

investigated the propagation of sound through bundles of periodically arranged 

cylindrical tubes placed in a fluid. This was done in an attempt to model various 

components, like heat exchangers, in industrial plants. The idea is to create a non

destructive technique to test for local damage (abnormalities like bubbles, leaks or 

hotspots) by examining sound transmission patterns and comparing with known patterns 

gained from modelling undamaged tubes.

A ‘phononic’ band gap has been found for either rods or cavities placed on a simple 

cubic lattice (Vasseur et al, 1994). Here, the periodic structures were formed of nickel 

and aluminium composites and only the transverse polarisation of the phonons1 were 

modelled. These authors suggest possible applications which include vibrationless 

transducers. Phononic band structures of semiconductors have also been studied (El 

Boudouti et al, 1994).

The existence of sonic band gaps was first predicted by Dowling (1992). He derived a 

dispersion relation for sound waves propagating through a thin tube of fluid that had 

periodic delta function-like increases in density along its path. This is directly analogous 

to the Kronig-Penney model in solid-state physics (see for example, Quinn, 1973). In 

this chapter, Dowling’s theoretical analysis will be taken further by replacing the delta 

fimction-like changes in density with plates, of perspex or steel, which are finite in 

thickness. These plates, which are placed in water, will allow the density and the 

acoustic wave speed to be described as functions of position.

The scattering properties of the ‘true’ periodic system will be compared to that where 

only a finite number of plates is modelled. The acoustic scatterer which will be modelled

1 The frequency of a phonon is typically 103 orders of magnitude higher than the acoustic waves which will be
considered in this chapter.
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will also include a defect in the periodicity. Experimental (Golding and Davison, 1993) 

and theoretical research was done simultaneously. Using our chosen method, the 

CSGFM, we predicted, for example, how many plates are needed, how accurate the 

thickness of the plates needs to be and how precisely the plates need to be aligned in 

order to localise sound within a periodic structure. The final theoretical results will 

include the dissipation of energy within the plates and will also show excellent 

agreement with experimental data (James et al, 1995).

3.1.2 Modelling Acoustic Waves.

Consider an acoustic wave travelling with phase speed c, in an inhomogeneous fluid of 

density p defined over the region V. The small pressure differences, p(r,t), due to the 

presence of this wave is governed by the inhomogeneous wave equation (Landau and 

Lifshitz, 1987 orDeSanto, 1992)

(3.1) V.
f  y7 \  \ p

\  r /

1 d 2P
pc2 d t2

If the density of the fluid is constant then equation 3.1 collapses to the more familiar 

wave equation

( 3 - 2 )  v2' = ^ ! f -

In a fluid, sound waves only propagate in the form of compressional or longitudinal 

pressure waves. Both equation 3.1 and equation 3.2 are used to model longitudinal 

waves, when c is more accurately defined as the longitudinal phase speed. However, in 

a solid, shear stresses can be supported. This allows the propagation of sound through 

shear waves, where the particle displacement is normal to the propagation direction. 

Each longitudinal wave impinging on a solid surface may initially create two 

transmitted waves (one longitudinal and one shear wave) and one reflected longitudinal 

wave. See figure 3.1. The scattered waves obey Snell’s law,

(3.3) Opiate   water

incident S i n G  transmitted S i n 0  ref]ectecj
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where 0 is the angle between the normal and the direction of propagation and cx is the 

velocity of the acoustic wave in medium x. The velocity of the shear waves are usually 

much smaller than the longitudinal waves.

L:Longitudinal wave 
S: Shear wave

Ik s  z  s  X
perspex \ L / /  /  /  & *» . •

plate \  / /

water
'  ^ L  ^ .

Figure 3.1. Longitudinal waves propagating in water and scattering off a perspex plate. If the 
incident angle is not perpendicular to the surface of the plate then shear waves will be induced 
within the plate.

Sound waves propagating through water in a direction which is normal to a set of 

parallel plates will be modelled in this chapter. With the momentum of the fluid particles 

being always in the direction of the longitudinal wave, no movement of particles in the 

perpendicular direction is excited in the fluid nor induced within the plates. Hence, as 

the incident angle (of the longitudinal waves impinging onto the plates) is zero, shear 

waves are not created within the plates and can therefore be ignored throughout the rest 

of this chapter.

At the interface, between a solid and fluid medium, surface or Lamb waves can also 

propagate. These surface waves have an amplitude which is exponentially decaying 

away from the interface. Consider modelling acoustic waves propagating through a set 

of parallel rods rather than plates placed in water. With the rods closely packed, a 

surface wave around one rod could induce a surface wave around a neighbouring rod. If 

a sonic band gap is sought, where acoustic waves do not propagate in the plane 

perpendicular to the axes of the rods, the separation distance of these rods can be made 

large enough to prevent the Lamb waves around two or more rods coupling together. 

Since we shall be modelling sound waves propagating normal to parallel plates, Lamb 

waves can also be ignored.

water
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3.1.3 Adapting the CSGFM.

Periodic waveforms of any shape can be described in terms of a Fourier series (a linear 

sum of plane-waves). Since the inhomogeneous wave equation (3.1) is linear, the wave- 

solution gained by the CSGFM for each plane-wave component can be superimposed to 

give the solution to the original more general waveform. Therefore, the CSGFM can 

solve the scattering problem for any incoming waveform upon our scattering region V  

provided it can solve the scattering problem for incoming plane waves. Hence, we need 

only use the CSGFM to solve scattering problems for incoming plane waves.

Water Perspex Steel

p (g cm'3) 1.00 1.18 7.90

c (km s '1) 1.480 2.750 5.790

pc (g cm'2 s'1) 14.8 * 10* 32.45 *-10* 457.41 y 10*

Table 3.1. Density p, acoustic speed c and impedance for the media modelled in this chapter.

The frequency dependence of any waveform propagating in from z = can also be 

separated out into harmonic components. Assuming,

(3.4) p (r ,f)= p(r> ,“

and expanding out the divergence of equation 3.1, we get

(3.5) L  p (r) = |  c2(r)V2 + Vp(r) ■ V Jp(r) = -co2 p(r)

where CO is the angular frequency of the sound wave and L  is defined as the time 

independent acoustic wave operator. This operator acts on the wavestates which 

represents the pressure differences due to the presence of the acoustic wave.

Discretising the system on a simple cubic mesh over V  (see previous chapters), the 

acoustic operator becomes
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(3.6) L u =

2d
T c‘

' ~ l ± AP, '
^ a 2 2ap ,y

0

when i = j

cf i, j  nearest neighbours

otherwise

where c, is the speed of propagation at the point i, p, is the value of the density at the 

point i and

(3.7) Ap, =_  P i±i P i+1

2 a

is the discretised density gradient in one of the three orthogonal directions.

To be able to model acoustic waves propagating through water and scattering from a 

set of parallel plates, the CSGFM requires the ‘potential’ (c, and p,) across the 

scattering region V  and the Green’s function representing the semi-infinite regions of 

water either side of V. The values of c, and p, which will be used in this chapter are 

shown in table 3.1. From these values the Green’s function for each isolated cell within 

‘P'is (equation 2.1)

(3.8) ga' = l
2 2d 2( 0  - c x

a

Dissipation of energy of the acoustic wave can be included by making complex 

(Humphrey, 1993).

The Green’s function components representing the semi-infinite water regions (which is 

also needed to stabilise the CSGFM algorithm) all that is now needed. Following the 

method used to get the ID semi-infinite leads (see §2.3.2) we obtain,

(3.9) Q ~ » = -— e
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(3.10) g*=g_-* 2
waterC,

water

with

f  2 2 \  //j i —i -i & 03(3.12) = cos 1 - —- —
/ri motor /\  water J

where 0 is the mesh point at the end of the semi-infinite region and -1 is the

neighbouring mesh point.

3.2 Acoustic Band Structures.

We will now model how acoustic waves propagate through a periodic structure created 

by placing an infinite set of plates, of finite thickness, in water. We choose to model

respectively. It is noted that the material parameters used in this section to describe 

water, perspex and steel are real, therefore there is no mechanism for the dissipation of 

energy.

3.2.1 Periodic Weak Scatterers and Band Structures.

Acoustic band structures for various periodic sets of perspex plates placed in water are 

now obtained using the band mode of the CSGFM (§2.3.6). One perspex plate 

surrounded by water is modelled within the ID unit cell, by defining, for each mesh 

point, the density, p, and phase speed, c. Typically, the plate is described using 50 mesh 

points. Thus, since the barriers are not infinitely thin, we have removed the Kronig and 

Penney approximation (see for example, Kittel 1986).

In figure 3.2, two examples of band structures for sound waves travelling normal to an 

infinite set of perspex plates in water are shown. These curves represent the dispersion 

relation of the system, where kz and co are both real. When kz is real, a plane wave in the

plates made of perspex, which has an acoustic impedance of 325hgcm'2s'1 and steel which 

has an acoustic impedance of ^ f h g c m W  Since the acoustic impedance of water is 

MZkgcmV  the perspex and steel plates will represent weak and strong scatterers
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form elkzZ represents a non-decaying waveform. A region of frequencies where kz is real 

(shown in a band structure) is known as a sonic2 band or pass band.

- X X

M rad s"1

x-x
(a) perspex 2mm : water 5.24mm (b) perspex 0.4mm : water 6.84mm

Figure 3.2. ID acoustic band structures for two sets of perspex plates placed in water. These 
perspex plates are aligned parallel to each other with a period of 7.24mm. z is the direction 
normal to the plates.

In the case where we have no barriers, the dispersion relation would be a straight line 

(co=ckz) of gradient c and it is clear there exists a real value of kz for all values of co. This 

is because the mathematical model chosen for the system contains no dissipation (for 

the moment). Just as in solid state theory (Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976), the Iband 

structures, due to the periodicity, are plotted only in the first Brillouin zone. This means

that the straight line is folded back at kz = ± —  (the first Brillouin zone boundaries),

where Lz is the length of the unit cell and the period of the system. In figure 3.2b, it is 

clear that when the perspex plates are added, such that the periodicity remains fixedl, the

dispersion curve or band structure has gaps which open up at kz = ± —  where n is an

integer. A gap representing a region of frequencies where the band structure has no real 

values for kz is known as a sonic band gap or stop band. Sound waves in a stop Iband 

have imaginary kz and do not propagate. The size of these gaps depend upon the 

material of the plates (§3.2.3), but may also be varied by changing the thickness or

2 T h e  term s ‘s o n ic ’ and ‘a c o u s t ic ’ are in terch a n g ea b le .
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separation of the perspex plates. This also changes the central frequency of the sonic 

band gaps. This is because the “average” speed of propagation has changed. For 

example, when increasing the thickness of the perspex plates placed in water, the first 

sonic band gap will move from co = cwaterkz to co = cperspexkz as the ratio of perspex to

water is changed from 0:1 to 1:0.

3.2.2 An Analytical Solution for the width of the first Stop Band.

The results in §3.2.1 are just as expected and can be verified analytically by using a two 

beam plane wave expansion on the one-dimensional acoustic wave equation (Woodley 

1994),

I 2 _  1 _  2
(3.13) £ i l  + I M  + ̂  = o,

dz p dz dz c

where p(z) is the pressure difference representing the acoustic waveform.

By Fourier expanding the wave solution, the density variation of the system

(p(z) = ge ,8Z) and the propagation speed of the wave ( c ( z ) = ^ c ge'8Z) and 
* 8

ignoring second order terms in each expansion, we will find (Woodley 1994) that the

size of the first sonic or acoustic band gap is

q 2 // i
(3.14) £gap =  2 _  2~J " JCgPo +  Co P o P g  -*■ C0Cg P o P g ( P o  — 2 P g ) + Cg ( P g  — P o P g )

Po Pg

where G is the reciprocal lattice vector. Using this result, the first sonic band gap (for 

the perspex case in figure 3.2a), is predicted to be Q.\21Mrad.sx where as the CSGFM 

predicts a value of 0.188M Rad.s1. The difference is due to approximating the top hat 

variation of the density and speed of propagation with only the first two Fourier 

components. When only the first two Fourier components are used in both methods, so 

that a sinusoidal density (and speed of propagation) variation is modelled, then the 

predicted band gaps agree exactly.

If the speed of the acoustic wave or the density is constant, equation 3.14 can be 

simplified to just the second or first term inside the square root, respectively. The third
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term within the square root is the next dominant term governing the order of magnitude 

of the band gap. This term is non-zero when there is both speed and density variation 

and furthermore, since this term is always positive for physical systems, the size of the 

acoustic gap always increases. This result has also been seen numerically using the 

CSGFM.

3.2.3 Strong Scatterers and the need for Soft Boundaries.

Predicted band structure results for steel plates in water agree with those predicted by 

plane wave expansion methods provided we soften the density gradients. Figure 3.3 

shows that the gradients for the band structure start with the wrong sign if soft 

boundaries are not used. That is, as the density of the plates is increased from perspex, 

say, to that of steel, all the bands seem to have flipped over with the first band 

disappearing down below (S=0. The density gradient across the unit cell near a plate- 

water boundary is discontinuous. To soften the density gradient, intermediate steps are 

artificially created (see figure 3.4).

Mrad s '1

0
KUn -n

(a) Hard boundaries (b) Soft boundaries

Figure 3.3. ID acoustic band structures for a set of (2mm wide) steel plates aligned, in water, 
parallel to each other, with a period of 7.24mm. z is the direction which is normal to the surface 
of the plates, (a) The change in the density at each water-steel interface is described over 2 mesh 
points whereas in (b) the change in density is described over 6 mesh points.
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Figure 3.4. The density gradient near a water-plate interface is softened.

The accuracy of the results produced by the CSGFM do not depend on the size of the 

density steps on the boundaries, provided the maximum change over two mesh points is 

less than 5gem'3. With over 800 mesh points on a unit cell of length 2cm, this change 

occurs over a distance of 0.15mm. The existence of a critical value for the density 

gradient can be explained from the way the solution is grown across the unit cell. The 

discretised acoustic wave equation can be rearranged to take the form (Woodley 1994)

(3.15) pM = \
P i

Pi+l Pi-1
'i / \ 4p«

P i-1

|  + P/+1 Pi-1 
2p,

where pt is the acoustic pressure at the ith mesh point. Assuming that p,=pi+i, then the

1 , 
denominator becomes zero if p (. = “ P,-i • With the density of water being l.Ogcm this

means the density steps must not equal 5.0gcra'3. Once the density steps have exceeded 

this critical point, then the results are wrong (figure 3.3a). It is interesting to note that 

figure 3.3a can be reproduced using a truncated plane wave expansion which does not 

converge for large density steps.
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3.3 Acoustic Scattering.

In this section we will model acoustic plane-waves scattering off a finite number of 

perspex plates placed in water. We will demonstrate, even when only five plates are 

modelled, that the pass and stop bands frequency ranges still resemble the pass and stop 

bands of the infinite periodic system of perspex plates (considered in the previous 

section). The inclusion of a defect within the periodic structure will be analysed, and a 

mechanism for energy dissipation introduced. Finally we will compare our final results 

with experimental data, which will show excellent agreement.

3.3.1 A Finite Number of Barriers.

Experimentally, a system comprising of a finite number of plates is of more interest than 

an infinite set. With this in mind, we now reduce the number of plates modelled and 

consider the scattering problem for the acoustical waves which are still incident normal 

to the planes. Figure 3.5 shows theoretical, example transmission coefficients for m 

parallel perspex plates in water. In each band there exist (ra-1) peaks, corresponding to 

the number of gaps between the plates of perspex. The bands in the transmission 

coefficient curves for an infinite set of perspex plates would consist of an infinite set of 

delta-like functions closely packed (each representing complete transmission), forming a 

top hat (with no oscillations). Superimposed on figure 3.6 is the band structure for an 

infinite set of perspex plates. As more perspex plates are added to the finite case, the 

transmission curve gives complete agreement with the band structure in that the top 

hats overlap all band regions.

The CSGFM can also calculate the Green’s function gu at each mesh point i, as already 

mentioned in §2.4.5. If the local density of allowed wave-states per mesh point is 

defined as

(3.16) O1(®2) = S ( I'k » X /,»l!'>5 (t° 2 - C0»)
n

where (i\pn) is the pressure waveform at the mesh point i, then (from Economou, 

1990)
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(a) Five perspex plates.
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(b) Seven perspex plates.

Figure 3.5. The transmission curve, calculated using the CSGFM (as described in §2.3.4), for 
sound waves propagating normal to and scattering off a set of parallel perspex plates, 2mm 
thick, and placed in water 5.24mm apart.

1

0
0 0 .5 1 1.5 2 32 .5

Frequency (MHz)

Figure 3.6. The acoustic, ID, transmission curve and band structure (rotated) for a parallel set 
of perspex plates, 2mm thick, and placed in water, 5.24mm apart. These results were obtained 
by implementing the CSGFM (as described in §2.3.4 and §2.3.5) across a region V describing 7 
perspex plates in water and a unit cell V describing 1 perspex plate in water, respectively.
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From a local density of states curve, D„ we can gain an insight into the pressure 

distribution across the scattering region V. Ignoring the time dependence of the 

rarefactions and compressions, the magnitude of the pressure is related to the number of 

wave-states. Thus, a region where only a few wave-states exist will correspond to a 

region of low pressure, and vice versa.

In figure 3.7, the local density of state curves over real-space are presented for the same 

physical system used in figure 3.6, at a fixed frequency, but with sound waves incident 

from both sides due to semi-infinite leads being attached to both ends (see section 2.3).

0.03

0.02
LDOS

0.01

0.00
3020100 40 50
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(a) Frequency within pass band (0.508 MHz).
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0.01
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(b) Frequency within stop band (0.334 MHz).

Figure 3.7. The local density of states or the pressure profile at a fixed frequency, calculated 
using the CSGFM in the ldos mode (see §2.3.3). Here, sound waves propagate in the direction 
normal to the surface of 7 perspex plates, 2mm wide, placed in water 5.24mm apart.
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In regions where the perspex exists, the wavelength of the oscillations in the local 

density of states curve increases, as expected. This is more clearly shown in figure 3.8, 

where the width of the plates and the water regions have been magnified by a factor of 

ten. A decaying exponential envelope from both sides over the D, curve (figure 3.7b, 

3.8) shows us that the frequency chosen for the system does indeed he within a stop 

band.

0.2
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0.0
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Figure 3.8. The pressure profile, at a frequency of 0.334A///z, which results from sound waves 
propagating in the direction normal to the surface of 7 perspex plates, 20mm wide, placed in 
water 52.4mm apart. This curve was produced using the CSGFM in the ldos mode (§2.3.3,4.6).

3.3.2 Defect States and Resonance.

So far, we have shown that we are able to move and control where the pass bands and 

stop bands occur in the frequency spectra by varying our ‘periodic’ or ‘perfect’ system 

of parallel plates. We now try to create isolated pass band states, with narrow width, in 

the band gap regions. To do this one perspex plate is removed from the finite set used in 

figure 3.5a, to create a larger region of water amongst the others. This, as can be seen 

in figure 3.9, creates one extra state in every sonic band gap region.

If we initially have an even number of plates or we do not choose the central plate as the 

one which is removed then the system of plates becomes asymmetric about the mid

point. With symmetry broken we find that the intensity of the reflected wave increases 

and we no longer have a perfect or complete transmission for all the acoustic eigen

states. Note that so far there is no loss of energy in our systems. An asymmetric case is 

shown in figure 3.9b, where the symmetry is lost by the removal of a non-central plate. 

Symmetry could also be broken by having plates of different size. An extra state, in the 

sonic band gap, is also created by filling in a region of water.
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We can also show that the extra peak represents a localised state and is the result of a 

defect in the periodic structure. To do this, we increase the number of perspex plates 

either side (keeping symmetry) of our symmetrically placed defect. In our case, the 

defect is the result of one larger separation of water (by removing one plate of perspex) 

or perspex plate (by filling in one of the region of water). Figure 3.10 shows that the 

peak in each sonic band gap tends to a delta-like function, representing a state where 

complete transmission exists.
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(a) Symmetric.
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(b) Asymmetric.

Figure 3.9. Numerical transmission curves for sound waves propagating normal to and 
scattering off six parallel perspex plates, 2mm thick, and placed in water. A system created from 
seven plates placed 5.24mm apart with (a) the middle plate, and (b) the third plate, removed.

Notice, the position of the peak moves to a higher (lower) frequency for the defect 

created by adding (removing) perspex, as more perspex plates are placed either side. A 

local density of states curve (figure 3.11), at the frequency where this extra state has its

maximum, gives the pressure profile (\p\2) of this state. It can be seen that it is localised

around the defect of this system. This clearly shows the defect creates an extra isolated
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state within the stop band region for the system of perspex plates. The electronic defect 

state, where the defect is created by a vacancy (absence of an ion) or an impurity are the 

analogues of our acoustical defect state created by removing a plate or by inserting a 

different plate, respectively.

m 2

0.355 0.:
F req u en cy  (M H z )

(a) One sheet removed

0.33 0.335
F req u en cy  (M H z )

(b) One gap filled in

Figure 3.10. Numerical transmission curves for sound waves propagating normal to and 
scattering off x parallel perspex plates, 2mm thick, and placed in water. A system created from 
(jc+1) plates placed 5.24mm apart with (a) the middle plate removed and (b) the middle gap 
(region of water) filled in with perspex.
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Figure 3.11. The pressure profile, at a frequency of 0.3565MHz, which results from sound 
waves propagating in the direction normal to the surface of 6, 2mm wide, perspex plates, placed 
in water. A system created from 7 plates placed 5.24mm apart with the middle plate removed. 
This curve was produced using the CSGFM in the ldos mode (as described in §2.3.3 or §2.4.6).
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3.3.3 Dissipation of Energy and Experimental Data.

We now improve our model by adding in the dissipation of energy as the acoustical 

wave propagates through the perspex plates (dissipation in water is negligible 

(Humphrey, 1993)). This is achieved by making the speed of propagation through 

perspex complex ( c = 2750 + 9.625i ms'1 ). This has a greater affect on the extra state 

created by the ‘filled-in’ defect (see figure 3.12) as expected, since there is more volume 

of perspex to propagate through.

0.6
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(a) One sheet removed One gap filled in

Figure 3.12. Numerical transmission curves for acoustic waves propagating normal to and 
scattering off x, 2mm thick, parallel perspex plates in water. A system created from (jt+1) plates 
placed 5.24mm apart with (a) the middle plate removed (b) the middle region of water replaced 
with perspex.

The general effect of this damping is to create an envelope over the transmission and 

reflection patterns, decreasing their intensities. This damping is stronger for higher 

frequencies, as can be seen in figures 3.13 and 3.14.

Experimental data (Humphrey and Dyer3, 1994), also shown in these figures, was 

obtained by comparing a 310kHz acoustic pulse which propagates through the 

scattering region and one which propagates through water. A maximum time window of 

512|X5 giving a resolution of 2kHz was achieved in a 0.3m by 0.3m by 0.6m tank (see 

James et al, 1995). The perspex plates were chosen (from a larger set) for uniformity of

3 P relim in ary  e x p e r im en ta l data  w a s  c o lle c te d  by G o ld in g  and D a v iso n  (1 9 9 3 )  for th e ir  fin a l year project. 
E x p erim e n ta l resu lts  sh o w n  in  th e th e s is  w ere  o b ta in ed  b y  H um phrey and D y e r  (1 9 9 4 )  fo llo w in g  th e  g u id e lin e s  

w h ich  w ere  se t o u t b y  G o ld in g  and D a v is o n  (1 9 9 3 ) .
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Figure 3.13. The transmission curve for sound waves which are incident upon x parallel perspex 
plates, which are 2mm wide, placed in water 5.24mm apart.
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Figure 3.14. The transmission curve for sound waves which are incident upon x parallel perspex 
plates, which are 2mm wide, placed in water. This system was created by aligning x+1 plates 
5.24mm apart, and removing the middle plate.
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thickness and great care was taken to ensure that the perspex plates were aligned 

parallel; one often takes for granted the precise alignment of a vast number of atoms in 

a crystal. The size of the plates was varied, if the plates were too large they would bow 

and if they were too small then results would include diffraction from the plate edges. 

The wavestates at the edge of a pass band correspond to standing waves. To be able to 

set up standing waves an infinite time length for the pulse is required. This is not 

practical in a tank of finite size because the acoustic pulse would have enough time to 

reflect back from the sides of the tank. Bearing in mind the experimental limitations, 

which generally has the effect of smoothing out any sharp feature (see, for example, the 

defect states in figure 3.14), we conclude that the theoretical predictions shows 

excellent agreement to experimental results.

3.4 Summary.

In this chapter, we have demonstrated that the analogy between the propagation of 

electrons through crystals and electromagnetic waves through periodic dielectric 

structures can be extended to include longitudinal acoustic waves propagating through a 

periodic medium. The model we used was that of perspex or steel plates placed in water 

to create a one dimensional periodic structure. Being able to define the density of the 

plates (and water) and the propagation speed of the waves as a function of position 

allowed us to extend initial theoretical work by Dowling (1992). Throughout this 

chapter we considered acoustic waves travelling normal to these plates such that only 

the longitudinal form of propagation occurred.

We found that we could engineer the frequency range for the pass and stop bands by 

altering the material, thickness or separation distance of the plates. By reducing the 

number of plates used, band structure features such as stop bands could still be 

engineered. In fact, we demonstrated that using just five plates the pass and stop band 

frequency ranges still resembled the pass and stop bands of the infinite periodic system. 

By filling in one of the water regions between two plates or by removing one plate, we 

demonstrated that a defect state could be created; pushing the three fold analogy still 

further. Within each stop band, a narrow pass band was produced allowing the prospect 

of creating a sonic filter. At the frequency at which any one the these narrow pass bands 

existed, we showed that pressure increased around the defect region of the ‘periodic’
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structure. Finally, after allowing energy from the acoustic wave to dissipate within the 

plates theoretical results displayed excellent agreement with experimental data collected 

by Humphrey and Dyer (1994).

In this chapter, we have used the Causal-Surface Green’s Function Method (Pendry et 

al, 1991). There are more traditional methods for calculating the transmission 

coefficients of an acoustic scatterer, see for example Brekhovskikh (1980). The great 

advantage of the CSGFM is that changing the shape or material within our scattering 

region V  is very straight-forward. Whilst developing the various techniques used in the 

CSGFM, experience gained in pulling the CSGFM apart, applying it and comparing 

results with experimental data proved valuable in executing the work described in later 

chapters4.

To progress further, we could look for two and three dimensional stop bands in two and 

three dimensional scatters where we allow kx and ky to become non-zero. However, 

with the propagation of the acoustic waves no longer normal to all density variations, 

the differential operator would need to be adapted to include surface and shear waves. 

Care is still needed for boundaries to remain soft (Woodley 1994). Following this path, 

initial research has shown us that we can use analogous results in the photonic band 

structures (for example, Villeneuve and Piche ,1992a) to help guide us in choosing the 

type of two dimensional scatterers. In fact, we found that square water filled cavities 

rather than square steel rods (spaced on a two dimensional cubic grid) are more likely to 

produce a two dimensional stop band; a result which agrees with the analogous 

photonic results of Villeneuve and Piche (1992b).

However, we now turn our attention to modelling crystal surfaces, a more complex 

problem.

4 In chapter 5, the CSGFM will be used as a source of tried and tested Green’s functions and the CSGFM 
algorithm as a tool for embedding Green’s functions obtained via a new method which we will develop.



Chapter 4

Application to Surface Physics

We now develop a method to compute the single electron density of states of crystal 

surfaces. In fact we will content ourselves with modelling two quite different surfaces; 

Aluminium (100), chosen as an example of a surface at a nearly-free-electron material, 

and Germanium (100) a surface which reconstructs to create dimer pairs. To obtain the 

self-consistent, one-electron potentials1 for a periodic system, we will use an ab initio, 

total-energy, numerical package (Payne et al, 1992). In order to obtain the potential for 

a surface using this package we initially need to model a periodic set of slabs, each 

composed of a finite number of atomic layers. However, the density of states including 

the surface states for a single surface which ends a semi-infinite crystal (which we will 

obtain by implementing the extended CSGFM to embed the surface associated with the 

slab) and one which forms part of a slab can differ, as we will show.

4.1 Introduction.

We have chosen to model the (100) surfaces of Aluminium and Germanium. At present 

there are various numerical methods for examining crystal surfaces. For example, to 

model the structure of Germanium we could choose to implement a tight-binding 

method which uses a linear combination of atomic orbitals (see for example, Harrison 

(1980)). Whereas, to examine an Aluminium surface a more natural choice would be to

1 To implement the CSGFM, we first require the potential describing our chosen surface, see §2.3.1.
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use a muffin tin potential and implement a KKR2 approach (see for example, Ashcroft 

and Mermin (1976)).

We choose to employ an ab initio, total energy, numerical package CASTEP 

(CAmbridge Serial Total Energy Package, Payne et al, 1992). CASTEP implements 

pseudopotential calculations using a plane wave basis set and a Car-Parrinello approach3 

(Car and Paninello, 1985) to minimise the total energy. Although many plane waves 

may be required, the use of pseudopotentials4 and a fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) allows 

us to obtain state-of-the-art models of crystal surfaces for a wide range of materials 

(including both Aluminium and Germanium).

The use of plane waves requires the structure of our chosen model to be periodic. We 

therefore need to use a slab/vacuum supercell in order to model a surface. An example 

of a Germanium slab/vacuum supercell is shown in figure 4.1b. Minimising the total 

energy of a slab/vacuum supercell provides an efficient method for examining the 

relaxed structure (for example, Needels et al, 1987) and the chemistry (for example, 

Bird et al 1996) of a surface since only a small number of atomic layers are required.

However, for the moment, let us consider an atom in an infinite well which is governed 

by Schrodinger’s equation. The eigenvalues for this system form a discrete set of energy 

levels. If there are two atoms in the box then each energy level would split into two 

slightly different energy levels. Thus, if the number of atoms is increased to n there will 

be n energy levels branching out from each original energy level. Eventually, with n 

large, the energy levels will be so closely packed together that they form an energy 

band. Hence, when considering the local density of states near a surface, ideally the 

supercell should contain enough atoms in the bulk region of the slab so that there exists 

energy bands (representing semi-infinite bulk) rather than just a few discrete energy 

levels.

2 A Green’s function method of Korringa(1947), Kohn and Rostoker(1954).

3 In fact CASTEP employs a conjugate gradient method (Payne et al, 1992) which is similar to Car-Parrinello.
Since CASTEP will be treated as a black box, the details of both methods are not needed.

4 We assume that pseudopotentials are transferable, that is, the pseudopotential can be used in any environment.
For a review of ‘the initial development of pseudopotentials’ see Heine (1970) Cohen and Heine (1970) and 
Heine and Weaire(1970).
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Figure 4.1. Two dimensional views of: (a) The unit cell for bulk Germanium. (b) Reconstructed 
Germanium(lOO) surface forming part of a slab. Relaxation of the outer two layers calculated 
by Needels et al (1987) using CASTEP. (c) The Germanium(lOO) surface ending a semi-infinite 
number of atomic layers, (c) is produced by duplicating the potential within the blue and red 
rectangular regions of (a) and (b), then matching the potentials at the blue and red boundaries. 
Notice that the periodic boundary conditions are removed in the z direction for (c).

Lorentz smearing (changing each Dirac delta function with a Lorentzian function) can 

be applied to the discrete density of states by making the energy complex. The 

imaginary part, needs to be chosen large enough to make the density of states 

continuous (where it is expected to be continuous) but ideally small enough so that the 

overall features of the density of states (for example any band gap or surface state) is 

not lost. This method, as we will show, can often give the wrong result if there are not 

enough bulk states. With a restriction on the computer size and therefore the number of 

atomic layers within the supercell, a method of embedding more bulk sites into the slab
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is desirable. Thus, CASTEP is suited to modelling the atomic positions but not the 

density of states of a surface.

So far we have presented a finite difference method, the CSGFM. Let us assume we 

know the local potential, V(rt), across a unit cell representing bulk Germanium and the 

potential for the Germanium (100) slab/vacuum supercell shown in figure 4.1b. Here r, 

is the position vector to any grid point in, for example, the region ^containing the slab. 

We can match the potential for several unit cells of bulk Germanium and part of the 

slab/vacuum supercell such that we obtain a potential representing an embedded 

Germanium (100) surface5, as shown in figure 4.1c. Then, implementing the CSGFM to 

grow through this potential we can obtain the Green’s function and hence compute the 

allowed density of states as a function of energy for this surface; or indeed, any surface 

which can be described using a local potential.

In §4.3, we will model bulk Aluminium and bulk Germanium in their face centred cubic 

and diamond structures, respectively, and their bulk terminated surfaces. In §4.4, we 

will compare the summed local density of allowed states (as a function of energy) across 

the fully self consistent surface with that of the bulk terminated surface. We will also 

examine the energy splitting of the Aluminium surface state due to coupling through the 

finite number of atomic layers. But first, we require the one-electron potential, V(rf).

4.2 Total Energy Plane Wave Pseudopotential Calculations.

We now present an insight into some aspects of the CAmbridge Serial Total Energy 

Package (CASTEP, Payne et al, 1992). We choose to implement the computational 

package CASTEP in order to obtain self-consistent, one-electron potentials, V(r,), (and 

pseudo-wavestates) from known local pseudo-potentials. Furthermore, these potentials 

(and pseudo-wavestates, which are required in a subsequent chapter) are naturally 

discretised over the real-space mesh required for the CSGFM. Apart from the basic 

theory, which is now presented, and how we implemented this package, CASTEP will 

be treated as a ‘black box’. Results obtained from CASTEP using Aluminium and 

Germanium pseudopotentials will be presented.

5 We shall employ CASTEP to obtain V(r,). Note, we do not expect the potentials to match perfectly across the 
chosen Jtry-interfaces.
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4.2.1 The Basic Theory.

Solving the many electron Schrodinger equation exactly from first principles has 

traditionally been an intractable problem. Density functional theory with the aid of two 

theorems (developed by Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964) can transform this problem into 

one of solving the Kohn-Sham equations (Kohn and Sham, 1965)

(4.1) {-V 2 +VJfs[p(r)]}'F„k(r) = e ^ r ) .

These are the a set of single particle equations, where vFwk and e nk are the Kohn-Sham 

wavefimctions and eigenvalues, Vks is the effective potential (through which the non

interacting electrons move), p is the ground state charge density and n, k, r are the 

band, k-space and real space labels respectively.

Generally, it is only the valence electrons that are free to migrate or create bonds. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to freeze the core electrons around each nucleus. This has 

two main benefits:

(i) the core electrons partially screen the ion cores from the valence electrons. 

Pseudopotentials can therefore approximate the core centres producing a smoother 

effective potential which requires a smaller number of Fourier components to describe.

(ii) not all of the electrons but only the valence electrons need to be solved for. This 

reduces both the computational size and time requirements.

By using pseudopotentials to describe each atom and by employing the local density 

approximation (Kohn and Sham, 1965) an initial estimate of the effective potential can 

be obtained. Using equation 4.1 the wavestates, xPnk, can then be calculated. From 

these we obtain an estimate of the charge density,

(4.2) p(r) = X |'i'»„(r)|2 .
nk

where n  represents the occupied states. Thus, we can obtain a new estimate of Vks- This 

process is then repeated by plugging our new estimate of Vks back into equation 4.1. 

Hopefully, after a few iterations the charge density converges and is said to be self- 

consistent.
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4.2.2 Implementation through CASTEP.

Plane waves are used as the basis set. Therefore the system of interest must be 

described in a cell or supercell, V  say, which has Bloch boundary conditions in all three 

directions. CASTEP samples both V  and reciprocal space with the same number of 

(equally spaced) discrete points. Throughout the thesis we will choose V  to be 

orthorhombic, with the separation between neighbouring real-space grids points defined 

as a , b and c in the three orthogonal directions jc, y  and z. Therefore, the neighbouring 

reciprocal lattice points are separated by 2%/a, lizlb and 2te/c in the kx, ky and kz 

directions respectively.

CASTEP implements a fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) to convert information that is 

defined across the Nx by Ny by Nz mesh points used to sample V  from real-space to 

reciprocal space and vice versa. We will refer to the Nx Ny Nz matrix used in the FFT as 

the FFT box. The FFT is an 0(Mn/V) method where N  is the total number of mesh 

points within V. The minimum size of the FFT box, which is determined by 

implementing CASTEP over a range of energy cut-offs (see below), depends on the 

number of Fourier components needed to describe the chosen system. We note that we 

will use the same real-space grid when implementing CASTEP or the CSGFM (thus, we 

have purposely used the same notation for a, b, c etcetera).

CASTEP implements an ab imfio-method; it requires only an initial estimate of the ion 

positions (within V), the valence number of each ion and a pseudopotential to describe 

the atom of interest. It is assumed that the pseudopotential suitably represents an atom 

(of the same species) within the bulk or near a surface. Thus, we assume that our 

pseudopotentials are ‘transferable’. We also assume that no problems arise when the 

pseudopotential is interpolated across our real-space or reciprocal-space grid points.

As plane waves are used as the basis set the Kohn-Sham wavestates become,

(4.3) ^ k(r) = J = ^ e ^ ,

where Q is the volume of the cell and g are the reciprocal-lattice vectors. The Brillouin 

zone is sampled using a Monkhorst Pack set (Monkhorst and Pack, 1976). Using the
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symmetry of the structure within the supercell, vF/ik need only be calculated for the k- 

points which fall within the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone (as shown below in the 

next subsection).

The matrix elements of Kinetic Energy (-V2) of equation 4.1 when Fourier transformed 

into reciprocal space becomes diagonal. Unlike the CSGFM (where the Kinetic Energy 

Tfe was approximated with Ttb) which is a real-space method, the use of the FFT 

enables CASTEP to compute the K.E. in reciprocal space and the potential terms in real 

space. Computational efficiency is also gained because CASTEP does not compute a 

full diagonalisation of the Kohn-Sham equations (4.1). Instead it solves a smaller matrix 

set specified by an energy cut off Eq (which governs the number of Fourier components 

used to describe the system) and the number of bands no. Here, nQ is chosen to be larger 

than the number of occupied valence bands (especially when describing a metal as 

opposed to a non-metal) and E 0 is increased until each converged calculation of the 

ground state energy (or charge density) has also converged with Eq.

4.2.3 The Initial Inputs into CASTEP.

Using CASTEP the full one-electron potential (or charge density) can be obtained from 

the atom pseudopotentials, occupancies and positions.

A pseudopotential for a particular atom should reproduce the same scattering properties 

for the true potential of the single atom. A schematic figure of a simple (local) pseudo

potential is shown in figure 4.2. Within a core radius the pseudopotential deviates from 

the true \lr  form of the potential. To create a pseudopotential for a particular atom (see 

for example Starkloff et al, 1977 or Goodwin et al, 1990) various parameters of the 

pseudopotential are varied until a best fit (of the scattering properties) is found.

More sophisticated pseudopotentials (Kerker, 1980) exist which are norm-conserving. 

These usually have a different pseudopotential for each component of angular 

momentum. Standard Kerker pseudopotentials (KP) for Aluminium are shown in figure 

4.3. For each of the 3 angular momentum components, s ,p and d, the core radii, 

say, can be restricted. Outside this radius, the pseudopotential takes on a 1/r form, and 

within this radius the pseudopotential is generally, by definition, smoother than the 

actual atomic potential. To ensure norm-conservation, that is to ensure that within a
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core radius the charge density is correct, typically s, p and d manifests into three 

different curves and the pseudopotential becomes non-local. However, the CSGFM 

requires a local potential and using any non-local contributions results in a non-local 

potential6. Therefore when modelling our chosen materials (Aluminium and 

Germanium) we will use the local pseudopotentials generated by Needles et al (1987) 

who used the method of Starkloff et al (1977) and by Goodwin et al (1990).
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Figure 4.2. A schematic figure of a simple pseudopotential: a smoothed ‘top-haf potential 
representing the core region and a Mr form outside the core radius.

The occupancy for an Aluminium and a Germanium atom is 3 and 4 respectively.

The shape of the unit cells for Aluminium and Germanium, shown in figure 4.4, have 

been chosen to minimise the area in the xy-plane, so minimising the computational effort 

(see §4.3.1) required when implementing the CSGFM across these cells. The symmetry 

of Aluminium and Germanium allows a reduced sampling of the first Brillouin zone such 

that the charge density is only calculated over a smaller irreducible zone, see figure 4.57.

As a rule of thumb, when sampling k-space, we will aim to make ANk > 500, where A is 

the area of any face (measured in Angs) and Nk the number of k-points used to sample 

the 2D Brillouin zone for this surface. For Aluminium using a0=4.0305 Angs and 8 by 8

6 A  n o n -lo c a l p seu d o p o ten tia l h as b e e n  in trod u ced  h ere , not ju s t  b e c a u s e  th ey  are m ore  co m m o n ly  fo u n d , bu t 

b e c a u se  th e  n o r m -co n serv in g  K erker p s e u d o p o ten tia ls  w ill  b e  u sed  in  ch ap ters  5  and  6 .

7 If fac t, w e  in c lu d e  a ll re f le c t io n  an d  rotation  p o in t group  sym m etr ie s  in  th e rea l sp a ce  sy m m etr izer , d isca rd in g
g lid e  or scr e w  p o in t group  sy m m etr ie s  as th e se  are d if f ic u lt  to  co n v e r t to  k -sp a c e . P o in t in v e r s io n  o f  th e  real 
p o ten tia l V(r)=V(-r) im p lie s  f(k )= f (-k ) .  A ll  sy m m etr ie s  u sed  in  k -sp a c e  m u st and h a v e  b e e n  u se d  in  th e  

sy m m etr izer , h o w e v e r  not u sin g  an y  sy m m e tr ie s  o n ly  red u ces th e e f f ic ie n c y  o f  C A S T E P .
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by 6 k-points, we get two possible values, 520 and 550 and for Germanium we will use 

a0=5.651 Angs with 6 by 6 by 4 k-points, giving values of 576 and 543.

-20

-30

0.0 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2 .5 3 .0

R a d ia l d is ta n c e  (B o h r s )

n

Figure 4.3. Aluminium Pseudopotential generated by the Kerker Method . Here s and d have 
been hardened, that is rscore and have been restricted. The additional magenta curve (labelled
[) is the resulting pseudopotential when both p and d are not used. For a more detail discussion 
see §5.4.

a0H 2 2

(b) Diamond structure.X(a) Face centred cubic.

Figure 4.4. The unit cell used for (a) bulk Aluminium and (b) bulk Germanium.

8 T h e se  w e re  p rod u ced  b y  B ird  (1 9 9 4 )  u s in g  th is ab initio m eth od .
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(a) Body Centred Tetragonal. (b) Two mirrors.
Figure 4.5. The Brillouin zones for the crystals shown in figure 4.4. The enlarged sections show 
the irreducible part of these. The k-points of the Monkhorst Pack set that will be used to sample 
k-space are marked with a sphere. When integrating across the Brillouin zone, the weight of one 
grey sphere is twice that of one black sphere which intercepts one of the irreducible zone’s faces.

4.2.4 Converging the Ground State Energy.

Before implementing CASTEP we must first choose the number of mesh points which 

we will use to sample both the unit cell and reciprocal space (the size of the FFT box) 

and specify an energy cut-off for our plane-wave basis set, that is we must choose 

values for Nx, Ny, Nz and E q. In reciprocal space the vectors g =2n(nx/aNx,ny/bNy,nz/cNz), 

where nx, ny, nz are integers, form an orthorhombic lattice of discrete points. The FFT 

box in reciprocal space contains the reciprocal lattice points where, assuming Nx, Ny, Nz 

to be even, 2nxe  { 0 4 2 , 2 nye {0,±2,...,+Av} and 2 {0,±2,...,+Ay. It is useful 

to pictorially represent E0 as a radius of a sphere in reciprocal space centred at k. To 

keep the computational effort to a minimum, it is sensible to choose the smallest FFT 

box (in reciprocal space) which encloses this sphere. If the FFT box is increased then 

provided E0 is fixed the ground state energy does not change.

By either choosing the minimum or a fixed FFT box, CASTEP is implemented 

iteratively until the zero temperature, ground state energy, E g , has converged with 

respect to the energy cut-off E q .  The one-electron potential which is obtained when E g 

is converged will then be used in the CSGFM. Obviously when implementing the 

CSGFM the value of E0 for which Eg is converged must correspond to a manageable 

real-space grid.



We have also modified CASTEP so that the true kinetic energy Tre can be 

approximated with T Tb - Thus we have the choice of using the same dispersion in both 

CASTEP and the CSGFM. However, this invokes more questions about whether the 

ground state energy has indeed converged. If we use T Tb ,  as the FFT box is increased 

the ground state energy no longer remains constant as shown in figure 4.6. To see why 

this happens let us consider using a simple cubic mesh to sample V  such that a is the 

distance between two neighbouring points on the real space grid. The bandwidth of the 

dispersion for Ttb is inversely proportional to a2 (as shown in figure 1.1). As the FFT 

box is enlarged, the number of grid points across the unit cell increases, so decreasing a 

and hence stretching out and altering the bandwidth and all the eigenvalues of the 

system. Thus when implementing CASTEP to obtain the one electron potential we will 

choose to use Tfe.

-5 7 .7

-57.9 1 6 x  l O x  10  
2 4  x  16  x  16

-58.1

-58.3

-58.5
0 100 200 3 0 0 4 0 0

N u m b er  o f  p la n e -w a v es .

Figure 4.6. The convergence of Eg with respect to the number of (lowest energy) plane waves 
used in CASTEP changes when a different FFT box is used. Here, we have used an Aluminium 
pseudopotential (Goodwin et al, 1 9 9 0 ) ,  using a body centred tetragonal unit cell (figure 4.4a) 
with a o = 4 . 0 3 0 5  Angs and TTb for the kinetic energy.

Using CASTEP with Tfe, we have calculated Eg for several energy cut-offs for bulk 

Aluminium (see figure 4.7) and bulk Germanium (see figure 4.8). The ground state 

energy curves for Germanium pseudopotentials created by Goodwin et al (1990) and 

Needles et al (1987) show a similar rate of convergence. However, when comparing 

either of these ground state energy curves with that of Aluminium it is clear that the Eg 

converges much faster for Aluminium than it does for Germanium. This is because 

Aluminium is a nearly free electron metal and therefore requires less mixing of Fourier
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components for an accurate description whereas Germanium is a semi conductor which 

forms covalent bonds.

-56.5

6x4x4

«, -57.0 

1S -57.5

9x6x6
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1 OT3
I  -58.0
5 12  x 8 x 8 00

-58.5
50 100 150 200 250 300

N u m b e r  o f  p la n e -w a v es .

Figure 4.7. The convergence of Eg with respect to the number of (lowest energy) plane waves 
used in CASTEP. Here, we have used an Aluminium pseudopotential (Goodwin et al, 1990), 
using a body centred tetragonal unit cell (figure 4.4a) with aa=4.0305Angs and Tfe for the 
kinetic energy. We have indicated example minimum FFT box sizes for a few energy cut-offs.
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Figure 4.8. The convergence of Eg with respect to the number of (lowest energy) plane waves 
used in CASTEP. Here, we have used two different Germanium pseudopotentials (blue curve- 
Needels et al (1987), green curve-Goodwin et al (1990)), using the unit cell shown in figure 
4.4b with ao=5.657 Angs and Tfe for the kinetic energy.

The total ground state energy can also be minimised with respect to the lattice constant 

ao and/or the positions of specified atoms. For example, if a0 is too large (or small) the 

ions will not be in their equilibrium positions and so the ions will be attracting (or
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repelling) each other. This will increase the total ground state energy. Thus by 

implementing CASTEP we are able to predict the value of a0. Alternatively by 

specifying ions on the outer layers of a slab, one can predict the structure of a surface. 

An example, Germanium (100) 2x1, is shown in figure 4.1b. In the thesis the ion sites 

will always be fixed in their bulk or in their minimum energy sites (where the 

reconstruction has already been calculated) and we will use experimental values for ao 

(Weast 1987).

4.3 Infinite and Semi-Infinite Systems.

Using local pseudopotentials for Aluminium (Goodwin et al, 1990) and for Germanium 

(Needels et al, 1987) and implementing CASTEP, the local, one electron potentials for 

two chosen, periodic structures are now obtainable. Here, it is shown how these 

potentials will be used to calculate the Green’s functions representing bulk Aluminium 

and bulk Germanium as well as the Green’s functions representing their (100) bulk 

terminated surfaces. This section begins by recapping how we have adapted the 

implementation of the CSGFM when modelling infinite and semi-infinite regions.

4.3.1 Implementing the CSGFM for Infinite Crystals.

Using the CSGFM it is quite straight forward to obtain the Green’s function, ^ (k ), for 

a perfect crystalline structure provided the local, one electron potential over the unit cell 

is known. Here i, j  are any two mesh points in real space and fik represents the 

momentum.

Starting from an initial semi-infinite Green’s function, the CSGFM can be used to grow 

through exactly one unit cell, V  say, such that we obtain the Green’s function, £ab, 

connecting mesh point i within plane A on one side of the unit cell with that of mesh 

point j  within plane B on the opposite side of the unit cell (as in §2.3.5). As each xy- 

plane of the unit cell is completed, we choose to introduce kx and ky by imposing Bloch 

boundary conditions (using equation 2.35) across the scattering region in the x  and y 

directions respectively. Once the entire unit cell has been grown through, the CSGFM is 

then used to cut off the semi-infinite region (attached to plane A) from this unit cell and 

to apply Bloch’s theorem across planes A and B. Thus we obtain ^AB(k) across V.
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The Green’s function, ^(k), connecting any two points within the unit cell of a periodic 

structure can be obtained by updating any internal mesh points within the unit cell 

during this whole process or by choosing where plane A is defined within the unit cell.

4.3.2 Implementing the CSGFM for Semi-Infinite Crystals.

So far we have the Green’s function, ^(k), representing a unit cell within an infinite, 

periodic structure. Before we can obtain the Green’s function for a bulk terminated 

system, the Green’s functions representing the semi-infinite regions of material and 

vacuum are required. See figure 4.9. At first sight it may appear that by cutting between 

two xy-planes within our unit cell above, which is part of an infinite system, we would 

obtain the Green’s function for two semi-infinite regions. This is not true. As we cut 

between two jty-planes within our unit cell we simultaneously break the Bloch boundary 

condition, y¥(z)='¥(z+Nzc)exp(ikzNzc), since we are merely reversing the process 

described in §4.3,1. So, rather than obtaining two semi-infinite regions we return to 

regions which have a finite length, Nzc, in the z-direction as shown in figure 4.10.

4.0305A

U u

O O

1.007625A

Figure 4.9. To obtain the Green’s function for an isolated Aluminium(lOO) bulk terminated 
surface, we implemented the CSGFM; growing from the left through ‘enough’ unit cells of bulk 
Aluminium (figure 4.4a, displaced along the z-axis such that the potential terminates midway 
between planes of atoms) and from the right through a constant potential and finally stitching the 
two regions together.

Thus to obtain the components of the Green’s function at the end of a semi-infinite 

region, using the CSGFM, we need to grow through a semi-infinite number of unit cells. 

Alternatively, by introducing a small imaginary part to the energy of the system, only a 

finite number of units cells needs be to grown through before the components across
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the end of the region effectively represents (to within single or double precision) a semi

infinite region (as discussed in §2.4.3). However, we generally choose the method of 

‘cell doubling’ shown in §2.4.4. This method repetitively duplicates the Green’s 

function such that the volume of space it represents is doubled. Choosing the potential 

across the initial volume of space to be constant or that across the unit cell for the 

material of interest the Green’s function will effectively represent a semi-infinite region 

of free space or material.

 cr ....
(a)

x>y

  !
(b)

x.y

--- ------- •------ 11 K y ...

o O I ° o o

A B

O O o O i o

/̂ v ----------------Q---
A' B' A B A" B'

Figure 4.10. (a) The CSGFM can be used to cut between planes A and B whilst updating the 
components âbOO- (b) Due to the periodicity as each bond between planes A and B are broken 
so similar bonds are broken between planes A' and B',A"  and B", A '"  and B'", etcetera.

When modelling a semi-infinite crystal, it is clear that k± (or kz) is no longer a good 

quantum number because the periodicity in the perpendicular direction to the surface 

has been broken. It is now more sensible to calculate

(4.4) giJ(kx,ky) = jg IJ(k)dk1 ,

where the integral is over the first Brillouin zone. In fact the CSGFM (before any Bloch 

boundary conditions is imposed in the growth or perpendicular direction) computes 

GfkJky). Thus we have already shown how to compute <jij(kx,ky) over an .xy-plane that 

is effectively at the end of a semi-infinite region of Aluminium or free-space.

Consider calculating QifikXiky) for bulk Aluminium. Normally one would replace the
kove

integral in equation 4.4 with a summation over k±. ^>(k) for each value of k± couldAbeen 

calculated using the CSGFM as described in §4.3.1. However, by stitching two semi
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infinite regions of Aluminium together we can obtain <jij(kx ,k y) without ever computing 

Qifls). This novel way to compute the integral in equation 4.4 is far more efficient and 

will been discussed in greater detail in chapter 6.

4.3.3 Approximating the Infinite or Semi-Infinite Crystal.

We are interested in being able to calculate the Green’s function, Qi^kxJcy)t for an 

infinite or semi-infinite periodic structure. From the imaginary on-site components of 

this Green’s function we can obtain the allowed density of states, A(e), where e is the 

real part of the energy. See, for example, §2.3.4.

In general, we can visualise the continuous energy bands of A(e) as an infinite set of 

discrete, energy states closely packed together. However, as in §4.3.2, it is often 

desirable to approximate an infinite or semi-infinite crystal with that of a finite crystal. 

In doing so, there no longer exists an infinite set of energy states within each band and 

Di(e) as a function of energy becomes discontinuous. Therefore, when approximating 

the infinite crystal for a finite crystal, we also add a small imaginary part to the energy, 

E=E+i^, such that the energy states are Lorentzian smoothed.

If the value of ^ is too small (or there are not enough discrete states) then spurious 

oscillations in A(e) will appear, especially within the energy band regions where the 

curve is flat and when e, the real part of the energy, is increased. These oscillations are 

shown in figure 4.11 and are not confined to the on-site components of the Green’s 

function.

It is important to make sure there are enough discrete energy states to sample the 

allowed density of states curve for the infinite crystal. Otherwise, increasing £ will only 

wash out any sharp features of D,(e). For example, two energy bands could smooth into 

each other so losing the energy band gap and any discrete energy surface states that may 

have existed within this gap. So there is a balance to be made, between the number of 

atoms in the finite crystal and the size of

We now look at this approximation from a slightly different angle. Consider A(e) 

summed across the central plane of an isolated unit cell. D(e)=X/A(£) will represent a 

set of discrete energy states. As there is only a finite number of atoms in our system so
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Figure 4.11. The converged9 (black curve) and unconverged (blue and purple curves) example 
real and imaginary parts of Qu as a function of e, where ^=0.5eV and kx=ky=0. These curves 
were calculated from a potential (obtained using CASTEP with a 16 by 16 by 16 FFT box and a 
cubic cell of length 2.82 Angs) which represents a fictitious bulk crystal, simple cubic 
Germanium. Nk represent the number of atomic layers.

only a finite number of states can exist within a finite energy range. By adding an 

imaginary part to the energy of the system, the discrete energy states are Lorentzian 

smoothed such that Z)(e) becomes continuous. Using the CSGFM, we can grow more 

unit cells to either side of our original system. As more atoms are grown onto our 

system more energy states can exist along our original energy range. Eventually, there 

are enough energy states to properly sample D(e) for the infinite crystal. This moment 

coincides with the convergence (with respect to adding more unit cells, see figure 4.12) 

of the Green’s function components across our central plane (for example, the black 

curve in figure 4.11) and across the planes at the ends of the crystal. The Green’s 

function will then effectively represent the infinite or semi-infinite crystal respectively10.

9 T h e s e  cu rv es  h a v e  b e e n  c a lc u la te d  b y  n u m erica lly  in tegra tin g , u s in g  th e T ra p ez iu m  ru le , £ (k )  for  a  u n it c e l l  o f

A l u s in g  12 , 2 4  an d  1 0 0  kz p o in ts across  th e  B r illo u in  z o n e  r e sp e c tiv e ly . A s  w e  w i l l  sh o w  in  ch a p ter  6 , 
co n v e rg in g  th is  G r e e n ’s  fu n ctio n  w ith  resp ec t to  kz (for  a f ix e d  en ergy  ran ge and £ )  is  e q u iv a le n t  to  c o n v erg in g  

th e  c o m p o n en ts  o f  th e  G r e e n ’s fu n ction  across a  p la n e  w ith in  a crysta l w ith  th e n u m b er  o f  a to m ic  la y ers  or  u n it  

c e l ls  u se d  to  sa n d w ic h  th is  p la n e  (s e e  te x t) . T h u s th e b lu e /p u rp le  c u rv es  rep resen t th e  s itu a t io n  w h e r e  w e  h ave  

n o t g ro w n  th rou gh  or  m o d e lled  en o u g h  u n it c e l ls .

10 In p r a ctice , o n ly  th e  co m p o n en ts  across th e en d  x y -p la n e  are up d ated . T h is  i s  for  tw o  r ea so n s . 1. T h e  

c o m p o n en ts  a cro ss  th e cen tra l x y -p la n e  ca n  b e  ob ta in ed  b y  stitch in g  tw o  s e m i- in f in ite  r eg io n s  to g eth er . 2 . T h e  

C S G F M  n e e d s  o n ly  to  co n tin u a lly  up date  the G r e en ’s fu n ctio n  c o m p o n en ts  a cro ss  o n e  rather th e n k lv ^ p la n e s .
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Figure 4.12. The summed density of states across plane 3 (see figure 4.13; upper axis) for bulk 
Aluminium. Periodic boundary conditions have been applied in the x,y directions and J unit cells 
of Aluminium are modelled in the growth or z-direction. Plane 3 is the xy-plane which is in the 
centre of the crystal (green curve) or which ends the crystal (blue curve). £  = £/ + 0.5i eV.

4.3.4 Bulk Aluminium.

We choose to implement CASTEP to obtain the one-electron potential for bulk 

Aluminium using a local pseudopotential (Goodwin et al, 1990) and the unit cell shown 

in figure 4.4. As discussed earlier, we will use Tfe for the K.E. when calculating the 

potential. This potential (once calculated) is then discretised over a Cartesian mesh that 

will be used when implementing the CSGFM. However, we note that the potential 

obtained when using either T fe or T Tb will produce a similar potential, see figure 4.13. 

The green curve was produced using an energy cut-off of 238.63eV (which requires a 

16 by 16 by 24 minimum FFT box) and 30 k-points in the irreducible zone (see figure 

4.5). This calculation produced a Fermi energy of X.lleV  and a zero temperature 

ground state energy of -58.243eV7atom. Reducing the energy cut-off to 167.64eV such 

that the minimum FFT box is 8 by 8 by 12 we can find the potential on every other grid 

point. Figure 4.13 shows that with an energy cut-off of \61.64eV the potential on these 

points converged. We show an example contour plot of this potential across an xy- 

plane which intercepts the a plane of Aluminium atoms in figure 4.14 .

The CSGFM can now be used to obtain the allowed local density of states, D„ at any 

point on the 8 by 8 by 12 real space grid covering the unit cell. We find, as expected, A  

has the same symmetry properties as the crystal’s potential, see for example figure 4.15. 

To converge D, we needed to grow through 16 unit cells of Aluminium, which is
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consistent with the green curve in figure 4.12. From now on we choose to look at D, 

summed across the plane mid-way between atoms, plane 3 in figure 4.13, as a function 

of energy. The features of A(£,^) are Lorentzian smoothed as the imaginary part of the 

energy, is increased (as explained in the previous subsection, §4.3.2). The features of 

D(.(e), shown in figure 4.16, show that band edges exist at approximately -10.1, -1.5 

and -0.4 eV, with an energy band gap between the latter two band edges. As the energy 

smearing is increased, the band gap is gradually filled in.

Figure 4.13. The bulk Aluminium potential, down the (100) or z-axis shown in figure 4.4a, 
calculated using CASTEP with ao=4.0305 Angs, a Monkhorst Pack set of 384 k-points to 
sample the first Brillouin zone, where we have used Tfe, TTb, T fe for the K.E. and an 8 by 8 by 
12, 16 by 16 by 24, 8 by 8 by 12 FFT box for the green, blue, red curve, respectively.

0
Grid point in the (100) direction for the green curve. z,

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

-11
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Grid point in the (100) direction for the red and blue curves.
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Figure 4.14. Bulk Aluminium potential across an 8 by 8, (100) or xy-plane which intercepts the 
Aluminium atoms. Calculated using CASTEP with an energy cut-off of 167.64eV and a 
Monkhorst Pack set of 384 k-points to sample the first Brillouin zone.
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Figure 4.15. The valence charge density in the (100) bulk Aluminium plane which is midway 
between atoms (plane 3 in figure 4.13) at an energy of 1.77+0.5/ eV and with kx=ky=0. To obtain 
this result, the CSGFM was used to grow through 16 unit cells of Aluminium (7=16).
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Figure 4.16. The Aluminium(lOO) density of states at T = 0 (£*=^=0) summed across plane 3 
which is midway between atomic layers. The CSGFM is used to grow through 16, 32 and 64 
unit cells of Aluminium when ^=0.5, 0.2 and OAeV respectively.

In the next section, we will investigate the Shockley surface state on Aluminium(lOO) 

(Zangwill, 1988). The energy of this state appears approximately 3eV below the Fermi 

energy of X.lleV  and appears within the first band gap shown in figure 4.17. To resolve 

this surface state from the band edges we need to reduce the energy smearing to 

something like ^=0.025eV. However, using a smaller £, will require modelling more unit 

cells of Aluminium (or atomic layers) before the components of the Green’s function 

across the central xy-plane converges. We found that after effectively growing through
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1024 atomic layers D, was still not converged although after we had effectively grown 

through 2048 atomic layers convergence was found.

-12 -12
1.6 0.8 0 0

Figure 4.17. Aluminium(lOO) density of states at T = 0 summed over plane 3 with t=0.025eV 
and the band structure calculated using CASTEP in its ‘band’ mode (see §5.6) where ^=0.00eV.

Instead of calculating the band structure using the ‘band’ mode of the CSGFM (see 

§2.3.5) we choose to use CASTEP in its ‘band’ mode to calculate the energy 

eigenvalues, E n(kz),  for our bulk Aluminium potential. The values of the band edges 

calculated using the CSGFM (figure 4.17) agree with that obtained using CASTEP 

(figure 4.17). Note, however, in order to align the energy scales we must change the 

definition of the K.E. from Tfe to 7tb when running CASTEP in the ‘band’ mode.

4.3.5 Bulk Germanium.

To show that the computational method presented in the thesis is also able to calculate 

the densities of states of semi-conductors, we now turn to model bulk Germanium. First 

we calculate the one electron potential, figure 4.18, using the Needels et al (1987)11 

Germanium pseudopotential on the unit cell shown in figure 4.4b, with a0=5.651 Angs. 

Using CASTEP this calculation gave the Fermi energy to be 0.82<?V12 and the zero 

temperature ground state energy to be 106.82eV/atom.

11 T h ere  is  n o t m u ch  d if fe re n c e  b e tw e e n  th e  tw o  G erm an iu m  p se u d o p o ten tia ls  w h ich  w e  in tro d u ced  in  th e  

p rev io u s  sec tio n . F or co n s isten c y  w e  c h o o se  th e p seu d o p o ten tia l o f  N e e d e ls  et al (1 9 8 7 )  b e c a u s e  it  w a s  u se d  to  

c o m p u te  th e G erm an iu m (lO O ) 2x1  atom ic  p o s it io n s  (w h ich  w e  w ill b e  u s in g  later) sh o w n  in  fig u re  4 .1 .

12 T h e  F erm i e n e rg y  sh o u ld  lie  w ith in  th e band gap  in  fig u re  4 .1 9 ,2 0  bu t ap p ears to  b e  in  th e  c o n d u c t io n  ban d .

T h is  is  b e c a u s e  E f and band structure c a lc u la tio n s  u se d  T fe and T tb r e sp e c tiv e ly .
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Figure 4.18. Our calculated, averaged, one electron potential for Germanium, calculated using 
CASTEP with the unit cell shown in figure 4.4b, a0=5.657 Angs, a Monkhorst Pack set of 144 
k-points to sample the first Brillouin zone and an energy cut-off of 245.99 eV, which requires a 
16 by 16 by 24 minimum FFT box. The broken symmetry is due to the drawing package.

Using the CSGFM to grow through several unit cells of this potential in the [100] 

direction we are able to obtain the on-site components of the Green’s function, 

Qu{kx,ky), for bulk Germanium. Thus we can obtain the density of states, Dt, shown in 

figure 4.19 where we have summed Z), across the (100) plane which lies between atomic 

layers.
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0
-12 -10 ■8 •6 -4 ■2 0 2 4

Energy (eV)

Figure 4.19. Bulk Germanium density of states at T = 0 summed across plane 0 in figure 4.18 
using an energy smearing of 0.025eV which required effectively growing through 2048 atomic 
layers.

The density of states (up to the Fermi energy) for Germanium has more peaks than the 

density of states shown for Aluminium in figure 4.16. Each peak represents an energy
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where the density of electronic states is high. On a band structure, this occurs where the 

bands become flat, which represent a region where the group velocity of the electron is 

small. We find that we are able to match each peak, labelled a, b, c, ..., with a region of 

the band structure shown in figure 4.20. This should come as no surprise since we have 

used the same converged, self-consistent, one-electron, Germanium potential in both 

calculations.
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Figure 4.20. The Germanium band structure calculated using CASTEP in its ‘band’ mode. The 
left hand figure can be obtained by folding back the energy bands in the right hand figure along 
the dashed vertical line.

Thus, if our band structure is correct, then our calculated densities of states for 

Germanium would seem plausible. When comparing our calculated Germanium band 

structure with that obtained by Grobman et al (1975) and Chelikowsky et al (1976), 

figure 4.21, we must take into account that we do not use the primitive unit cell for 

Germanium or use Tfe for the K.E. in our calculations. The band structure obtained 

directly from CASTEP is for a unit cell whose length in the [100] direction is twice the 

length of that of the primitive cell. This implies that the bands are folded back, in fact 

the symmetry points T and X are at the same kz point as shown on the left in figure 4.20. 

Correcting for this we obtain the figure on the right hand side. Using Ttb instead of Tfe 

implies a squashing up of bands at higher energies, as can be seen when comparing the 

three band structures. Since all three band structures were calculated using a different 

method and slightly different potentials, representing Germanium, our band structure
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shows remarkable agreement, especially to the band structure obtained by Chelikowsky 

et al (1976).
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Figure 4.21. Left hand side: The primitive Brillouin zone and symmetry points for the diamond 
structure. Upper right: Energy bands for Germanium obtained by Grobman et al (1975) by 
combining pseudopotential calculations with experimental optical studies. Lower right: Energy 
bands for Germanium obtained by Chelikowsky et al (1976) by means of the Empirical 
Pseudopotential Method.

4.3.6 Aluminium(lOO) Bulk Terminated Surface.

The easiest way to create a surface is to terminate the crystal structure across one of its 

planes which is perpendicular to a reciprocal lattice vector g. Hence, we will model a 

‘semi-infinite’ crystal which ends where the potential abruptly changes to represent a 

‘semi-infinite’ region of vacuum. In this thesis, g is chosen to be the [100] direction for 

both the Aluminium and Germanium structures. The z-axis and growth direction for the 

CSGFM will also be in this direction. The potential value for the vacuum is defined as,

(4.5) V, (vacuum) = e f  + O ,
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where £ f  is the Fermi energy (obtained from our self consistent calculation of the

infinite crystal) and O is the experimental value for the work function. We will use 

<P=4.2eV (Eastman and Mee, 1973) and 4.8eV (Gobeli and Allen, 1964) for Aluminium 

and Germanium, respectively.

Figure 4.22 shows the surface part of the Aluminium potential along the growth or 

[100] direction, which we will use to model the Aluminium (100) bulk terminated 

surface. To converge the components of the Green’s function so that we effectively 

represent both the semi-infinite region of Aluminium and vacuum, using an imaginary 

energy ^=0.025eV (or OAeV), requires growing through more than 2000 (50) unit or 

equivalent unit cells, respectively. This result is more efficiently achieved by cell 

doubling the unit cell just 11 (6) times, see §4.3.1.

Di(e) summed across two different planes which are parallel to the terminated 

Aluminium (100) surface is shown in figure 4.23. As can be expected, there are more 

states across the first bulk energy band for the plane which is within the crystal than for 

the plane which is approximately 1 Angs outside the surface in the region of vacuum.

.24 -20 -16 -12 -4 18 260 4 8 n

Figure 4.22. The xy-averaged potential for our bulk terminated Aluminium (100) surface. The 
‘semi-infinite’ region of material was created by repeating the bulk Aluminium potential 
presented in §4.3.4 and terminating it across a (100) or xy-plane which lies exactly between two 
layers of Aluminium atoms. Vt=5.99eV in the ‘semi-infinite’ region of vacuum.

It is clear that creating a surface has allowed a state13 to appear within the first energy 

band gap (a region where fc±g9t), about 3eV below the Fermi level. For a periodic 

scatterer (as we discussed in chapter 3) wavestates which exponentially increase or

13 In the next chapter we will reduce J; in order to resolve this state from the edge of the band and prove that this 
state is indeed a surface state by showing that the charge density is predominately outside the surface.
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decay can not exist. However, the crystal is no longer completely periodic in the [100] 

direction. For our bulk terminated crystal a Shockley surface state (see, for example, 

Zangwill 1990) which decays away from the Aluminium (100) surface can now exist.

0.4

0.0
-12 -10 8 -6 -4 •2 20

Energy (el')

Figure 4.23. The density of states, at F ,across two (100) or xy-planes, obtained using the 
CSGFM with t,=0.\eV, for the Aluminium potential shown in figure 4.22. The red/blue curve 
represents plane within/outside the surface (plane -3/8 in figure 4.22).

Before examining this surface state further we now consider improving our model of an 

isolated Aluminium surface by embedding a self-consistent, Aluminium (100) surface 

between ‘semi-infinite’ regions of bulk and vacuum.

4.4 Self Consistent Crystal Surfaces

We would like a method that can calculate the density of states for a chosen surface. In 

order to obtain the density of states we will simply grow through the electronic 

potential for the particular surface using the CSGFM (chapter 2). So far we have 

modelled the bulk terminated (100) surface for Aluminium by simply stitching a ‘semi

infinite’ region of bulk Aluminium to a ‘semi-infinite’ region of free-space. This model 

will now be improved by embedding the surface part of a self-consistent potential from 

a periodic slab/vacuum supercell (see, for example, figure 4.1) between these two semi

infinite regions. We will investigate the (100) surfaces of both Aluminium and 

Germanium which will include an examination of the degeneracy splitting of the (100) 

surface states for an Aluminium slab and how the density of states differs for a bulk 

terminated surface to that of the self-consistent surface.
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4.4.1 Aluminium(lOO) Slab Supercell.

The self-consistent full one electron potential for a slab of Aluminium is shown in figure 

4.24. The positions for the outer Aluminium atoms for this calculation are not allowed 

to relax and are kept in their bulk terminated sites. The slab/vacuum supercell potential 

was calculated using CASTEP with only 2 k-points sampling the [100] direction (since 

the slab is now quite long and therefore quite short in reciprocal space in this direction) 

and with an energy cut off of 129.99eV.

We choose not to allow the (100) surface atoms to relax when minimising the ground 

state energy, Eg, since experiments have predicted no relaxation (Jepsen et a/( 1972) and 

Noonan et al( 1984)). Similarly Benesh and Gebreselasie(1996) have calculated (using 

the surface embedded Green function method (Inglesfield et al, 1988)) that the inward 

relaxation as a percentage of the bulk inter-layer separation to be 1±2%, unlike the 

outer atomic layer of Aluminium(llO) where they have calculated the relaxation to be 

11%.
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Figure 4.24 The x or y averaged, self-consistent potential for our Aluminium slab/vacuum 
supercell, obtained by implementing CASTEP using 10 k-points in the irreducible zone (a total, 
Monkhorst Pack set, of 128 k-points) and an energy cut-off of 129.99eV (which required a 
minimum 72 by 8 by 8 FFT box).

Ideally the slab consists of enough planes of ions so that the potential across the central 

plane of ions is equivalent to that across a plane within an infinite crystal and that the 

vacuum gap between neighbouring slabs is large enough so the amount of tunnelling 

from electrons near the Fermi energy is negligible.

Let us define VA to be the potential summed across the (100) plane midway between 

atomic layers within the Aluminium slab (at z- 3 in figure 4.24) and VB to be the 

potential summed across a similar (100) plane midway between atomic layers with our
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bulk Aluminium unit cell (z,=3 in figure 4.13). To align these potentials such that (VA- 

Vb)=0.0 we need to add 2.63SeV to the potential of the slab. In figure 4.25 we show 

how well these potentials align. In fact the difference between any two similar points is 

less than 0.06eV.
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Figure 4.25. The one electron potential for an Aluminium slab (green) and bulk Aluminium 
(blue) across an xy or (100) plane midway between atomic layers obtained using CASTEP.

4.4.2 Embedding the Aluminium Slab Supercell.

We now present how we will fill in the local density of states for a supercell calculation 

such that an isolated surface is modelled. Using the method of cell doubling we can 

obtain (for a non-zero £) Qw(kxJcy) and (jcc(kx,ky), where A and C label the (100) or xy- 

plane at the end of a ‘semi-infinite’ region of bulk Aluminium and free-space 

respectively. Rather than immediately stitching these two regions together, as we did in 

§4.3.6, we now implement the CSGFM such that the self-consistent potential for an 

Aluminium(lOO) bulk terminated surface is sandwiched (embedded) between these two 

‘semi-infinite’ regions.

We choose V  to be the region between n  = 4 and 36 of our Aluminium slab supercell 

shown in figure 4.24. By aligning the potential for several unit cells of bulk Aluminium, 

part of the Aluminium slab supercell and free-space we can obtain the potential input 

needed for the CSGFM, see figure 4.26 where we show the jty-averaged potentials. We 

want to be able to obtain the Green’s function, £bB(kx,ky),  for the embedded system 

where B labels any xy-plane of mesh points within V. We choose to use £ a a (kx,ky)  and 

§ c c (k x,ky) as our initial Green’s function for the CSGFM. By stitch and storing (§2.4.5)
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or simply growing in from both sides to the plane of interest, ^ { k x,ky) for this 

patchwork of potentials (in figure 4.26) can be obtained.

1o
cPu

-20 40

Mesh point along the f 100] direction

Figure 4.26. The average potential across a unit cell for bulk Aluminium (green curve) and for 
the Aluminium slab/vacuum supercell shown in figure 4.24 (blue curve). The curve, green-blue- 
purple represent the potential for an isolated Aluminium(lOO) surface.

Within the centre of the vacuum gap (at z,=36) the potential (for our Aluminium slab 

supercell) still fluctuates (~±0.2eV) across the xy-plane of mesh points. When 

embedding the slab these fluctuations in the potential (across the xy-plane) could 

(although we choose not to) be gradually flattened out over a few extra xy-planes, Zi = 

36 to 40 say, so extending the embedded region V.

The surface density of states in figure 4.23 and 4.27(a) for the bulk terminated and self- 

consistent calculation of the bulk terminated Aluminium(lOO) are very similar. To 

resolve the surface state from the edge of the lower band we need to reduce £ to 

something like 0.025eV. Figure 4.27(b) shows D,(e) summed over the plane 

approximately 1 Angs outside the Aluminium(lOO) embedded surface. We calculate the 

surface state (within the first band gap of width \.\eV) to be at an energy of 0.25eV 

above the lower band edge, in similar agreement to Benesh and Inglesfield(1986) who 

calculated the state to be 0.18eV above the bottom of the band gap (of width 1.06eV). 

The experimental value the relative position of this state and the width of the band gap 

is 0.08eV (Plummer 1985) and \.68eV (Levinson et al, 1983). Since we have used Ttb 

for the K.E. (a necessary requirement for the CSGFM) we expect our calculated energy 

values to be smaller than experimental values.
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Figure 4.27. The surface density of states at T on Al(100). Green/blue curve, plane 16/22 in 
figure 4.26. Black/grey curve top/second layer of atoms; obtained by Benesh et al (1986).

In figure 4.28 we have chosen to look at the charge density averaged over the in

direction for the fixed energy (e = - \.25eV) corresponding to the position of the energy 

state which exists within the first band gap. Generally the charge density is within the 

crystal. However, at this particular energy, the charge density is predominately outside 

the Aluminium (100) surface, indicating that the energy state which appears in the first 

energy gap when the (100) surface is created, is indeed a surface state.

Earlier we noted that qualitative features of D,(e) for the Aluminium bulk terminated 

(100) surface are similar to that produced by the self consistent surface. Later, we will 

consider the Germanium (100) surface where Di(e) changes dramatically due to the 

surface ions being allowed to relax to form dimer pairs.

4.4.3 The Degeneracy of the (100) Surface State for an Aluminium Slab.

Consider using a slab/vacuum supercell in order to model an isolated Aluminium (100) 

surface. Even for a thin Aluminium sheet of width 1 mm, there are about 107 atomic 

layers. Though, when modelling only a few atomic layers we find that the potential

-10 8 -6 A -2 0 2 - 2  - 1.6 1 -0.4 0
Energy (eV) Energy (e f )
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within the centre of the slab resembles that found within an infinite crystal, as we 

showed in figure 4.25. For a metal, the mobile conduction electrons will obviously help 

to screen the presence of a surface from the layers of ions within the slab (provided the 

slab has enough layers of ions). However, the fact that the potential within the slab has 

become similar to that found in an infinite crystal does not indicate that we will be able 

to obtain the correct energy spectrum for an isolated surface.

D , ( z )  —

l.lio — 
0.889 —  
0.667 —  
0.445 —  
0.222 —

x +

Figure 4.28. The charge density at T for the Aluminium(lOO) surface. £=-1.25+0.025/ eV.

Consider a slab with two identical surfaces, separated by m layers of atoms. We assume 

that associated with each surface there is a Shockley surface state. If the exponential tail 

of these surface states overlap within the slab then these states will mix resulting in the 

degeneracy of their energy eigenvalues being lifted. Figure 4.29 show examples where 

the (100) surface states have an energy difference, As, of 0(\)eV. The magnitude of Ae 

is proportional to the amount of overlap of the two wavestates within the centre of the 

slab. To examine how Ae varies as we increase the number of atomic layers in our 

Aluminium slab/vacuum supercell would become computationally expensive as the size 

of the FFT box used in CASTEP will also increase. But with the implementation of the 

CSGFM, more bulk layers can easily be grown within the slab. The slab can also be 

embedded between two semi-infinite regions of vacuum to eliminate the possibility of 

interference from neighbouring slabs.
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Figure 4.29. The surface density of states for an Aluminium slab (m atomic layers) summed 
across a (100) plane approximately 1 Angs into the region of vacuum. h,=0.025eV.

Figure 4.30 shows the magnitude of the energy splitting for the Aluminium (100) 

surface as a function of ‘the number of layers within the slab’, Ae(ra). Because the 

points along this curve were obtained from similar figures to that shown in 4.29, the 

inclusion of an imaginary energy produces a lower bound where the two eigenvalues 

(peaks) cannot be distinguished. A larger imaginary energy will produce a greater 

broadening of all the discrete energy states, which includes the two (100) surface states.
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Figure 4.30. The difference in energy between the two (nominally degenerate) Aluminium(lOO) 
surface state for a slab containing m layers. Measurements are obtained from the surface density 
of states for a (100) plane approximately 1 Angs into the vacuum and with t,=0.025eV.

The magnitude of the energy splitting is clearly exponentially dependent upon the 

number of layers used to create the slab. Although the potential resembles that of an 

infinite crystal after just a few atomic layers, the energy splitting is still greater than
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O.leV when 30 layers of Aluminium is used. Typically, slab calculations use a maximum 

of 10 layers of atoms. For example, Krakauer et al (1981) used 9 layers to model the 

Aluminium (100) surface. They found that the Aluminium (100) surface states had an 

energy difference of leV.

Using the CSGFM (to stitch and store, see §2.4.5) we can obtain the local density of 

states, Di, across any xy-plane in the enlarged slab/vacuum supercell for any value of 

energy. Consider the two examples shown in figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.31. The charge density for an Aluminium slab consisting of 14 layers. ^=0.025eV.
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Here, we have chosen to look at the charge density for the two (100) surface states. 

Both states have an envelope which decays towards the centre of the slab because the 

energy of these states fall within the band gap region for bulk Aluminium. Since the 

energy of the lower surface state is nearer a band edge it is predicted to decay at a 

slower rate. The charge density within the slab, for the lower energy surface state, 

appears between the atomic layers giving an appearance of coupling into a bonding state 

of the bulk crystal. The higher surface state seems to have coupled into an anti-bonding 

state.

4.4.4 The 2x1 Reconstructed Germanium (100) Surface.

The potential for a [2x1] reconstructed slab of Germanium is shown in figure 4.32. We 

will embed this potential, as shown in figure 4.1 and figure 4.33, and implement the 

CSGFM in the way described earlier when we embedded the self-consistent potential 

for Aluminium(lOO). To align the potential within the slab to that of the bulk we need to 

add 1,265eV to the potential of the slab. With a similar definition for Va and Vb to that 

used earlier we again choose (V a-V b) = 0. The potential difference between any two 

similar mesh points (see figure 4.34) and the fluctuations in the potential across the Ay- 

plane in the middle by the vacuum gap are both less than l.leV . These values have 

increased (compared with our Aluminium example) since we need to keep the FFT box 

to a manageable size (such that we can continue on our moderate work station).

We have calculated D(e) for both the bulk terminated Germanium (100) and an isolated 

Germanium (100) 2x1 surface. Our results are presented in figure 4.35 where the green 

insert indicates which of the Ay-averaged potentials shown in figure 4.33 we have grown 

through in order to obtain D(e). The extra vertical green line indicates the Ay-plane 

which Dj(e) is summed over.

Lets us compare D(e) shown in figure 4.35(c), which we obtained by embedding the 

self-consistent potential for a Germanium (100) 2x1 surface, with that shown in figure 

4.35(b) for the bulk terminated surface. The number of peaks in figure 4.35(c) may 

seem too high. An explanation for the increase of peaks comes from the fact that we 

have included a reconstructed surface in our model (symmetry breaking may split some 

degeneracies) and because the CSGFM picks up more than just the states at k*y = (0,0).
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Figure 4.32. The potential (averaged over the mesh points in the jc-direction) for a Germanium 
slab/vacuum supercell. Whilst implementing CASTEP the atoms were fixed in the positions 
shown in figure 4.1b. A Monkhorst Pack set of 36 k-points was to sample the Brillouin zone and 
an energy cut-off of 204.45eV was chosen which required a 16 by 32 by 96 minimum FFT box.
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Figure 4.33. The average potential across a unit cell for bulk Germanium (green curve) and 
supercell for a Germanium slab (blue curve). The curve, green-purple, and, green-blue-cyan, 
represent the potential for a bulk terminated and embedded Germanium (100) surface, resp.
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Figure 4.34. The aligned one electron potentials across a (100) plane of mesh points midway 
between atomic layers for bulk Germanium (blue) and for a Germanium 2x1 slab (green).
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The band structure, En{kz) at ^= (0,0), for a supercell composed of 2 unit cells in the y- 

direction is equivalent to the combined band structure for just one unit cell at ^= (0 ,0 ) 

and (0,7fl).14 Thus, in figure 4.35(a) we show the density of states for bulk Germanium 

calculated by growing through several [2x1] supercells.

For the range of energies we are interested in we have indicated (in figure 4.35(d)) 

where the energy eigenvalues15 for the slab/vacuum supercell occur. It is clear that any 

amount of energy smearing on the allowed density of states for the slab/vacuum 

supercell will not reproduce D(e) for the isolated surface.

In figure 4.36, we show the density of states obhuWby Pollmann et al (1987). The 

qualitative difference between our calculated density of states and that obtained by 

Pollmann et al (1987) is probably due to a number of factors; we have used T Tb rather 

than Tfe which effectively squashes up the energy peaks and using a smaller % we are 

able to resolve, for example, the D d0 w n  state from the edge of the bulk bands. Using a 

slightly different reconstruction of the (100) surface will also change the density of 

states. The fact that the density of states for the bulk terminated surface is also very 

different supports this idea.
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Figure 4.36. The surface layer density of states, at the T point, for self-consistent Ge (100) 
[2x1] obtained by Pollmann et al (1987). They note that only a shoulder of Dup is visible.

14 T h e  rea so n  for  th is  w ill  b e c o m e  m u ch  c lea rer  in  ch ap ter  6 , w h er e  w e  e x p la in  th is  property  in  greater d eta il.

15 T h e  e ig e n v a lu e s  are o b ta in ed  u s in g  th e  p a ck a g e  C A S T E P  in  its ‘b a n d ’ m o d e , s e e  later in  ch ap ter  5.
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It is rewarding to check that any calculated charge density using the CSGFM is 

consistent with that which can be obtained using the numerical package CASTEP. In its 

‘band’ mode, we can obtain the wavestates, 'Fn(k), for the slab/vacuum supercell, and 

hence the charge density at an energy En. See, for example, figure 4.37 where we have 

chosen two different eigenvalues; just above and below the Fermi energy. If we use Ttb 

for the K.E. and increase the energy cut-off for the band structure calculation such that 

all N  plane waves in our FFT box are used then the charge density should be identical to 

that obtained using the CSGFM on the same potential.

Figure 4.37. The charge density for our [2x1] reconstructed Germanium (100) slab/vacuum 
supercell obtained using CASTEP in its ‘band’ mode with an energy cut-off of 1 \633eV. Since 
there are 24 atoms each with 4 valence electrons, band 48 (blue curve) is a valence or bonding 
state [charge is between atoms] and band 51 (red curve) is a conduction or an anti-bonding state.

With an energy (chosen to be equal to one of the energy eigenvalues) much smaller than 

the height of the potential in the vacuum region of the supercell, we find (when 

implementing the CSGFM) that even for ^=0.025eV we need only grow through 3 

slab/vacuum supercells to converge the Green’s function. We conclude, from analysing 

figure 4.38, that the CSGFM and CASTEP are equivalent methods for obtaining the
of

charge density for a periodic, local potential at an energy of onejfie eigenvalues, En.

Since we are confident that our calculated density of states for the Germanium (100) 

surface is correct, we now examine two of its states; a resonance state known as D up 

and a surface state known as D d o w n . The subscript refers to where the charge at the 

surface predominately sits. Consider the asymmetric dimer pair of atoms at the surface, 

the charge sits above the (lower) atom which is nearer the bulk for D d0W n and above the 

(higher) atom which is further from the bulk for D u p . In figure 4.39 we present our
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calculated charge density of these states for the slab and when the surface of the slab is 

embedded. The change in the charge density is greater for the Dup state. This is due to 

the fact that the Dd0Wn surface state is within a band gap and not associated with any 

bulk state whereas the Dup state is within a band region and couples into a bulk (which is 

not properly modelled in a slab of finite width).

4.5 Summary.

We have shown how to implement the CSGFM to obtain the Green’s function and 

therefore the densities of states from the (100) surfaces of Aluminium and Germanium. 

This method required the local, one-electron potential. Both these surfaces were 

calculated self-consistently using a computational package CASTEP. Alternatively, one 

can conclude that we have shown how to extend the scope of CASTEP to include the 

possibility of obtaining the density of states of a single surface. This was done by 

embedding the potential of a slab between semi-infinite regions of bulk and vacuum and 

then implementing the CSGFM.

From a local, periodic, one-electron potential, we showed that CASTEP and the 

CSGFM will produce the same charge density and density of states for an energy, E=Eni 

where En are the eigenvalues of the periodic system.

In this chapter we have examined an example of a resonance state, Dup, and an example 

surface state, Dd0Wn, for a reconstructed Germanium ( 1 0 0 ) (2 x 1 ) surface as well as the 

energy splitting of the two (100) surface states for an Aluminium slab. The relative 

predicted position of the Aluminium surface state showed good agreement to that 

obtained by Benesh and Inglesfield (1986) who use a similar method, the ‘surface 

embedded Green’s method’ (Benesh and Inglesfield, 1984) and experiment (Plummer, 

1985). Our calculated density of states for the Germanium (100) (2x1) surface showed 

similar agreement to that predicted by (Pollmann et al ,1987).
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Figure 4.38. The average charge density for a periodic, Germanium slab at an energy of 
E=E5o=0.012eV across one supercell. Red curve: calculated using CASTEP with an energy cut
off large enough such that all plane-waves within the 16 by 32 by 96 FFT box is used and with 
t,=0.0eV. Blue curve: calculated using the CSGFM to grow through the same potential (3 
supercells) and with £=0.025^.
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Figure 4.39. The average charge density for a periodic, Germanium slab (red curve) at an 
energy of E=E44=-0.974eF and E49=-0.015gV across one supercell calculated using CASTEP (as 
explained in figure 4.36) and for the embedded [2x1] Germanium(lOO) surface (with the semi
infinite vacuum on the right hand side) calculated using the CSGFM with ^=0.025eV (blue 
curve). The upper/lower figure shows the D up/ D d0wn state where the charge density is primarily 
outside the up/down Germanium atom.
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Using the method of cell-doubling (as explained in §2.4.3) we were not restricted to 

using a large imaginary energy Thus, for example, we were able resolve the 

Aluminium (100) surface state from the lower energy band edge16. However, the real- 

space mesh (or FFT box) used in our calculations must not become too large for either 

the CSGFM or CASTEP codes. Currently available pseudopotentials which require a 

low energy cut-off (and thus a small FFT box) are in general non-local. Thus, as the 

CSGFM requires a local potential, we are restricted to a limited number of different 

materials which we can model. Therefore, in the next chapter, we choose to develop an 

entirely new method by which to obtain the Green’s function (from the converged 

charge density obtained via CASTEP) which is not restricted to a local pseudopotential 

description.

16 Conversely, as Inglesfield and Benesh(1988) points out, using a larger energy smearing may enable lifetime or 
instrumental effects to be modelled. They found that the asymmetric shape (as predicted by photoemission 
experiments) for the Aluminium surface state can be achieved by simply increasing t, to 0.13eV.



Chapter 5

The Spectral Representation

Chapter 5 introduces a different method of obtaining the Green’s function Q for a 

periodic system. Essentially, the method is based upon the spectral representation of Q 

(shown in equation 1.7). This will require the knowledge of the wavestates and 

eigenvalues. The main advantage of this method (as compared with the CSGFM) is that 

it is no longer restricted to systems which are described using local potentials. More 

precisely it does not require the governing operator, when discretised over our real- 

space mesh, to form a matrix where the only non-zero elements are on-site and nearest 

neighbour terms. The method also introduces an approximation to reduce the 

computational effort required in calculating Q using the exact (all bands) spectral 

representation.

5.1 Introduction.

One of the restrictions on the system which is required by the CSGFM is that the 

potential to be grown through has to be local. We would also prefer the potentials to be 

weak as they generally require a smaller FFT box. A smaller FFT box implies using 

fewer grid points to describe real-space, therefore our calculation using the CSGFM 

will become more manageable. Historically, most good pseudopotentials are non-local 

due to norm-conserving requirements. Therefore, the aim of the work contained in this 

chapter is to provide a new method of obtaining Q which is not restricted by the locality 

of the potential.
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The spectral representation (equation 1.7),

(5, „  5 ( r . t . ) , s v > % W ,
n M-

provides the foundation of our new method. The only new restriction which will be 

required is that the system is periodic in all three directions. This is not a problem as we 

will show later in chapter 6 ; this real-space Green’s function can have its periodic 

boundary conditions broken and be matched onto another Green’s function representing 

a semi-infinite system.

We are already confident that we can obtain accurate discretised Green’s functions, 

§ i j ( k x , k y) ,  from the CSGFM. Therefore, in section 3, we will attempt to show that we 

can produce an identical Q for free-space by using either the CSGFM or the spectral 

representation. Thus, the accuracy of the spectral representation of Q for free-space will 

be tested. Here, the wavestates and the eigenvalues are analytically known.

In order to compare the Green’s functions obtained from the two different methods we 

will want to discretise then integrate t?k(r,r') with respect to k z across the first Brillouin 

zone. Here we have introduced a new notation for the Green’s function obtained using 

the spectral representation. This will enable us to easily distinguish between the Green’s 

function obtained using our spectral method, ^(r„i)), to that Mafazd via the CSGFM, Qy. 

In the next section we will introduce a familiar numerical technique of integration which 

we will use throughout this chapter.

In section 4, we will proceed by repeating the work of section 3 using numerically 

obbx;*e<{ wavestates and eigenvalues rather than analytically known free-space wavestates 

and eigenvalues. The accuracy of ^k(r,r") will again be tested by comparing the 

components of with those obtained using the CSGFM. Here we choose a model 

system such that we can test the spectral representation of Cjk(r,r') as quickly and 

efficiently as possible.

In section 5, we try to cut down on the computational effort of calculating ^k(r,r") by 

cutting back on the number of wavestates and eigenvalues used in the spectral 

representation. We will also analyse the speed at which various components of ^k(r,rO
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converge with respect to the number of wavestates used. Then we introduce an 

approximation in order to increase the rate of convergence with respect to n (the 

number of true wavestates or bands) of the spectral representation.

Finally, in section 6 , we discuss how the computer package CASTEP calculates the 

numerical wavestates and eigenvalues which are used in the spectral representation of 

£k(r,rx), before concluding. Here we will also show how important it is that the 

wavestates used in the spectral representation form a complete set.

5.2 The Exact Spectral Representation.

In this section, the spectral representation for a real-space Green’s function £k(r,r'), for 

a periodic system, will be given for a fixed wavevector k. Here, r  and r '  are position 

vectors within the unit cell V. The Kinetic Energy of the system of interest can have 

either a quadratic or cosine form (Tfe and Ttb respectively, see chapter 1). The 

computation of the spectral representation of Qk, as well as numerically integrating Qk 

with respect to one of the components of k, will then be discussed.

5.2.1 Obtaining the Real Space Green’s Function: the Spectral Representation.

If the wavestates vFnk and eigenvalues Enk are known, then we can use the spectral 

representation (from equation 1.7),

Here, n is the band index, Tik and r  are the momentum and position vectors and E  is 

the energy. This equation is exact for any system under examination provided the 

summation spans all of the bands, that is, the summation is complete.

Energy T fe is replaced with T tb the bands become bounded. The free space band 

structures in figure 5.1 shows clearly the unbounded and bounded cases respectively. 

(The details of band structures are explained more fully in §3.2.) With the number of

in order to calculate the real-space Green’s function for any periodic system of interest.

Normally there exists an infinite number of bands because the Kinetic Energy (which is 

proportional to k2) extends to infinity. For a discretised system where the Kinetic
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bands bounded, n= 1 to N  say, the summation in equation 5.2 can be computed to give 

an exact Green’s function £k(r,-,ry). Here r, and r, are position vectors to any mesh point 

within V

5

'S* 4

3

2

1

(a)
0 7tL*0 0k.'z

Figure 5.1. Example, free-space band stmctures when the K.E. is defined as (a) Tfe and (b) TTb-

The number of bands is bounded because Vis only defined over a finite number of mesh 

points. Let us define the Kinetic Energy to be Tfe- When implementing CASTEP the 

size of the chosen FFT box defines the maximum number of reciprocal lattice vectors 

that can be used and also the number of points used to sample V  As in chapter 4 we can 

choose the sample points to be the mesh points of our discretised system. If the FFT 

box consists of N  elements then we can only obtain the wavestates and eigenvalues for 

N  bands. £fc(r,r') obtained using an incomplete summation, n = 1 to M, is an 

approximate Green’s function, just like ^k(r„r7), for the continuous system where V  is 

the unit cell. In both cases N  increases and becomes unbounded as the separation 

between the sample points or mesh points becomes zero.

5.2.2 The Computation of the Spectral Representation.

The spectral representation of Cjk(E), shown in equation 5.2, has poles at the points 

where the energy equals the discrete eigenvalues of the system Enk. Computationally, 

these poles make equation 5.2 numerically unstable (the denominator cannot be inverted 

when it is equal to zero). In the thesis, only Hermitean operators have been used. For 

Hermitean operators the eigenvalues (both discrete and continuous) are real (Griffel, 

1990). For example, assuming that the potential of the system is real then the 

eigenvalues of the time independent Schrodinger equation for this system will also be
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real (Schiff, 1968). Therefore avoiding the poles (and the branch cut) is achieved by 

simply adding a small imaginary part to 8. Figure 5.2 shows the general form of Cj{E) in 

the complex plane,

(5.3) E = e + i£.

Ideally, 3m (£) —» 0 and <jk (E) is sampled over an infinite number of e -points.

« A

e +iE,

Simple poles, Branch cut,
discrete eigenvalues continuous eigenvalues

Figure 5.2. Analytic behaviour of the real-space Green’s Function. The singular points or lines 
are on the real e-axis when L is Hermitian and provides information about the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of L. (Taken from Economou 1990).

As ^ increases1, the poles (delta functions on the Ofe(Zs) axis) are smoothed into

Lorentzian functions. The half width of the Lorentzian functions are proportional to 

and the height is such that the area under the curve (integrating with respect to e) 

remains constant. See, for example, figure 4.16 where we showed the on-site 

components of a Green’s function for various values of Computationally (in this 

thesis), @k(E) will usually be calculated at evenly distributed, discrete £ points. (E) 

can usually be described using fewer e points if £ is increased since the width of the 

Lorentzian functions will also increase. However, if ̂  is too large then qualitative detail 

will be lost as two or more poles merge into one Lorentzian function. For example, in 

chapter 4, we showed that the Aluminium (100) surface state could only be resolved 

from the edge the lower band gap once § was less than 0.05eV.

1 E arlier  w e  u sed  th e  sa m e  tech n iq u e  o f  ad d in g  £  to  the e n e rg y  to  s ta b ilise  th e  C S G F M .
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5.2.3 k-space Integration.

To integrate £k(r,rO with respect to one of the components of k, k± say, it is assumed 

that ^k(r,r") has a similar value over a small region Ak± such that

(5.4) j’£k(r ,r ';£  + i£)dfc± * £k( r ,r ';e  + i£),
BZ k±

where the summation is over a Monkhorst Pack (1976) set of k± values and

(5.5) M x = — — .

2k
Here —  is the length of the Brillouin zone and Nk is the number of k± values in the

L z

summation. In figure 5.3 we show an example Monkhorst Pack (1976) set of kL points.

/ 21 21 21 21 21 I ® — k-point
<x X X x  -—-X—X >

• 9 • 9 • 9

Figure 5.3. An example of a Monkhorst Pack set of k-points for a ID Brillouin zone.

Nk (or M ±) defines how well ^k(r,r") is sampled over the Brillouin zone. As discussed 

earlier the poles of ^k(r,r';£), at E=En(k), are smoothed into Lorentzian functions by 

adding to the energy. To map out these Lorentzians we can either sample various 

energy values or various k values. Thus the size of Ak± is chosen small enough to be 

compatible with the width of the Lorentzians of £k(r,r';E); that is Ak± also depends 

upon the imaginary part of the energy, Typically for a Brillouin zone of length 

2.5Angs'1, at least 50 kL points are needed to converge the summation in equation 5.4 

when the energy smearing is O.SeV.
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5 .3  The Free Space Green's Function.

The free-space Green’s function g° will be calculated using the spectral representation 

shown above. Here, the wavestates and eigenvalues for free space are analytically 

known. It is shown that free-space Green’s function Q 0 constructed via a spectral 

representation may be made identical to the Green’s function grown through free space 

using the CSGFM. The section finishes by suggesting that the three dimensional leads 

needed for the CSGFM can be more efficiently obtained by using Q°.

5.3.1 The Green’s Function for a Constant Potential.

Consider an orthorhombic unit cell V (and the corresponding FFT box) which is 

described by NxNyNz evenly spaced mesh points with a-b-c. Using a plane-wave basis 

set each wavestate of this discretised system can have a maximum of NxNyNz Fourier 

components. (All the higher frequency components will need a finer mesh in which to 

describe the wavestates).

Let us now assume that the potential across the unit cell is flat, that is Vis a unit cell for 

free-space. Free-space wavestates have the property

where the wavestates (plane waves) have been normalised, g labels the reciprocal lattice 

vectors g, N  =  NxNyNz and c /(k ) is the Fourier coefficient which for free space is just 

the Kronecker delta function. Here, it can be seen that the number of bands n used in 

any calculation for free-space will be identical to the number of Fourier components 

used to describe 'F„k(rI). Applying equation 5.6 to the spectral representation given in 

equation 5.2, we obtain the real space Green’s function for free space

1 N  ‘(8o+ l0(r,-r; )

(5.7) r ,;£ ) = - £ •
ATS E- E, nk

Here, the reciprocal lattice vector has been labelled with the band index for simplicity 

and the eigenvalues Enk (with the potential V(r,)=V,=0) are just the kinetic energy,
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2

( 5 -8 )  E n v  = t t b  = - t ( 3 - C0S( ^  + g ,)a -c o s(k y + gy)a -co s(kz + g z ) a ) .

Hence, a box described on a 8  by 8  by 8  grid, would have the summation in equation

5.7 run from 1 to 512. Notice that if a—>0, such that the description of the system

I I2
k + g| and A— so returning the summation in equation

5.7 to being unbounded as discussed in §5.2.1.

5.3.2 A Comparison with the CSGFM.

In general it is difficult to test the accuracy of computed Green’s functions. This is 

because the same Hamiltonian and boundary conditions must be used in each 

calculation. However, the real-space Green’s function g^(ruTjJZ) obtained from the 

spectral representation can be made identical to that produced by the CSGFM. Equation

5.7 gives ^k°(r„r;;E) for a nearest neighbour operator2 describing a system of free space 

where r, and r7 are position vectors to the fixed mesh points in the plane used in the 

CSGFM. This spectral representation must also be integrated over k±, where _L 

represents the perpendicular direction to the plane of interest and is also parallel to the 

growth direction in the CSGFM (see chapter 2):

(5.9) Q 0 (r,., r ., k ̂ ; £ )  = £k0(r,., r; ; E)dk

Here, k=(k*y,/:i). Numerically, this integral is approximated using a summation over a 

Monkhorst Pack set of k± points. See §5.2.3. Therefore, (from equations 5.4 and 5.7) 

the spectral representation for the free-space Green’s function (after re-normalising £ to  

Lz0 2 k) becomes

i  N  «(GD+k)(r,-ry)

(5.10) £»(r„r , ,k„;*)  = — £  I  E _ E ■
k± kL sB Z  n=1 ^  ^ n k

where N t is the number of k± across the Brillouin Zone and N  is the number of bands 

or Fourier components. Again Zsnk is given by equation 5.8 as the potential V(rf)=0. The

2 A requirement of the CSGFM
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imaginary part of the energy E  is chosen large enough3 to ensure k± point convergence 

of the integral and that the Green’s function from the CSGFM does not carry any 

effects from the semi infinite leads (see chapter 2 ).

We can choose to use a Brillouin zone which is similar in size to that used for real 

materials (see later). Band structures for real materials are frequently less dispersive, 

that is flatter, than that of free-space. Therefore, if the free-space Green’s function 

converges with respect to the number k± points then the spectral representation is also 

likely to converge for real materials. (See §5.2.2).

We are now in the position where we can compare the Green’s function for the same 

system calculated using the CSGFM and then using the spectral representation. With 

ao=2.55Angs and N ki = 100 in equation 5.10 and an imaginary energy of 0.5eV we get

an exact numerical agreement (single precision) between Q °(r„ry) obtained using the 

spectral representation and fyf obtained using the CSGFM, for the energy range shown 

in figure 5.4. When there are insufficient k± points, the components of (j(rhTj) will 

typically begin to oscillate with energy. The peaks of these oscillations occur where the 

energy corresponds to one of the discrete g+k± points4 which are used to sample across 

a continuous energy band. These oscillations will happen at higher energy ranges when 

the bands are typically steeper, or when either the imaginary energy \  or the number of 

k± points N ki is reduced. This is shown in figure 5.4 when we have used N k̂  = 2 and 4.

These oscillations are reminiscent of the oscillations in fyf which were seen in figure

4.11 when we had not converged the components with respect to the number of unit 

cells grown through.

5.3.3 3D Leads for the CSGFM.

In chapter 2, the CSGFM usually started with a Green’s function across a plane, which 

represented an array of parallel ID semi-infinite leads. To obtain the Green’s function 

for semi-infinite free space, (f®, the initial Green’s function was then grown through 

enough cells of vacuum to remove any ‘memory’ of the ID semi infinite leads. The

3 Actually, % is generally chosen to keep the numerical task to a manageable size, but small enough not to wash out
any physics. However, here one may choose how many ^-points then decide on the value for

4 When E=E„(kx), see figure 5.5. Note, we only integrate in one direction, thus the converged 3m^°(r„r,)
represent several peaks (due to n  not k ± ) which approximately (since £*0) decay as 1/Vis.
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larger the imaginary energy the faster the ‘memory’ of the ID leads decays. This 

method of obtaining (f® is equivalent to using equation 5.10 to calculate g° over two 

adjacent planes and cutting between them using the CSGFM. The original method (used 

in chapter 2) is computationally time consuming when the number of mesh points in the 

.xy-plane is large and the imaginary energy ^ is small. The second method is still efficient 

in computational time even though the number of k±_ points needed for convergence 

increases as ^ is reduced. The efficiency arises because for free space, Q is a function of 

r - r '  (see equation 5.10) and so many of the Green’s function components are 

identical and need only be calculated once. Hence, cutting the Green’s function obtained 

across two adjacent planes from equation 5.10 is a valuable way of creating 3D semi 

infinite leads (at any and any imaginary energy for use in the CSGFM.

Key

n k 0 4°0 _L

Figure 5.4.(a) Free-space eigenvalues for Af*=2,4,100 and (b) Green’s function calculated using 
equation 5.10 with A*=2,4,100, a0= 4.05Ang.s, N=512 (83 real-space grid) and £,=0.5eV.

5.4 Application to a Model System.

So far we have modelled free-space where the wavestates and eigenvalues are 

analytically known. Now we look at modelling a test system where we shall implement 

CASTEP (see §4.2 and §5.6) to obtain the wavestates and eigenvalues.

5.4.1 Simple Cubic Aluminium.

We want a model system which will allow us to quickly test our new method of 

obtaining a real-space Green’s function. Aluminium is a nearly-free electron material 

(Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976). Since the basis set of functions in our computations to
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calculate the wavestates are plane waves, Aluminium is a particularly attractive material 

to use. We choose to use a simple cubic lattice as it is the cheapest (in respect to the 

computational effort) crystal structure to model: the cubic unit cell 'f'contains only one 

atom.

We will eventually want to use the standard Aluminium Kerker pseudopotentials shown 

in section 4.2. To allow a comparison with the Green’s function calculated via the 

CSGFM the pseudopotential must itself be local. Since bulk Aluminium does not 

naturally relax to form a simple cubic lattice (our chosen structure) there is no reason 

for the pseudopotential to accurately represent Aluminium. Thus we choose to use the 

local pseudopotential labelled I in figure 4.3. The locality of this pseudopotential has 

been achieved by defining the s contribution as local and setting the p and d (non-local) 

contributions to zero. We will use the non-local pseudopotential in chapter 6 after we 

have fully tested our new method. It is not claimed that our model system will then 

describe Aluminium, but it does describe a test system (shown in figure 5.5) whereby 

the wavestates and eigenvalues must be numerically calculated.

a0

a0

(a) real-space.
X

klz "k(b) k-space

Figure 5.5. The unit cell and Brillouin zone for simple cubic Aluminium. The grey/ purple lines: 
(a) intercept at grid points (b) indicate mirror planes of symmetry/ indicates the irreducible zone.

The lattice parameter a0 for this simple cubic test system is chosen to be 2.55 Angs. 

This choice of a0 gives the same density for the test system as face centred cubic 

Aluminium, where a0=4.05 Angs. One other requirement of the CSGFM is that the 

kinetic energy must be of a cosine form T tb -
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Using the computational package CASTEP (see §4.2) the self-consistent charge density 

converged very easily (due to the weak pseudopotential) on a 8  by 8  by 8  grid across 

the unit cell of our test system, ‘simple cubic Aluminium’. Here, we chose a cosine 

energy cut-off of 144eV and used a Monkhorst Pack set of 10 k points in the irreducible 

part of the Brillouin zone (giving a total of 216 k points across the Brillouin zone as 

shown in figure 5.5).

5.4.2 The ‘All-Bands’ calculation for Simple Cubic Aluminium.

To compare the Green’s function calculated using the spectral representation with that 

obtain using the CSGFM, the spectral representation has to be integrated over k± ,

(5.11) g ( r l ,rJ. k v ;E) = ± J  Z
A J Jbz F — F
iV  n = l ^  nk

The wavestates and eigenvalues will be calculated (see later in §5.6) from the potential, 

defined over the unit cell, which is used in the CSGFM. For our test system the number 

of bands N  for the summation to be complete is just 512. When using a complete set of 

bands in equation 5.11, the term ‘all-bands’ will now be used. The integral in equation

5 . 1 1  is numerically calculated by sampling over N k± kL points spaced evenly across the

Brillouin zone. Hence, the energy must be complex, E  = e + it,. For a fixed if the 

number of k± points used in the spectral representation is too small then oscillations in 

g(z) may be seen for various ranges of £. These oscillations are similar to those seen 

before in the free-space Green’s function.

To test the accuracy of the ‘all-bands’ calculation, the CSGFM is used in the same way 

described in §5.3, where it was used to test the free-space Green’s function. Here, the 

Green’s function Qij obtained using the CSGFM (with the same complex energy used in 

the all bands calculation) is grown through enough unit cells of simple cubic Aluminium 

until Qij, on a given plane, is converged.

Figure 5.6 shows a selection of converged (with respect to k± points for the all bands 

calculation and with respect to the number of unit cells grown through for the CSGFM) 

components of the Green’s function for the test system, simple cubic Aluminium. Since 

the Brillouin zone size for the free-space example was chosen to be identical to that of
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our simple cubic Aluminium system, we do not need to change the parameters used in 

§5.3. That is, we will use ^=0.5eV, 50 points to sample the Brillouin zone in the all 

bands calculation and 50 unit cells of simple cubic Aluminium for the CSGFM. The 

Green’s functions calculated using the two different methods do not just qualitatively 

agree with one another. We find that the components agree quantitatively (to the same 

degree of accuracy to which they have been converged with respect to either k± points 

or number of cells grown through). Since it has already been shown that the CSGFM 

gives physically accurate Green’s functions, this result quite convincingly shows that 

using the all bands spectral representation will also give numerically accurate Green’s 

functions. This result is true even when the wavestates and eigenvalues are numerically 

calculated.

-0.08

- 0.12
•2-14 -10 -6

0.00

- 0.01

- 0,02

-0.03
■6 -2-14 -10

Figure 5.6. Representative components of (symbols) and <j(r„r;) (lines) at k^=0, ^=0.5eV for 
simple cubic ‘Aluminium’. The positions are (blue) /=/=ao(0,0,3/8), (red) i=j=aoC/2,1/2,l/2) and 
(green) i=a0(0,0,3/8), j=ao{xl1xl1xl2).

5.4.3 Memory and Compute-Time Considerations.

So far, the Green’s function g  for free space and for the test system (simple cubic 

Aluminium) have been calculated using the all bands spectral representation for g  and 

via the CSGFM. Here, the kinetic energy was also assumed to be of a cosine form T Tb-

The time to compute one component of g  using the spectral representation scales as 

NNk where N  is the total number of bands and N k the number of k± points used to

sample the Brillouin zone (in both the free space and the simple cubic Aluminium case 

this has been 512 and 50).
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For free space the wavestates and eigenvalues are analytically known. Q is a function of 

R = r( -  r  j and the k dependence can be taken outside of the band summation,

(5.12) g ( R  ,K .,E) = - ^ - Z e * * ±
eiG°R

N N k ± kx eB Z  n =1 E  E nk

This considerably reduces the computational effort. For example, across an m by m 

plane there are (mxm) 2 components for Q (r,,r;) compared with a maximum of (m+m) 2 

components for £(R).

The size of the computation, for systems where the wavestates are not analytically 

known, is dominated by the array size required to store the NNk̂  wavestates for each

value of r  and k^. Also, these wavestates have to be calculated, which is often too large 

a computational problem in itself when using a work station. Typically a simple surface 

calculation will need a 100 by 24 by 24 FFT box. It therefore seems sensible to try 

reducing the number of bands used in spectral representation for Q.

5 .5  Approximate Spectral Representations.

In the last section, it was shown that accurate Green’s functions can be obtained using 

the all-bands spectral representation for Q. Now, it is natural to ask ‘how does Q 

converge with the number of bands?’ Here, it will be assumed that the bands are 

ordered in increasing energy and that the summation starts at n- 1 corresponding to the 

lowest energy eigenvalue. The convergence of Q (with respect to the number of bands) 

will then be improved using a method of ‘topping up’ with plane-wave states. Simple 

cubic Aluminium, our test system, will be the system described in all the computational 

results below. The work presented here has been published (James and Woodley, 1996).

5.5.1 The Convergence of an ‘All-Bands’ Calculation.

The convergence (with respect to the number of bands) of various components of Q 

using the spectral representation (equation 5.11),

(5.13) ^ ( r 1. ,r J. ,k jy; £ )  =  i r j  X  — ---------'-dk±
n = 1 ^  nk
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where A/ < TV, is shown in figure 5.7. All the parameters not specified here take the same 

value used in the previous section. The imaginary parts of the on-site components of the 

Green’s function g  show a much better convergence (with respect to the number of 

bands) than the real parts of the on-site components of g. In general this is always true.

80
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M number of lower bands

Figure 5.7. Convergence of (j(r„ry) with respect to M across two xy-planes z=3/ga0 and z=V2oo 
(A and B, say) when £=0.5/ eV. Results shown as a rms percentage difference between £?(rl,r7) 
and g&B. (Blue) real and (green) imaginary parts averaged over all (2TVJcy)2 elements and (red) 
real on-site (/=/) components averaged over all 2TV̂, grid points, across both planes.

The on-site Green’s function, from equation 5.13, takes the form,

M  A

(5.14) f f ( r l ,r<,k  , ; g )  = L l e + . f i £nt^ ,

where Anke 9T Making the denominator real, this becomes

(5.15) § ( r (1rj lk J, ; e + i5 )  = | E £ 4
n=1

e - E nk

( e - 3 * )  + ^ 2

Now, as the imaginary part of energy becomes small,

(5.16)

whereas,
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M  fc

(5.17) 3 w g ( r , . r „ k ^ ) - f  o
n=i [E  -  t nV, )

It is well known that V - y  converges much faster than V  —  (Gillett, 1988). Hence,
^  r ^  r

n -^n n •*'n

the imaginary parts of the on-site components of Q for any system converge faster than 

the real parts of the on-site components of Q. Also, since the off-site components of 

Green’s function £  contain a mixture of these on-site Green’s functions (see chapter 2), 

the real part of the on-site components of Q will typically converge last whilst the 

imaginary part of the on-site components of £will converge first.

The convergence of the qualitative features for the Green’s function (with respect to the 

number of bands) in equation 5.13 is dependent upon what range of energy we would 

like to examine. See figure 5.8 where we show the real and imaginary parts of g M{viyvl) 

as a function of energy5. However, the quantitative convergence for the Green’s 

function (once the qualitative features have converged) seem to be energy independent. 

In fact, the overall convergence for the Green’s function with respect to M  is greatly 

reduced due to the slow, quantitative convergence for the real-part of the on-site 

components, 9 te^(r„r,). It seems that, to improve the convergence (with respect to the 

number of bands, n = 1 to Af, used in equation 5.13), we need to somehow apply a 

vertical shift or ‘re-scale’ the real parts whilst leaving the imaginary parts untouched. 

This re-scaling will be different for each component (both on-site and connecting terms) 

and is the topic of the next subsection.

5.5.2 The Theory of the ‘Topping Up’ Approximation.

For a Green’s function QM (in this subsection the subscript labels the number of bands) 

in the previous subsection (with M<N) to be useful in any embedding method (see later 

in chapter 6 ), the real parts of the Green’s function need to be converged as well as the 

imaginary parts. To proceed further, it is how assumed that the variations in the 

potential across V  are small compared with the energy cut-off. This would then imply 

that the higher energy bands are likely to resemble plane waves. Therefore, to complete 

the summation in equation 5.13, the wavestates and eigenvalues with n>M are

5 Here, we have actually used a slightly different fictitious system, simple cubic Germanium on a 163 FFT box.
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approximated with plane wave states and eigenvalues to give (James and Woodley, 

1996),

(5 ,8 )  + ±
N TS E -E + N ^ E - V -  8nk

2

I

-1

1.6

1.2

0.8

0.4

M- 1
M =  6 —

M = 7 —
A /=16 ----
A/ =32 —  
A /=96 —

0 10 20 
Energy (eV)

Figure 5.8. An example, on-site, Green’s function as a function of energy calculated using 
equation 5.13 using various band cut-offs, M. Note that the convergence with respect to M is 
quite different to the convergence with respect to Nk. See figure 4.11.

Here enk represents the kinetic energies of the plane waves and V the average potential 

for the unit cell. If N  is much larger than M  then it is often computationally more 

efficient to subtract plane wave contributions from band 1 to M, then add the free-space 

Green’s function :

" I 'F „ (r )V vF . (r ')l " JO'+o.M*-*')
(5 19) g  (r ’r ',k ;£ ) ° i S  FF  + ̂ 0( r - r ' , k ; £ ) .

n=\ ^ ~ ^ n k  n = l Z - V - £ nk
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This is especially true when the summation is unbounded (kinetic energy parabolic, T fe) 

because the free space Green’s function Q* is analytically known (Economou, 1990). 

This method is currently being used by Trail et al (1996) to obtain an embedding 

potential so that they can recover information about the core states (which we have 

pseudised).

The method of topping up will now be applied to our test system, simple cubic 

Aluminium. However, topping up will have little effect on the imaginary on-site 

components of Q. For example, when £=0 (energy real) the plane wavestates do not add 

any contribution to the local density of states which is given by (equation 2.25),

(5.20) D (E ,r) = - - 3 m g ( r , r ; E ) .
K

Thus, whilst topping up to help converge the other more troublesome components of Q 

the density of states which represents only the material of interest does not change.

5.5.3 An Approximate Green’s Function for O ur Test System.

The process of topping up the spectral representation for Q will now be applied to our 

test system, simple cubic Aluminium. Continuing in the footsteps of §5.3 and §5.4, 

equation 5.18 is integrated over the Brillouin zone with respect to k± to give

< 5 ,„  f gyg
yv J  n=1 21 nk n = M + \  &  — V

dkL .

Figure 5.9 shows examples of topped up components (real and imaginary parts) of Q as 

a function of M, the number of bands used in the first summation (representing our test 

material) in equation 5.21. The process of topping up has the desired effect of 

converging the Green’s function for a smaller value of M.

We note that the convergence of the real part of the on-site components of ^(r„r;) 

depends upon the curvature of the potential, That is, £7(1*1,r,) converges faster where 

the potential is flat (for example, on grid points between atoms) than where the 

potential undulates (for example, near atom sites). This does not seem unreasonable 

since the 9t^^(r„r,) resembles the potential and we are topping up the spectral
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representation with plane-waves (assuming the potential to appear flat). Thus, since the 

potential variation is greater at rf=0o(O,O,3/8) than at l2,xh ,1 li), the difference

between 9te£(r„rl) and We Qa is greater than that between Weg(jj,rj) and We as 

shown in figure 5.9.

0.02 0.00

- 0.01
- 0.02

-0.08
- 0.02

- 0.12 -0.03
-14 -10 ■2-6 -14 -10 ■6 ■2

Figure 5.9. As in figure 5.6, but here we use the topped-up spectral representation with M- 290 
(where N=5\2) to calculate ^(r„r7). Red and blue represent on-site components, whereas green 
represents an off-site component.

The percentage errors for our test system are shown in figure 5.10. Without topping up, 

virtually all of the bands are needed in order to converge the real parts of the on-site 

components of g  to less than 0.5% (with respect to the all bands calculation of g ). 

Now, by topping up the summation with plane wavestates associated with the average 

potential of the unit cell, only 290 of the 512 bands are needed.

It would seem that the original assumption that we can approximate the higher energy 

wavestates with plane-waves works. Here, we have used an imaginary energy of 0.5eV 

which will smear the poles of the Green’s function (see §5.2) and the wavestates. The 

(cosine) energy range of the eigenvalues (kinetic energy of the plane waves) used to top 

up g  (bands n- 291 to «=512 for a 0.5% accuracy ) start at a value of 230eV (and ends 

at 450eV).

Let us consider the one-dimensional scattering problem for a top hat potential of width 

a and height Vo. From Eisberg and Resnick (1985) the reflection coefficient is,
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(5.22) R = 1 +
4e(e-V0)

Vq sin a je  -V 0

5
%
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0
0 100 200 300 400 500

M number of lower bands

Figure 5.10. As in figure 5.7, but here we use the topped-up spectral representation with A/=290 
to calculate ^(r„r;). Notice that the convergence of the real parts has changed dramatically.

Choosing V0=4eV, a=\Angs and e=240eV, we find R=10'5. That is, there is a 0.001% 

chance of scattering for a the plane-wave with an energy of 230eV whereas there is a 

4% chance of scattering for a the plane-wave with an energy of lOeV. Since the 

Aluminium potential varies between approximately -11 and -leV  it would seem 

plausible that the wavestates with an energy which is higher than 230eV will resemble 

plane-waves.

5.6 Obtaining the Band Structure

Here, we will discuss the solution of the problems which were encountered whilst 

applying the theory of topping up of the spectral representation (which was explained in 

the preceding section). The implementation of CASTEP will be discussed first and the 

section will conclude by explaining how we can quickly assess whether a topped up 

Green’s function has converged.

5.6.1 The Implementation of CASTEP.

Given that the converged total charge density p is known, the Kohn-Sham wavestates 

'Fnk and eigenvalues enk can be found, equation 4.1,

(5.23) {-V2 + VKS[p(r)]}'I'nk (r) = e„k't'Bk ( r ) .
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By fixing k, and expanding 'F,* using a plane wave basis set,

(5.24) ^ ( r )  = ̂ =  5 > r V (k+8)'>

(equation 4.3 re-scaled such that Q->A0, the Kohn-Sham equation can be simplified in 

reciprocal space to (Payne et al, 1992),

(5.25) X [ |k  + g|25 8S. + ^ ( g - g ' ) ] c r g' = e„(k)c„kt8.
g'

Here the elements are labelled with the band number n and the reciprocal lattice vector 

g. For a fixed value of k, (in CASTEP) the band number labels the eigenvalues, e„, in 

ascending order of energy. Now consider the reciprocal lattice box of the unit cell. 

Centre a sphere at k and increase its radius. As the sphere grows, the surface will cross 

the reciprocal lattice points. The order in which it does so will be the order in which the 

label g (and n for free-space, see §5.3.1) are ordered; starting from m= 1. Degeneracies 

will exist. The radius represents the energy cut-off E0 when there are M' states within 

the sphere. We point out that CASTEP can be used to calculate the wavestates for the 

lowest M  bands using M' plane-waves where M < M'.

Figure 5.11 diagrammatically shows the reciprocal lattice box for simple cubic 

Aluminium. Only the plane gz=0 is pictured for simplicity. We choose to modify 

CASTEP6 such that, for all values of k, the centre of the sphere is fixed at the origin 

rather than being displaced slightly to the point k. Thus, for all values of k, the size of 

the output files for and en(k) will be constant for a chosen number of bands, M, and 

energy cut-off, E0. We also find that the order of n and g will no longer depend upon 

the value chosen for k.

We want to obtain the eigenvalues en(k) and cn8(k) (and thus xFnk(r)) from the charge 

density p. It is useful to visualise c„8(k) as a matrix with elements labelled nm, see figure 

5.12. We choose to implement CASTEP (in its band mode) to obtain c„8(k) for the top 

left hand M  by AT elements. Note, the bottom right hand comer is replaced with a 

diagonal matrix representing the (N-M) plane waves used for topping up. The size of

6 This was done to change the output from CASTEP (see end of subsection) to a more convenient form.
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this computation is therefore specified by the number of bands for which and e„(k) 

are needed (n=l to M) and to what degree of accuracy these are required. The accuracy 

is defined through the number of Fourier components (m= 1 to M ') used to describe 

each of the M  wavestates.

g -p o in ts:

• within E0 
« outside E0

- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4
Sx

Figure 5.11. The FFT box (plane gz=0) for our simple cubic Aluminium model. NB. -nla<kz<*la

m Fourier component 
 ►

n number of bands

Figure 5.12. Matrix c„m(k) where n, m label the band, reciprocal lattice vector, g, respectively.

When converging the total charge density (see section 4.2), the number of bands, M, 

and the number of k-points are kept to a minimum and E0 was chosen so that the radius 

is less than a quarter of the length of the reciprocal box7. This is done so that the 

computation is kept to a minimum and all the values of (g-g') are contained within the 

reciprocal lattice box respectively. When calculating the band structure, these 

requirements are no longer necessary. The energy cut-off for the ‘band’ mode can be 

increased. Generally, the number of bands is increased to include as many of the states 

as computationally possible (up to all N  of them provided the memory capacity of our

7 T h e  sp h ere  is  a ls o  d isp la c e d  b y  th e v a lu e  o f  k, rather than f ix e d  to  th e  o r ig in .
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computer is large enough). In its band mode CASTEP is implemented for each value of
Jilt

k. The executable^for CASTEP when used to compute the charge density is usually 

smaller than when CASTEP is used in its band mode (even though the number of k- 

points is reduced to one).

CASTEP outputs e„(k) and the Fourier components vFnk(g) in increasing n and m for 

each k-point. To obtain 'F„k(r) the Fourier components need to be filled into the 

reciprocal lattice box correctly before Fourier transforming them into real space using a 

routine from the internal DEC Math library. After using the FFT routine, the k phase 

factor elk T needs to be included.

5.6.2 An Iterative Method for obtaining the Wavestates.

CASTEP can be used to find the wavestates for the lowest bands (n= 1 to M, say). 

Iteratively, the lowest wavestate is found first («=1), then the next lowest (n=2) and so 

on, orthonormalising each new state with the states already calculated. An energy cut

off, Eq, is specified and therefore the number of plane waves (m= 1 to M') used in the 

calculation of the wavestates. A higher cut-off implies a better description of the 

wavestates (equation 4.3). With M'>M, an iterative method is generally more efficient 

than diagonalising the square matrix (in figure 5.12) containing all the bands within the 

energy cut-off, E0, because fewer matrix elements are required.

In figure 5.13, the convergence (with respect to the number of bands) of the Green’s 

function QM for simple cubic Aluminium is shown for E0=450eV. Thus, we use the best 

possible description for each wavestate (M'=N= 512) on our 83 grid. It is clear that 

topping up the spectral representation with plane waves (from n=M+1 to N, where 

M<M') has not converged 9 te £ w(r/,iyJ as well as that shown in figure 5.10 (where we 

used M '-M  when calculating the lowest wavestates).

Applying the Gram-Schmidt scheme (Lin and Segel, 1974) on the plane wave 

eigenvalues does not improve the convergence of ( j1. This can quickly be proven by 

replacing the plane-wave eigenvalues (kinetic energies) with the exact eigenvalues for 

the system. This is possible for simple cubic Aluminium where the executable of 

CASTEP when used to calculate all the eigenvalues does not exceed the maximum 

executable size that our work station can handle.
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Figure 5.13.Convergence of equation 5.21 with respect to M across two xy-planes z=3/8 ao,l/2Oo, 
with E=0.5i eV and M'=512. Results shown as a rms percentage difference, as in figure 4.8.

For the spectral representation of g  M to be meaningful we find that the wavestates 

should form a complete set. That is,

(5.26) SI'f'.CO X'P.W M ,
n

for discretised real space, where i , j  are points on the real space grid or

(5.27) S|Y „(r)X ‘Fli(r ') |= 8 (r -r ')
n

for a continuous system. For either of these to be true, the plane wave states need to be 

orthonormalised to the Kohn-Sham wavestates. Gram-Schmidt orthogonalistion is one 

way to progress. However, this is computationally a messy and longwinded process. It 

is better to set M -M ' and diagonalise the top left hand comer of the initial matrix, 

especially when considering real materials with surfaces etcetera (when systems become 

much larger, see later).

5.6.3 Full Diagonalisation for obtaining the Wavestates.

By using a modified version of CASTEP (Bird, 1994) a full diagonalisation of the top 

left hand com er o f the matrix equation 5.23 can be implemented instead of using an 

iterative method. This means that the number of bands will be the same as the number 

of Fourier components used in calculating the Kohn-Sham wavestates and eigenvalues 

(M -M '). With the sphere associated with Eq (see §5.6.1) fixed at k=(0,0,0) each k-point
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will contain the same number of states. The total storage space needed for the cng’s is

the number of bytes used to store a complex double precision number. For our simple 

cubic Aluminium example, M  takes the maximum value of N=5\2.

representation of Qm , are already orthogonal to the Kohn-Sham wavestates. This is

because the M  lowest energy Kohn-Sham wavestates (resulting from a full

diagonalisation) span the same abstract (Fourier) space as the M  lowest energy plane 

waves (Griffel, 1989).

This is analogous to Cartesian vectors. Two different vectors can be created using a
A A

linear combination of i and j  unit vectors which span the two dimensional space xy,
A A A A _____ A ________

for example, i -  j  and i + j . These vectors will always still be orthogonal to k . The
A A

analogous system to the iterative method is creating 1 vector with i, j  and expecting
A A

this vector to be orthogonal to both k and j .

The Kohn-Sham wavestates are also complete in that they obey equation 5.26 (with the 

correct normalisation constant) where n runs from 1 to M. Hence, when topping up 

equation 5.26 becomes,

continuous real space.) Thus using our topped up spectral method we are able to 

compute Green’s functions which are complete but not completely accurate.

5.6.4 Cut/Restitch-A Test for the convergence of Q.

We now present a way of testing the convergence of all the components of Q M(ri3rj) 

(created via a truncated or topped up spectral representation etcetera) associated with 

any two adjacent planes of mesh points, labelled A  and B , within the unit cell V.

First g M(ri,rj) must be integrated with respect to k± across the Brillouin zone,

simply \6M2Nk, where Nk is the number of k-points, M  the number of bands and 16 is

The plane waves associated with states above E0, that are needed to top up the spectral

(5.28) X I ^ O X ^ C O I =
N

n=1

M

which is simply the Kronecker delta function. (A similar result is also true for a
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(5.29) g^=\Bzg M{fi0 k L.

The CSGFM is then used to cut between the two planes. Next, the components 

connecting the two planes and QB% are set to zero. Finally the CSGFM is used to 

stitch the planes back together.

The CSGFM will mix all the components whilst cutting and restitching the two planes. 

Therefore, the components of gM before and after this operation will be different if one 

(or more) of the components of g M is not converged enough or is just incorrect. (It is 

assumed here that the k± integral, which is approximated, is converged.)

So far, the accuracy of the Green’s function g M has been tested by comparing various 

components, one at a time (some on-sites, off-sites, real parts and imaginary parts), with 

the same components created via a different independent method (CSGFM). Using the 

method shown above it is possible to check the accuracy of all the components of g M 
associated with two adjacent planes by examining only one component of g M. It is also 

not necessary to calculate the exact Green’s function gN.&

Results displaying the stability of our cut/restitch test are shown in figure 5.14. This test 

would not be of any use if the CSGFM did not work on approximate Green’s functions 

(topping up the spectral representation does not give exact Green’s functions.) Here, a 

random error (using the NAg9 routines g05cbf and g05ddf), is added to the exact free 

space Green’s function which was created via the CSGFM.

Using the cut/restitch test for the previous subsections shows quite convincingly which 

approximation works when using the spectral representation for g M. See figure 5.15 

where we only show the imaginary part of the on-site components across the first plane, 

a total of 64 out of the possible 4 by 64 by 64 components.

Before concluding this chapter we point out a surprising result shown in figure 5.15(a).

8 It is still important, as an absolute test, to originally (once and for all) compare (j4 with the Green’s function 
which is known to be exact (that obtained via the CSGFM).

9 Numerical Algorithms: FORTRAN library mark 14 May 1990.
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(a) 0 (b) 12 0

Figure 5.14. Example D, across a 12 by 12 xy-plane which is midway between atomic planes, 
(a) Green/blue - before and after adding a random error, (b) Green/blue - before and after using 
our cut/restitch test.

Cut and Restitch Test

Before

After

0.002

Figure 5.15. Cut and restitch results for an example Green’s function calculated using the 
spectral representation where (a) M=M'=290 (b) M=290 M'=512 topped up and (c) M-M'=290 
topped up. We choose to display the results using Z), across an 8 by 8 xy-plane which is midway 
between simple-cubic, Aluminium, atomic planes. £=0.5/ eV.

The Green’s function for this figure was calculated using an incomplete (290 out of the 

possible 512 bands) spectral representation. The smallest energy difference, £«-£, for all
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the bands which are not included in the spectral representation is approximately 250eV. 

Since the ground state energy is converged for an energy cut-off of 250eV one might 

expect the Green’s function to be converged. However figure 5.15 clearly shows that 

this is only true if the spectral representation for the Green’s function is complete.

5 .7  Summary.

In this chapter we have successfully shown that we can obtain accurate Green’s function 

Q using the all-bands spectral representation. We did this by comparing the components 

of Q to those obtained using a previous independent method, the CSGFM. (The latter 

method has already been shown, in chapters 3-4, to give accurate Green’s functions.) 

First we showed precise agreement for a system of free-space, where the wavestates 

and eigenvalues were known analytically. Then we applied both methods to our test 

system, simple cubic Aluminium, to show the same precise agreement even when the 

wavestates and eigenvalues were numerically calculated using a computer package 

CASTEP.

We then looked at the convergence (with respect to the number of bands)^ spectral 

representation, where we ordered the bands in increasing energy. We found that the 

convergence of the real part of the On-site components of Q was far slower than that of 

the imaginary part of the on-site components of Q. An approximation, a method of 

topping up with plane waves, was successfully applied to our test system which 

increased the convergence of these real parts. Topping up, rather than using the exact 

wavestates and eigenvalues, proved very computationally efficient because free-space 

wavestates are analytically known and are a function of one variable r-r' rather than 

two variables r and r'.

The restrictions placed upon the type of systems we investigated was due to the choice 

of using the CSGFM as the independent method to compare against. There is no reason, 

other than to originally test our new method, for the governing operator to form a 

(2d+l)-diagonal matrix where the only non-zero elements are on-site and nearest 

neighbour terms or for a local pseudopotential description. Indeed, research by Trail et 

al (1996), using Tfe as the form for the kinetic energy in spectral representation 

converges faster (with respect to the number of bands used before topping up) than
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when Ttb is used. The conditions imposed because we wanted to compare with 

CSGFM are now not needed. Hence, Q can be obtained for any periodic system which 

the wavestates and eigenvalues are known. This can also include atoms with non-local 

pseudopotentials.

However, in the next chapter we look to combine our spectral method and the CSGFM 

and return to the problem of calculating the densities of states for surfaces. Whereas in 

chapter 4 our models contained only local pseudopotentials, we shall now try to relax 

this restriction.
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Chapter 6 

A Hybrid Method

The spectral method when compared with the CSGFM provides a way of obtaining the 

Green’s function for a greater variety of periodic materials. This is because local 

pseudopotentials are only available for a few atomic species and the growth procedure 

of the CSGFM requires a local potential. To model self-consistent crystal surfaces using 

the spectral method requires the use of slab supercells. However in order to calculate 

the density of states of a crystal surface we concluded in chapter 4 that the surface of a 

slab needs to be embedded within an infinite system. We now present a hybrid of the 

two methods to produce a ‘growth-free’ algorithm for obtaining the Green’s function 

which represents a patchwork of regions. First we examine the requirements for this 

hybrid method before showing how to embed a region using a hybrid algorithm. 

Techniques to substantially increase the computational efficiency of the basic hybrid 

method are then presented and we end this chapter by re-modelling the (100) surfaces 

of Aluminium and Germanium.

6.1 Principles.

There are various Green’s function methods of embedding, see for example, Fisher 

(1988), Inglesfield (1981) or Benesh and Liyanage (1994). In chapter 4 we used the 

CSGFM to grow through the potential across several unit cells of bulk, part of a slab 

and several unit cells of free-space to create the Green’s function for a patchwork of 

regions. Thus we were effectively able to embed part of the slab within an ‘infinite’ 

system provided the potential was local.
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Using the spectral method, which was presented in chapter 5, we showed how to obtain 

the Green’s function ^ /k )  for a discretised supercell, where i and j  are any of the grid 

points within this supercell and k=(kx,ky,k±) is the Bloch wavevector. The spectral 

method does not require the Kinetic Energy, T fe, to be approximated with T tb nor the 

use of a local potential. In principle we can use the Green’s function from the spectral 

method in any of the embedding methods listed above1.

However we notice that the cut and stitch routines (which we will re-introduce in the 

next subsection) give us a possibility to embed and we choose to explore this avenue to 

create a hybrid method for three reasons (i) in chapter 4, we obtained (by

growing through the embedded potential) for the (100) surfaces of Germanium and 

Aluminium. Hence, we can test the accuracy of our embedded Green’s function by 

remodelling these (100) surfaces, (ii) the (bug free) computational subroutines for the 

CSGFM are readily available to us and (iii) we are interested in seeing whether the 

CSGFM (cut and stitch routines) can be extended such that Green’s functions obtained 

can include regions where the potential is non-local.

Before we begin to cut up, stitch together and embed the Green’s functions obtained 

using the spectral method we first look at the requirements of this method. For example, 

the cut and stitch routines utilise the CSGFM algorithm, so we must use Ttb for the 

Kinetic energy and we need to know whether (or where) the cut and stitch routines are 

valid when a non-local pseudopotential is used to create the self-consistent, full, one 

electron potential.

6.1.1 Matching the Green’s function, rather than the Potentials, across a plane.

In chapter 4, we used the computational package CASTEP to obtain periodic potentials 

defined across the unit cell for the infinite crystal and across the supercell containing the 

crystalline slab. These potentials were then easily manipulated by hand to create the 

potential for a surface, an example of which is shown in figure 6.1(d). Then, 

implementing the CSGFM to grow through the patchwork of local potentials, the 

components of ^ (k ^ )  across any xy-plane parallel to this surface could be obtained.

1 Alternatively, using Ttb for the kinetic energy in the spectral method we could implement a discretised version of 
the Inglesfield (1981) equations.
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Now we want to embed a region where the potential can be non-local. This will require 

a ‘growth-free’ process.

(«)
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Figure 6.1. Schematic diagrams showing the unit cell or supercell (black outline) for (a) the 
periodic slab/vacuum, (b) the vacuum and (c) the bulk. From these, the embedded surface can be 
constructed, as shown in (d). The purple lines indicate certain xy-planes which will be referred to 
in the text. The blue dots indicate atom positions.

Let us assume we have Qifltixy) across two neighbouring xy-planes. Provided the 

potential across these planes is local all the links, one at a time, between each grid point
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on the first plane and its neighbouring grid point in the second plane can be broken (or 

added) using the cut (or stitch) routine described in §2.4.4 and §5.6.4.

Using the spectral method we can obtain ^ /k )  across two pairs of neighbouring xy- 

planes. As we showed in chapter 5, by integrating £ (̂k) with respect to k± we can 

obtain the Green’s function which is identical to that produced by growing using the 

CSGFM. Thus we can cut out a region, V ' say, between two pairs of xy-planes. It also 

seems reasonable that the potential within V ' can be non-local. Therefore we should be 

able to embed a region which can contain a non-local potential between two semi

infinite regions as described in §2.4.4.

Here, we have presented the hypothesis, ‘the cut and stitch routines can be used to 

embed non-local potentials provided there are two neighbouring planes of the grid 

points on either side of this non-local region where the potential is local’. We will now 

test this hypothesis by cutting and restitching (as in §5.6.4) between two planes within a 

unit cell of our test system (simple cubic Aluminium) which do not intercept the 

pseudised, non-local core regions of the Aluminium atoms.

6.1.2 Cutting Round Non-local Core Regions.

The non-local (Kerker) pseudopotential for Aluminium presented in §4.2.3 has three 

angular momentum contributions, s, p  and d. As already explained, we are allowed to 

choose one of these contributions to be entirely local. Up till now we have avoided 

using a non-local one electron potential by choosing to switch off the non-local 

contributions to the Kerker pseudopotential (or by choosing to use a different local 

pseudopotential). A core radius, rJS,p,d, can be specified for each of the three 

contributions. / ,p,d defines a spherical boundary within which the potential well of the 

core region can be pseudised, that is smoothed out. This spherical region is where the 

self consistent one electron potential (obtain from CASTEP) can become non-local.

For now we shall continue to model Aluminium atoms arranged on a simple cubic 

lattice; see figure 5.6. However, we shall now describe the Aluminium atoms using all 

three angular momentum contributions. We choose the contributions s and d  to be non

local and p  to be local. Fixing /= rd=0.86Angs rp converges to 1.16Angs, see figure 4.3. 

Within 25 CASTEP iterations, using an energy cut-off of 144eV (which requires an 8 by
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8 by 8 FFT box), the zero temperature, ground-state energy and the Fermi level 

converge to -57.09eV and \.S92eV respectively. Next, we implement CASTEP in its 

‘band’ mode to obtain the lowest 290 eigenvalues and wavestates out of the possible 

512 (per k±). Note that apart from the parameters of the pseudopotential, we have used 

the same input parameters as before in §5.4 and §5.5.

Let us consider the discretised unit cell for our test system, simple cubic Aluminium, 

shown in figure 5.6. We picture the 83 mesh points across this unit cell as a set of (8 by 

8) xy-planes. For each Aluminium atom, the non-local contributions are confined within 

a sphere of radius 0.86A/zgs. Since «o=2.55Angs, we find that the three central xy- 

planes and the spheres placed at the 8 corners of the unit cell do not intercept. We will 

refer to any xy-plane of mesh points which does not intercept any non-local core regions 

as a ‘a  plane’. Figure 6.2 shows the result of two cut and restitch tests (see §5.6.4). 

Provided we choose two neighbouring o-planes, that is xy-planes which do not intercept 

any of the core regions r < /  or /  where r is centred at any of the Aluminium atom 

sites, the cut and stitch routines can be used.

0.005
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0.002
0.001

( b )  z=aof 2

0.005
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0.003
0.002

befisK
(a) z=a o /8

A non cr-plane. A a-plane.

Figure 6.2. Charge densities from a cut and restitch test (§5.6.4) between (a) two jcy-planes, z=0 
and <zo/8, which are not o-planes and (b) two xy-planes z=4ao/S and 5ao/S which are o-planes for 
simple cubic Aluminium (see figure 5.6). Here, we used a hardened Kerker, non-local 
pseudopotential with a0=2.55Angs, CASTEP with an energy cut-off of \44eV and 240eV for the 
electronic and band runs respectively and the topped-up spectral method, equation 5.18 with 
N=512, M=290, Nk=50 and E=0.5i eV.
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6.2 Embedding part of a Slab Supercell.

We now present how to obtain the Green’s function ÊMBED(r,-,r;;k^), from the Green’s 

functions representing the periodic slab, ŝLAB(rj,r7;k^), infinite crystal, 

and vacuum, (jvAcfaf/Mxy) using the cut and stitch routines. Here, the spectral method 

will be used to provide the components of ^ s l a b , £ b u l k  and Qwac , where the latter two 

Green’s functions are converged with respect to Nk (when approximating the k± integral 

with a summation over k±) such that they effectively represent an infinite region.

We choose to use an 8 by 8 by 40 supercell, shown in figure 6.1 a, which consists of 

three simple cubic unit cells of Aluminium2 and two equivalent unit cells of free-space. 

Our aim is to cut out the region of the slab between planes B and D, then stitch the 

semi-infinite regions either side to obtain the Green’s function ÊMBED(r,-,ry;kxy) across 

plane C shown in figure 6. Id. In §6.2.2 we initially choose a flat potential for the semi

infinite regions to model the vacuum and the semi-infinite crystal. Then, in §6.2.3 we 

shall show how the allowed density of states (across the embedded surface) changes 

when the average potential backing the surface is replaced with an effectively semi- 

infinite, simple cubic lattice of Aluminium.

Throughout this section we will refer to figure 6.1 and assume the xy-planes which we 

cut/stitch between are c-planes. Moreover, in all results presented here we have chosen 

to continue using a local Kerker pseudopotential (where only the s contribution is 

included).

6.2.1 Implementing the Hybrid Algorithm.

The basic method involves cutting between planes A ' and B', planes E ' and V' and 

planes A and B, stitching between planes A ' and B, cutting between plane E and P then 

finally stitching between plane E* and D whilst updating various Green’s functions 

including the components across plane C. We choose the convention of having the slab 

embedded such that the region of vacuum is on the right hand side. The exact position

2 We have chosen to continue to model simple cubic Aluminium for two reasons, (i) simplicity of the slab 
supercell and (ii) minimal size/speed of the executable. We shall use additional theory to maintain a 
manageable computational problem when 'we examine real materials. We also point out that our theory of 
embedding (and the additional theory which follows in §6.3) as well as our computational codes are always 
tested first using a free-space wavestates and eigenvalues or free-space Green’s functions (both of which are 
analytically known and do not depend on a minimum FFT box).
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of plane D is chosen such that 'F/ (any wavestate from the slab to the left of D) across 

plane D is much greater than 'Fr (any wavestate from the slab to the right of D). This is 

easy to achieve since the tails of the wavestates in the vacuum decay exponentially with 

distance from the surface. Plane B can be any c-plane within the slab where the 

potential most resembles that of the infinite crystal. However care must be taken if plane 

A or B is chosen to be closer to the discarded surface than the one used3.

To cut out the region of the slab between planes B and D, the real space components of 

the Green’s function, (A l a b , that we require are,

(6.1)

'  G aa Gar Gac Gad Gar ^

G ea G ee Gec Ged Gee

Gca Gce Gcc Gcd Gce

Gda G de Gdc G dd ■Gde

k G ea Gee Gec Ged Gee j

Here, we have partitioned the matrix such that (Ax represents the 64 components 

connecting all grid points in plane X and (A y represents the 64 components connecting 

the grid points in plane X with those in plane Y.

To embed this region the following procedure is followed:

(i) cut between planes A and B in the heart of the slab whilst updating all the 

components in the partitioned matrix 6.1. With (A la b  converged (with respect to the 

number of k± points and the number of bands, M, used in equation 5.21 to calculate 

^sLAB(r„r7;k^,)) the components (Ax connecting plane A to planes E, D, C and B should 

become zero,

(6.2)

0 0'Q ka 0
0 Gee GeC GeD
0 Gce Gcc Gcd

0  G d B (7 DC G d D

0 Gee Gec G\ ED

0^

Gee
Gce

Gde

Gee j

Note, the subscripts on (Ax indicates which plane they represent and does not imply 

that, for example, the components (A a  in matrix 6.1 = (A a in matrix 6.2.

3 For a slab supercell usually one k± is needed to sample the Brillouin zone since in this direction the length of the 
Brillouin is quite small. However, if N*>1 then our method as described^ the text will embed several slabs.
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If the number of k± points (or alternatively the imaginary part of energy used) is too 

small, then the elements (Ax would represent the contributions of the wavestates which 

manage to propagate from a neighbouring supercell. See later in §6.3 for more details. 

However, we do not need k± point convergence for our slab supercell, since we intend 

to cut between planes D and E in the vacuum region and so disconnect all other 

neighbouring slabs. Thus, these components will eventually become zero.

(ii) set <jxa and (Ax to zero and replace the components (Aa with the components of the 

Green’s function over a similar xy-plane (labelled A" in figure 6.1). How to

obtain the semi-infinite (AJlk, representing the crystal to the left hand side, will be 

discussed in §6.2.3. Then we stitch between planes A ' and B whilst again updating all 

the components. The elements of this matrix are now the components of the Green’s 

function representing the system shown in figure 6.3.

•  •  •  •

• s e e

*  B' °  A 'B  *  C DH * ' *  *  *  •  •

rnaUari a)______________  vacuum slab vacuum dab

Figure 6.3. Schematic diagram showing a semi-infinite number of atomic planes/ periodic set of 
slabs to the left/ right of plane B.

To avoid the possibility of the Green’s function for the slab becoming singular (if £=0) 

we chose not to cut between planes D and E before stitching between planes A ' and B. 

As explained in chapter 2, we want to avoid obtaining a Green’s function which 

represents a region which has a finite length.

(iii) cut between planes D and E whilst updating the components

Gcc Gcd Gce

(6.3) Gdc Gdd Gde

kGeC Ged Gee >

which were in the bottom right hand corner of the matrix in equation 6.2. There is no 

need to keep updating the other components as they are no longer required in order to
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calculate the components Qcc for the embedded Green’s function ^embed- Again the 

elements which connect plane D to plane E become equal to zero,

Gcc Gc D 0  ^
(6.4) Gdc GdD 0

I  o 0 Gee J

(iv) replace Qee with the semi-infinite free-space Green’s function £v°” . Then stitch 

between D and E' (see figure 6.1 d) whilst updating the components in the matrix (6.4). 

The elements of this matrix are now the components of ^embed-

(v) read off the required elements £cc-

6.2.2 Embed within Two Semi-Infinite Flat Potentials.

In this section, as a half-way step, we will present how to embed the region between 

planes B and D of the slab supercell within two flat potentials. By carefully choosing 

suitable potential values of these semi-infinite regions, the lower energy wavestates will 

be able to propagate on the ‘crystal’ (or left hand) side of the surface whilst decay on 

the vacuum (or right hand) side. See figure 6.4b (purple curve).

Figure 6.4a shows the average potential values across each of the xy-planes. The high 

potential regions represents the vacuum gaps and the oscillating regions of the potential 

represents the slabs of material; simple cubic Aluminium. With a large enough vacuum 

gap between neighbouring slabs, the difference between the average potential across 

plane D and that of the Fermi energy is the work function of the material (equation 4.5).

For the moment, let us consider the procedure of replacing the components of £slab 

across plane E with the components of the Green’s function at the end of a semi-infinite 

region of vacuum (§6.2.2 (iii),(iv)). A flat potential (representing an infinite expanse of 

vacuum) can be described using any sized unit cell. The Green’s function, Qwac, across 

two adjacent planes within this unit cell can be obtained using equation 5.10,

1 N «(Gn+k)(r,-ry)
(6.5) ^VAC(r„ry>k JJ;£ ) = — -  £  £ -
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Figure 6.4. (a) The potential (between z=-20a and 19a) for a three layer slab of simple cubic 
Aluminium calculated using an energy cut-off of 172eV on a 8 by 8 by 40 real-space grid over 
the supercell. (b) Two potentials for the embedded surface. The visible part of the blue curve 
represents bulk, simple cubic Aluminium (our test system in §5.4.1).

where V is the average potential across plane E of the supercell and r, is the position 

vector to any of the grid points within the ‘free-space unit cell’. The boundary 

conditions in the x and y directions and grid spacing of the unit cell are chosen to be 

identical to those of the slab supercell. Ideally, plane E is chosen to be where the 

average potential, shown in figure 6.4a, becomes flat. By cutting between the two 

neighbouring planes in our vacuum unit cell (as in §4.3.3), we obtain

(6.6)
' r  -o 
yb'D' 0

o ,

The elements are the components which will replace £^E.

The allowed density of states (for energies much lower than V) across plane C will be 

dominated by wavestates leaking out from the nearest surface. Cutting down between 

the centre of the vacuum gap effectively puts in an infinite potential barrier between 

planes D and E and so eliminates any tiny contributions over C originating from the
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right hand surface. Therefore, replacing the periodic slabs to the right of plane D with a 

semi-infinite expanse of vacuum has a minimal effect on the summed density of states 

across plane C for the lower range of energies shown in figure 6.5. This is no surprise. 

For example, we can model the slab-vacuum-slab system using a one-dimensional 

barrier, grey curve in figure 6.4a, in order to quickly estimate the amount of tunnelling. 

From equation 5.22 (using Vo=12, a=5.1, 8=0.5), the probability of an electron, with an 

energy of -1 leV, tunnelling across the vacuum gap is just 10'6 %.

0.6

0 .4

0.2

0.0
-1 6 -12 8 -4 0 4

Energy (eV)

Figure 6.5. The allowed density of states summed across plane C (thick lines) and plane B (thin 
lines) for the periodic set of slabs (blue curves) and for the system where the vacuum-slab 
potential to the right of plane E is replaced with a constant potential of 0.14eV (purple curves). 
The Green’s function for the slab/vacuum supercell was calculated using the spectral method4; 
equation 6.7 with Ae=0.5eV, b,=0.5eV, N*= 10, M=802 and N=2560.

As we are using Ttb in this test case, we can take an extra short cut to reduce the 

computational task of obtaining the components of the Green’s function across plane C. 

The CSGFM can be used to obtain the components of the Green’s function across the 

plane C' (see figure 6.4) starting from the components and growing through the 

potential from plane D to plane C' (since, as we will show later, the vacuum region can 

be described using a local potential). Hence, we only require the components of £slab 

across four (A, B, C and CO rather than five (A, B, C, D and E) xy-planes. This reduces 

the computational effort quite considerably.

4 T o  te s t  that ^ slab is  c o n v e rg ed , w e  u sed  th e cu t-restitch  test d escr ib ed  in  § 5 .6 .4 .  F irst, w e  te s t a  s im ila r  s iz e d  

B rillo u in  z o n e , b u t w ith  th e  slab  p o ten tia l r ep la ced  w ith  th e average  p o ten tia l, to  m a k e  sure w e  are u s in g  

en o u g h  ^ -p o in ts. W e  a ssu m e  th e b an ds o f  the slab  are fla tter  than th o se  o f  fr e e -sp a ce . T h e n  w e  te s t ^ slab to  s e e  

w h eth er  w e  h a v e  u sed  en o u g h  ban ds in  th e first su m m ation  in  eq u a tio n  6 .7 .  W e  fin d  a s im ila r  c o n v e r g e n c e  for  

t?SLAB to  that sh o w n  in  fig u re  5 .1 6 c .
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To embed the slab calculation, we must also cut and restitch between planes A and B. 

These planes are usually chosen to be half way between two planes of atom sites. (£* is 

obtained in a similar way to (shown above), but with V, defined as the average 

potential across one unit cell of the bulk material of interest. For our simple cubic 

Aluminium unit cell V,=-\\.03eV. This time there is a dramatic change in density of 

states. See figure 6.6 (green curve).
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Figure 6.6. The allowed density of states summed across (a) plane B and (b) plane C for the 
periodic set of slabs, purple curves, and for the embedded surface, blue and green curves. The 
potential for the latter two are shown in figure 6>fb (blue-purple and purple curve respectively). 
Note Ae=0.5eV and £=0.5eV. The black curve (hidden by blue) was obtained using the CSGFM 
to grow through the potential shown as the blue-purple curve in figure 6.4"b with ^=0.5eV.

6.2.3 Embed within Free-Space and Bulk Green’s Functions.

We now embed the surface of our slab between the ‘semi-infinite’ regions of bulk 

(simple cubic) Aluminium and free-space. Qvac is calculated in exactly the same way as
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before. From equation 5.21, we can obtain the components of the Green’s function, 

(t b u lk , across two neighbouring planes (A' and ET) within our chosen unit cell (simple 

cubic Aluminium),

1 *  « K t (r,))(¥ ,*(i\) | i n
(6.7) g ( r , , r „ k  : £ ) °  —  V [ Y  1 - A V >l+ —  Y   --------------].
V /  y  V 7 ’ x y ’ /  N  F - F  N  * *  F - V  c

k  *x = l n= 1 ^  i y  n= M + 1 ^  V — E flk

We can cut between these two planes to create two effectively semi-infinite crystals.

The components £A A' 316 then the required components £B̂ °K needed in §6.2.1 when

the components Qaa in equation 6.4 are replaced. The boundary conditions in the x  and 

y directions and grid spacing of the unit cell are chosen to be identical to those of the 

slab supercell. We choose the positions of o-planes A ' and B ', and their equivalent o- 

planes A and B in the supercell, such that they are as far away from any ion sites as 

possible. See figure 6.1c. In general the xy-averaged potentials (obtained using 

CASTEP), Va and VA- say, across plane A and A ' are not the same. In chapter 4 when 

using the CSGFM to obtain ^embed, we simply corrected for this by adding the potential 

difference to the potential of the slab (supercell). This is equivalent to using E-(VA'-Va) 

rather than E  in equation 6.7 when calculating the components of 6slab-

For our simple cubic Aluminium system (see figure 6.1), VA -VA=0.04eV. To calculate 

6slab we used ^=0.5eV, A*=10, and M- 802 (out of a total of 2560 bands) in equation 

6.7. To calculate 6 b u l k  we used ^=0.5eV, Afe=100, and M- 290 (out of a total of 512 

bands) in equation 6.7. The allowed density of states summed across plane C, for the 

embedded simple cubic Aluminium slab, is shown in figure 6.6. Our hybrid method of 

using a complete spectral representation for ^ u L K ^ r/,^ ) , 6sLAB(rI,r;;kx>) and 

‘^vAc(r«,r7;k^)’ and then implementing the cut and stitch routines to obtain 

^EMBED(r„r7;kxy) is equivalent to implementing the CSGFM to grow through the 

embedded potential (as shown in §4.4). However, we also achieved a rather similar 

affect to the density of states when we used just the free-space Green’s function to 

embed the Green’s function for the slab in the previous subsection (compare the black 

and green curves in figure 6.6). Clearly, this emphasises that our test material, simple 

cubic Aluminium, is a nearly free electron material (and therefore not a particularly 

strong test of our method which is why we also modelled Germanium in chapter 4).
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6.3 Computational Improvements.

We now address the issue of reducing the computational effort in obtaining Qi^kx,ky) 

from £y(k). By the end of this section we will have shown how to break the Bloch

boundary conditions imposed on ^ (k ), obtain J  gij(k)dk1 using the wavestates at

only one k± point and how to obtain the components of ^ (k )  for a supercell composed 

o f n x m x l  identical unit cells from the components of Qifk) for just one of these unit 

cells.

6.3.1 Introduction.

The problem of minimising the computational task5 of calculating Qi£kxJcy), for an n x m 

reconstructed surface, provides the motivation for developing the theory that we will 

now present in this section. It is desirable to minimise the number of k± points needed in 

order to calculate Qij{kx,ky). In §6.2.3, where we chose to embed the bulk-terminated 

surface of the simple cubic Aluminium slab, 10 and 50 k± points were needed to 

integrate k) for the slab supercell and bulk unit cell respectively when the energy 

smearing was ^=0.5eV. For each k± point6, the lower energy wavestates and eigenvalues 

for the unit cell or supercell are required. It is more efficient to store the plane-wave 

coefficients c” (k) (which we obtain using CASTEP, see §5.6.3) rather than the

wavestates, 'F„k(r,). Even so, to store or use (k), 10.3 Mbytes or 1.35 Mbytes of

memory is required per k± for the 8x8x40 slab supercell and 8x8x8 bulk unit cell, 

respectively.

The Aluminium pseudopotential used to create a simple cubic structure required a 

relatively low energy cut-off of 144eV (implying a minimum 8 by 8 by 8 EFT box, a 

total of 512 bands and 64 grid points across each Jty-plane) in order to converge the 

charge density (see §5.4.1). Pseudopotentials for other species will generally require a 

larger energy cut-off and there will usually be more atoms within the unit cell. We will 

also want to reduce the energy smearing, (to that used in chapter 4) and to describe 

more complicated structures which include n x m reconstructed surfaces, all of which

5 Computational time, memory and storage requirements. All our results are produced on a moderate work station,
DEC Alpha 3000, which has 128 Mbytes of memory and 1 Gbyte of storage space.

6 More precisely, for half the ki-points since we can use Cg ( k ) = c Y ( - k ) .
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(using only the theory shown in §6.2) could soon render the computational task 

impossible.

We shall now present how to manipulate the real-space Green’s functions (which we 

shall obtain using the spectral method, chapter 5) to make the procedure of embedding 

more efficient. The ultimate test, for this extended theory, will be to reproduce the 

Green’s functions obtained using the CSGFM in chapter 4. Thus, at the end of this 

chapter, we will model the Germanium (100) 2x1 surface.

6.3.2 Removing the Periodicity of the Unit Cell.

The spectral method provides a way of obtaining the ^ /k )  representing a unit cell, V  

say, for most periodic crystals. So far we have described a way of cutting out a region 

within V  by implementing the cut routine, using

(6.8) L ,  = L ,  = + \ ,
c

in the CSGFM algorithm. However, this method required us to initially integrate ^,(k) 

with respect to k±. We want to know how to update £^(k) to break the z-Bloch 

boundary condition imposed on V  such that V  is isolated and can then be used, with 

part of the slab supercell say, to create a patchwork of regions.

Consider implementing the CSGFM (as described in §2.3.5) to grow through a unit cell 

V  (where a-b-c)  such that we obtain ÂB(kxy-) where A and B are the xy-planes at z=0 

and a(Nz- 1). Bloch boundary conditions (in both the x and y  directions) are imposed 

each time a complete xy-plane is grown through. Using equation 2.35,

(6.9) L  = L = — y e x p ( i l L ) ,
a

in the CSGFM’s algorithm, Bloch boundary conditions can also be applied across V m  

the growth direction once the semi-infinite leads have been removed. The Green’s 

function will then be identical to £/,(k) obtained using the ‘all-bands’ spectral 

representation presented in chapter 5.

By reversing this process, that is using the CSGFM algorithm with
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(6.10) L tj = L n + p-exp  ( ikx Lz ) ,

we can remove the Bloch boundary across V. Effectively this operation cuts between 

the neighbouring cells as shown in figure 6.7a. Thus, using equation 6.10 in the CSGFM 

algorithm we can update £^(k) for the unit cell V  whilst cutting between any two 

neighbouring planes of mesh points to break the Bloch boundary condition as shown in 

figure 6.7c.

Unit cell

BA’

<*)

which represents the system

B A1 B'A" B"

before removing Bloch 
boundary condition

afler removing Bloeh 
boundary condition

before removing Bloch 
boundary condition

afler removing Bloeh 
boundary' condition

A BA’ BA" B” B"

<c)

AB AB A’B’ A" B"

bef ore removing Bloch 
boundary condition

afler removing Bloeh 
boundary condition

Figure 6.7. To model a periodic system the smallest unit cell is generally used, figure a or c, 
although a larger unit cell, for example figure b, can be used. However, a (or c) and b are not 
equivalent since a different Bloch condition has been imposed on the two systems.

Now consider £y(k) for a Nx by Ny by qNz supercell composed of q unit cells. The 

magnitude of the smallest reciprocal lattice vector, g, (that spans the first Brillouin 

zone) for this supercell is 2n/qLz, where Lz is the length of the unit cell. As q tends to 

infinity, the magnitude of g approaches zero. Hence, the only possible value for k± in the 

first Brillouin zone is zero. Equation 6.10 becomes Lij=Lji=/a2 (equation 6.8) which is 

used in the CSGFM algorithm to update Qij(kx,ky) when we want to cut between 

neighbouring planes.
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6.3.3 Numerically Integrating ^j/k) for a Unit Cell V.
The real-space Green’s function, ^ (k ), for a unit cell V, is a periodic function of k± 

with a period of

(6.11) Ak=\g\ = 2k

where gz is the z-component of a reciprocal lattice vector and Lz is the length of the unit 

cell in the z-direction. If the length of the unit cell is double then Ak is halved.

Consider,

G u ( k , +  Qu ( k \  — j - )
(6.12) < ?/(* ,) = '  1 V

Here we use a superscript to indicate how many of the original Green’s functions we 

have averaged and the explicit reference to k^ has been dropped. Ak for <f(k±) is twice 

as small as Ak for the unit cell V. In §6.3.5 we will show that <f(k±) is the real-space 

Green’s function for a supercell of length 2Lz consisting of two unit cells. We can repeat 

this process for (?(k±) to get

(6.13)

where (j(k±) is the Green’s function for a supercell of length 4Lz consisting of four unit 

cells. Ak=n/2LZ for which is four times smaller than Ak for the unit cell, V.

By induction we obtain

(6.14) 0 ( 0  = ^ !
k n = 1

£/ k± +
2nn 
N kL .k z j

+Gij k ± -

2nn

for a lx lxNk supercell of length NkLz consisting of Nk unit cells. As Lz becomes infinitely 

large, Ak becomes infinitely small such that Q Nk ( k ^ , ^ )  becomes,
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(6.15) g, (kw)=  j§, (k)d*.
BZ

Using equation 6.14 we can compute equation 6.15 provided £y(k) is known. Notice

2k n N t
that ±  for n -  1 to —-  form a Monkhorst Pack set of fci-points.

N t Lz 2

6.3.4 Integrating ^/(k) for a Unit Cell fusing the CSGFM.

In chapter 5 we used equation 6.14 to obtain the Green’s function ^/k^) for the unit 

cell V. This method required sampling £j/k) over the Brillouin zone for Nk different 

values of k±. To obtain Qifk) using the spectral method required calculating the 

wavestates for each value of k±. Thus it is desirable to keep Nk as small as possible. 

Here we present how to use the CSGFM to obtain ^/k^) for the unit cell fusing  ^(k) 

as our initial Green’s function. This method only requires knowing £z/k) at just k±=0.

Consider the Green’s function ^AB(k) across two planes of mesh points, labelled A and 

B, within the unit cell shown in figure 6.1a. Using ^AB(k) as our initial Green’s function 

the CSGFM can be used (as shown in §6.3.2) to obtain where the Bloch

boundary condition imposed on the wavestates in the z-direction have been removed. 

An infinite potential will then exist between planes B and A ', B ' and A "  etcetera as 

shown in the lower half of 6.1a.

Applying the technique of cell doubting just once we can then obtain ^ab'CK^). The 

CSGFM could then be used again to impose a Bloch boundary condition across planes 

A and B ' to give (j A B ' ( k )  for a 1x1x2 supercell. However we choose to continue 

implementing the method of cell doubting until the components ^(k^) across the outer 

two planes have converged. If we now impose a Bloch boundary condition across these 

outer two planes of mesh points we will obtain ^y(k). (^(k^k) represents the real- 

space Green’s function for a lx lxN  supercell composed of N  unit cells with Bloch 

boundary conditions imposed across the outer six faces. As we suggested in the 

previous subsection ^y(k^), where i and j  are any mesh points within the unit cell V, can 

be approximated with ^(k^fc^O). Thus by implementing the CSGFM algorithm we 

have managed to integrate £ (̂k) with respect to k± using only one k± point.
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If we choose to sample £ab(10 at just k±=0 then applying the CSGFM to remove the 

Bloch boundary condition is equivalent to just cutting between two planes 

(Lij=+exp(ik1Lz)/a -H -lla ). Thus we can choose planes A or B to be any neighbouring 

xy-plane of mesh points within V. See figure 6.7c.

6.3.5 Semi-Infinite Crystals for nxmxl Supercells.

Often atoms at a surface relax such that the periodicity parallel to the surface changes. 

An example of this was shown in §4.4.4; the Germanium atoms across two ‘unit cells’ 

of the bulk crystal near the (100) surface, relaxed to form dimer pairs. This 

reconstruction is known as the Germanium (100) 2x1 surface. In general we may want 

to model a n x m reconstructed surface.

To embed a surface (from a slab calculation), the Green’s function for the semi-infinite 

crystal is required (see §4.4.2). The numerical task of implementing CASTEP to obtain 

the wavestates for a n x m xl supercell7 soon becomes large. However, the semi-infinite 

Green’s function across an n x m plane can also be obtained from the wavestates 

calculated across only one unit cell. This method is numerically more efficient even 

though we shall find that we need to calculate the wavestates for n values of kx and m 

values of ky for every (kx,ky) value in the n x m x 1 supercell.

For simplicity, consider a one dimensional supercell where we have imposed periodicity. 

We choose to discretise such that the unit cell (of length 2L) is described over 2N  grid 

points. Hence, the reciprocal lattice vectors for this system are,

(6.16) g = —  where n e  {0,±1,±2,±3,- • • ,+N}.
L

From equation 5.2, the Green’s function across this unit cell is,

(6.17)
2 W "  E - E ( n  + k)

7 Or indeed to update the (rwiNxy)2 components of Green’s function across an n x m  plane as we grow through a 
‘semi-infinite’ crystal (see §2.3,4 or §4.3).
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where p , q represent the unit cell and grid points i, j  are within one unit cell8. Using 

Bloch’s condition we get,

/ \ 1 xh 'P (n  + fc)'F* (n + k)
( ) =  J - E{n + k) 6XPik(p-9) = ?,jI Qc)expik(p-q).

Here we have dropped the explicit reference to the energy on the left and right hand 

side.

Now consider imposing a periodicity such that the length of our unit cell is L. Keeping 

the same distance between the grid points, our unit cell is now only described over N  

grid points and the reciprocal lattice vectors for this system are,

rn jr
(6.19) g'  = ----  where m e {0,±2,---,+N}.

The Green’s function for this unit cell is,

(6.20) ft xl(*') = — Y
11 V J N ~  E - E ( m  + k' )

Consider,

(6.21) (*"!)]•

Substituting equation 6.20 into equation 6.21 we get,

(6.22)
2 N

’ %(m + k y ¥ ’(m + k)  „  xVl{ m - \  + ky f ,] { m - \  + k)
E - E ( m + k )  + '“  E - E ( m - l + k )

Replacing the two summations over m with just one summation over n we obtain the 

Green’s function in equation 6.18 withp=q.

Thus, we are able to obtain the Green’s function f t 2x1, by averaging f t 1x1 over 

k'x = k x and k , - f .

8 The superscript indicates the size of the reconstructed surface this Green’s function is useful for.
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Equation 6.21 with equation 6.18 generalises to

(6.23) gt: ™ ^ 4 k x,ky)= - L  X
TlTYl l.* l '

""X »fcy

where

(6.24) k ;  =
( \  

, rjt , siE
k* T ' k> ~ T

\  x y J

, r e {0,1,....«} and s e  {0,1,....m},

p, q represent the number of unit cells in the Jt-direction, v, u represent the number of 

unit cells in the ^-direction and grid points i, j  are within one unit cell. Since §vlxl only 

requires the wavestates and eigenvalues for the unit cell, using equations 6.23 with 6.24 

we can obtain the components <ji+™vj+q+u without implementing CASTEP over the n x

m supercell. Consequently, we find that the computational time and memory reduces by 

more than a factor of nm.

6.4 Aluminium and Germanium Surfaces.

We have shown that, in principle, our hybrid method can create the Green’s function for 

a patchwork of regions. Now with the various computational tricks developed in the 

previous section we will model real materials, that is we return to model the Aluminium 

(100) and Germanium (100) 2x1 surfaces. Here we will use the non-local, Kerker 

pseudopotential for the Aluminium atoms.

6.4.1 A Non-local Description for fee Aluminium.

There is a trade off between the minimum FFT box needed to converge the charge 

density (see §4.2) and the magnitude of / ’p,d. We would like to define a small core 

radius for the non-local contributions such that two flat c-planes can be found within 

the unit cell (that is, two planes which do not intercept any core regions). Imposing a 

smaller core radius will produce a hardened pseudopotential; one that has a deeper 

potential well. See figure 6.8. Using plane waves (the basis set used in CASTEP) to 

describe our potential, a deeper well will require more Fourier components. Thus a 

higher energy cut-off and larger FFT box is required. (See §4.2). A larger FFT box also 

implies a finer mesh and a greater chance of finding two o-planes (as the planes are now
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closer together). However we can not allow the FFT box to become too large as the 

size of the FFT box determines the size of the real-space Green’s function matrices. So 

a compromise or optimum must be found.

When the standard Kerker pseudopotential for Aluminium is not hardened (that is, no
o f

restrictions are placed on the maximum lengthAthe core radii) the ^-contribution has the 

largest core radius (Bird, 1994). Hence, in order to minimise the amount of hardening in 

§6.4.1 we chose p  to be local (and therefore s and d to be non-local).

Using the hardened, non-local, Kerker pseudopotential shown in figure 4.3 and the unit 

cell shown in figure 4.5a (with a0=4.0305A«g.s) we now return to model fee Aluminium. 

Implementing CASTEP to find the self-consistent, full, one electron potential we find 

that the convergence of the ground state energy as a function of the energy cut-off, Eq, 

is similar to that found in §4.2.4 when we used the Aluminium pseudopotential of 

Goodwin et al (1990) to describe the Aluminium atoms (compare figures 6.9 and 4.7).

X)

£
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R a d ia l d is ta n ce  (A rb .)

Figure 6.8. A schematic diagram showing how a pseudopotential hardens as the core radius, r* 
say, is reduced.

We are interested in Aluminium(lOO). For this system the tetragonal unit cell (shown in 

figure 4.5a) which has a length of 4.0305A«gs in the [100] direction is discretised using 

12 8 by 8 (100) planes of mesh points. Since /=rd=0.86 Angs, two pairs of adjacent o- 

planes can be found for this unit cell. In §6.4.1 we concluded that the CSGFM (used to 

cut and stitch) can be implemented to update the components of the Green’s function 

across any G-plane. Thus, in §6.4.2, we will be able to repeat our calculations for 

Aluminium(lOO), which were presented in chapter 4, using the non-local 

pseudopotential.
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Figure 6.9. The convergence of Eg with respect to the number of (lowest energy) plane waves 
used in CASTEP. Here, we have used a hardened, Kerker pseudopotential for Aluminium using 
a body centred tetragonal unit cell (figure 4.4a) with a0=4.0305 Angs and 7Ve for the kinetic 
energy. We have also indicated the minimum FFT box sizes for a few energy cut-offs.

6.4.2 Bulk Aluminium and Bulk-Terminated Aluminium(lOO).

To calculate the potential across the body centred tetragonal unit cell for Aluminium 

(see figure 4.5a) we chose to use an energy cut-off of \61.64eV which gave the ground 

state energy, Eg, to within 0.5% of the converged (with respect to E0, see figure 6.9) 

value. This calculation required a minimum 8 by 8 by 12 FFT box. As stated previously, 

4 of these 12 planes are G-planes; 2 neighbouring xy-planes between each (100) layer of 

Aluminium atoms. Using the ‘all-bands’ spectral method (§5.4.2), we can calculate 

^AB(k) across two neighbouring G-planes, labelled A and B say. Then, using the 

technique which we presented in §6.3.3 we can effectively cell double ^AB(k) to give 

<jAB(kx,ky). Here we update the components of the Green’s function as we cut between 

planes A and B, increase the number of atomic layers between planes A and B and 

finally restitch plane A and B back together. We choose to use the same value for the 

imaginary part of the energy which was used in §4.4, that is ^=0.025eV, and sample the 

Brillouin zone using 2,048 fc|_-points. Thus we have used the method of cell doubling 

(§2.4.4) 11 times to increase the number of atomic layers between planes A and B.

Doubling the number of layers requires -10 seconds of CPU time on our work station. 

Calculating all 768 bulk bands using CASTEP in its band mode takes -1.5 hours. 

However, for free-space (needed later), we find it more efficient to calculate Q^{kx,ky)
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by sampling (^ (k )  over 16 /c-points and then to use the method of cell doubling 7 

times.

Examining figure 6.10, we can see that the allowed density of states (obtained from the 

ZmQii{kx,ky) where we choose kx=ky=0) summed across one of these G-planes show 

similar agreement to that predicted earlier in chapter 4. Here we also present our 

previous result, where we used a local pseudopotential for Aluminium (Goodwin et al, 

1990), with an l.25eV energy shift9. This was done to align the calculated Fermi 

energies (which were obtained from CASTEP whilst converging the potential or charge 

density for each system).

E n erg y  ( e P )  [L o ca l P seu d o p o ten tia l]

0.6

0 .4

0.2

0.0

E n ergy  (eV) [N o n - lo c a l p seu d o p o ten tia l]

Figure 6.10. The Aluminium density of states, at T , summed across a plane which is midway 
between two (100) atomic planes. Purple curve: non-local, hardened Kerker pseudopotential. 
Blue curve: local pseudopotential (Goodwin et al, 1990). £=0.025eV. See text for further details.

To model a bulk terminated crystal (similar to that shown in figure 4.22) we first need 

to calculate ^co(k) for free-space, where C and D label any neighbouring xy-planes of 

mesh points within the unit cell for free-space. We choose to use a similar size unit cell 

to that above, but with the Aluminium potential replaced with a constant potential of 

1.24eV. The CSGFM can then be used to update the components whilst we cut between 

planes A and B and between C and D, increase the number of atomic layers between 

planes A and B and the distance between C and D and finally to stitch between planes A

9 U s in g  an 8 b y  8 b y  12  (or  a  12  by 12  b y  18 ) F F T  b o x , £ /n o n - lo c a l ) =  3.04eV  (!2.9\9eV) and E X lo ca l)= 1 .8 5 e V  
(1 .7 1 0 e V ) . T h e  ex tra  0 . 0 5 e V (0.04eV) n eed ed  to a lig n  th e p eak s in  f ig u r e 6 .1 1  is  p rob ab ly  d u e  to  £ / n o t  b e in g  

en tire ly  c o n v erg ed .
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and C. The allowed density of states summed across plane C is shown in figure 6.11. 

Again, we find a similar agreement to that predicted earlier in chapter 4.

Energy (eV) [Local Pseudopotential]

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

Energy (eV) [Non-local pseudopotential]

Figure 6.11. The bulk terminated Aluminium(lOO) density of states, at T , summed across a 
plane which is approximately 1 Angs away from the (100) surface. Purple curve: non-local 
pseudopotential. Blue curve: local pseudopotential (see figure 6.12). l;=0.025eV.

6.4.3 Bulk Germanium and Germanium (100) 2x1.

In order to obtain the Green’s function representing the semi-infinite crystal of 

Germanium atoms (behind the (100) 2x1 surface) we first implement CASTEP for the 

unit cell shown in figures 4.1a, and 4.18. If there are not enough of the lower 

wavestates obtained from CASTEP used in the spectral representation (equation 5.18) 

then we find the predicted allowed density of states is incorrect, especially for higher 

energies. See figure 6.12.

To keep the summation complete the number of true wavestates (M bands, say) used in 

calculating Q must be equal to the number of plane-waves or Fourier components which 

are used to describe these wavestates. Thus, as M increases the number of Fourier 

components will also increase allowing a better description around the potential core 

regions. This will generally pull the eigenvalues down in energy which appears, in figure 

6.12, as a shift in energy.

To obtain §y(kx,ky) across the end of a semi-infinite (bulk terminated) 2x1 crystal we 

implement the various techniques which we have presented in this section. For example,
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we first calculate Qi£kx,ky\  ki) across two neighbouring (100) planes within the unit cell 

for bulk Germanium for ky' = ky and ky - f .  These components are then manipulated to

give Qij(kx,ky') across the planes which ends the Germanium bulk terminated slab (with 

Vvac=°°)- Note, the number of atomic layers is increased using the method of cell 

doubling 5 times. Using equation 6.23 with n= 1 and m=2 we can obtain the components 

of Qijik^ky) across the bulk terminated 2x1 (100) plane.

0.6

0 .4

0.2

0.0
15 -10 ■5 0 5

Energy (eV)

Figure 6.12. The allowed density of states across a (100) plane at z=0 (see figure 4.18) for bulk 
Germanium. ^=0.5eV. Blue and purple curves were calculated using the spectral method; 
equation 4.18 integrated with respect to k± using the method of §6.3.4. The green curve 
represents the ‘all-bands’ calculation which was obtained using the CSGFM (see §4.3.5).

To obtain ^y(kx,ky) across the end of a semi-infinite region of vacuum a similar 

procedure to the one described above can be used.

Using an energy cut-off of 245.99eV (537 plane-waves) the ground state energy for 

bulk Germanium is to within 1% of the converged (with respect to energy cut-off) 

value, as shown in figure 4.8. Therefore, it seems reasonable that we shall need to use a 

16 by 16 by 24 FFT box10 and at least 537 out of the 6144 true wavestates in the 

spectral method when calculating ^bulk- Since the Germanium (100) 2x1 slab/vacuum 

supercell is 8 times larger than the bulk unit cell (see figure 4.1) we estimate that we 

will need to calculate 4296 out of the 49152, lowest-energy wavestates. Now consider 

the size of cng (which needs to be calculated for at least one value of k±, see figure 5.12). 

For the spectral representation, cne is 38.6 Gbytes in size for an ‘all-bands’ calculation

10 U s in g  a  12 b y  12 b y  18 F F T  b o x  (2 5 3  p /w ) , th e  error in  th e ground  sta te  e n e rg y  in crea se s  to  a p p ro x im a te ly  2%.
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whereas cn8 is reduced to 295 Mbytes when the method of ‘topping-up’ is implemented. 

However, to avoid using any virtual memory we can only calculate c„8 (using a standard 

matrix diagonalisation routine) for a maximum of 1800 plane-waves.

One way to reduce the computational task is to reduce the size of the supercell which 

will reduce the size of the required FFT box. To obtain a smaller supercell fewer atomic 

layers in the slab could be modelled or the vacuum gap could be reduced. In §4.4 we 

defined VA to be the potential summed across the (100) plane midway between atomic 

layers within the slab and Vb to be the potential summed across a similar (100) plane 

midway between atomic layers with the bulk unit cell. For our Aluminium system after 

aligning the potentials such that ( V a -V b ) = 0 . 0  the difference between any two similar 

points was less than 0.06eV. For our Germanium system the potential differences rose 

to about l.OeV. The fluctuations in the potential across the central xy-plane in the 

vacuum was also of the order of leV. Thus we have already minimised the size of the 

supercell by using as few atomic layers for the slab as possible and the smallest yet 

sensible distance between the two surfaces across the vacuum gap.

It is not feasible to use our work station to embed the Germanium (100) 2x1 using our 

growth-free hybrid method unless we can obtain more wavestates. The problem of 

obtaining more wavestates is left as a possible area of future work. However, since in 

this case the potential of the slab is entirely local, we can choose to embed part of the 

slab using the growth procedure of the CSGFM. That is, starting from ^bulk and Qmaq. 

(obtained above) we can grow through part of the slab/vacuum potential. The charge 

density across the (100) plane approximately 1 Angs out into the vacuum is shown in 

figure 6.13. Here, we calculated ^bulk using either the CSGFM (as described in §4.3) 

or the spectral method with the various techniques described above to minimise the 

computational effort.
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Figure 6.13. The charge density across a (100) plane, 1 Angs into the vacuum, for Germanium 
(100) 2x1. (a) £tbulk calculated using the topped-up, spectral method with Af=537 and N=2592 
in equation 5.18. (b) £bulk calculated using the CSGFM. In both cases, the CSGFM was used 
to embed (by growing through) the potential for the reconstructed surface. %=0.025eV.

6.5 Summary.

In chapter 5 we presented the spectral method which allowed the possibility of 

modelling many more materials (as compared with the CSGFM) since we are able to 

use non-local pseudopotentials. One requirement of the spectral method is that our 

system had to be periodic so, to model a surface, a slab supercell was used. However, 

as we showed in chapter 4, in order to calculate the density of states of a surface we 

need to embed the part of the slab within an infinite system.

In this chapter we have successfully shown that, in principle, a grow-free method of 

cutting and stitching can allow us to embed regions even when a non-local potential is 

used provided we could find neighbouring G-planes. More precisely, in order to be able 

to use our computational tricks we needed to find at least two adjacent xy-planes where 

the cut and stitch routines, which implement the CSGFM, is valid. This required finding 

two adjacent jcy-planes which did not intercept any non-local core regions. Here we 

found that a compromise must be made between non-local core radii and the energy 

cut-off used in CASTEP to converge the ground state energy. Reducing the core radii 

(and thus hardening the pseudopotential) increases the energy cut-off which implies a 

larger FFT box.
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Normally we try to find two flat a-planes which are midway between atomic layers. 

Thus we may find it easier if we tried to find a more complex piece-wise linear surface 

of mesh points (which weaves around the non-local regions) across which we will cut 

and stitch between. However, if we use a more complicated surface of mesh points we 

require a more complex algorithm.

to
In this chapter we successfully showed how^integrate ^ (k ) for a unit cell V  with 

respect to k very efficiently (we only need to sample ^ (k ) at k=0) using the technique 

of cell doubling. We also showed how to reduce computational time and memory by 

more than a factor of nm when computing ^ (k ^ ) for a n x m x 1 supercell which is 

composed of nm unit cells. This involved calculating (^(k^) from the Green’s function 

representing just one of these unit cells for nm different values of k^.

We end this chapter by noting that we soon reached the computational limit of our work 

station even when modelling the Germanium (100) 2x1 slab which has a local potential. 

We found that we could not compute enough of the lower wavestates (using CASTEP) 

in order to converge the Green’s function ^ (k ) in our spectral method. Therefore, even 

though our hybrid, growth-free method is a valid way of embedding, we conclude that 

our method becomes too computationally expensive for our work station when 

modelling a system which requires a FFT similar or greater than 183.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The theory of the Causai-Surface Green’s Function Method (Pendry et al, 1991) has 

been extended such that its application is more versatile and computationally more 

efficient. The CSGFM was originally designed to update an initial, real-space, 

discretised Green’s function as the region it represents is expanded one mesh point at a 

time. We have used the algorithm of the CSGFM to not only add links but also to break 

links between two neighbouring mesh points. Starting from the Green’s function (rather 

than the potential) we can effectively cut and stitch regions together. This includes the 

ability to embed regions which contains a non-local description. We were also capable 

of producing different (sometimes more useful) Green’s functions in which to initiate 

the CSGFM algorithm.

We have successfully applied the CSGFM to model waves in two quite different fields. 

Firstly, we modelled how acoustic waves scatter off a set perspex or steel plates placed 

periodically in water. For example, we predicted that a sonic stop band or band gap 

would exist, even when only five perspex plates are aligned, as well as the existence of a 

resonance of a defect state when the periodicity is broken by either removing one of the 

central plates or filling in between two interior plates. Both predictions were proven 

correct (James et al, 1995). Secondly we applied the CSGFM to obtain the Green’s 

function, and thus the single electron density of states, for a crystal surface. Here, we 

investigated the surface states of both Aluminium (100) and Germanium (100) 2x1. Our 

computed density of states and band structure showed good agreement with that 

calculated by Benesh et 0/(1986), Pollmann et 0/(1987) and Grobman et 0/(1976).
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Using the CSGFM an initial Green’s function could be updated so that links between 

grid points of a real-space mesh were either added or broken. Thus we were able to 

grow through a patchwork of regions provided the potential was local. We used this 

method to embed a surface, initially associated with a slab, between two ideal semi- 

infinite regions representing the extended crystal and vacuum. The electron density of 

states of the slab supercell was found to be different to that of the embedded surface. 

Implementing the CSGFM to ‘stitch and store’ the components of the Green’s function, 

we were able to look at the predicted charge density across various planes. We showed 

that this method was equivalent to using CASTEP (a state of the art computational 

package, Payne et <3/(1992)), in its band mode, when we looked at the Germanium 2x1 

(100) slab/vacuum supercell.

We also developed a new method (James and Woodley, 1996) so that the Green’s 

function could be obtained from the charge density or potential (calculated using 

CASTEP) whether the pseudopotential was local or non-local. Here we used the 

spectral representation of the Green’s function. The lower energy states (at only one 

value of k) are first calculated from the charge density. (We chose to continue to use 

CASTEP for this.) We approximated the wavestates (and eigenvalues) which have a 

much higher energy value than the potential with that of plane waves (and free-space 

eigenvalues) which are analytically known. We found that the components of the 

Green’s function converged (as a function of the number of lower energy states used in 

a complete spectral representation) more quickly when ‘topped up’, especially the real 

parts of the on-site components. In general it is difficult to test the accuracy of Green’s 

functions. However, we were able to do just this by comparing the components of the 

Green’s function with those obtained from the totally independent method, the CSGFM. 

Since the Green’s function obtained from both methods (under the same conditions) are 

identical we then combined the best of both theories to produce a more efficient or 

versatile hybrid method for obtaining the required Green’s function.

Throughout the thesis, we have considered obtaining and updating the components of 

the real-space Green’s function across discretised xy-planes. Using a double precision 

representation of Nz planes requires \6N z2Nxy2 Mbytes of memory. Now consider 

growing through a potential which is discretised over Nz planes. To update the 

components across one xy-plane, the computational time requirement for the CSGFM
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scales as NzNxy3. We found that as increases it was the requirements on the CPU 

time rather than memory size that became the significant factor. However, for periodic 

media we devised the method of cell doubling. Although one unit cell must first be 

grown through (unless the spectral method is used) we found we could choose Nz to be 

as large and ^ as small as we liked, since the increase in CPU time was minimal. A novel 

way of integrating ^(k) was presented where the number of atomic layers or Nz was 

equated to the number of ^-points used to sample the Brillouin zone. In using the 

topped-up spectral representation we gained a massive reduction on the computational 

effort both in CPU time and memory, For example, the matrix of the Bloch wave 

coefficients cn8 is 38.6Gbytes in an ‘all-bands’ calculation whereas c„8 is reduced to 

295Mbytes when the method of ‘topping-up’ is implemented. However, when 

modelling the Germanium(lOO) 2x1 slab we would have liked to have used a larger 

energy cut off. This required calculating more than 1800 of the lower wavestates (the 

maximum number we were able to cope with using a diagonalising routine without 

using any virtual memory). The problem here is not CPU time (for example, it took less 

than 90 minutes to diagonalise a 7862 matrix - a calculation which need only be done 

once) but memory size since the problem scales as (number of wave-states required)2.

Where to next? The spectral method is not restricted to a discrete description of real- 

space. Currently the spectral method is being used to obtain the continuous real-space 

Green’s function over a sphere. This research is being done to re-obtain information 

about the pseudo-core region of an atom (Trail et al, 1996). As discussed at the end of 

chapter 3, the extended CSGFM can be used to model the propagation of acoustic 

waves through 2 or 3 dimensional scatterers. In fact, most wave phenomena can be 

modelled; for example Pendry (1991) using a modified version of the CSGFM has 

looked at photonic scattering through periodic dielectrics. We could examine the 

electronic properties of other embedded surfaces. However, modelling a more complex 

structure will require a larger computational effort, especially if the CSGFM is required 

to cut between non-local regions. Modelling compounds may prove easier if the 

pseudopotential describing one of the species of atoms is local. For example, consider 

either of the unit cells shown in figure 4.4, where the species of the atomic layers 

alternates. Choosing to describe one species using a local pseudopotential will make it 

easier to find two neighbouring G-planes. So far we have shown how to cut or stitch
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between 2 neighbouring planes. There is no reason why the CSGFM algorithm can-not 

be used to cut and stitch round more complex piece-wise linear surfaces.

Alternatively, with sufficient computer resources, we could use the theory developed in 

the later chapters to model the scanning tunnelling microscope (stm). Several authors 

have already i • formulated the stm or tunnelling current (Tersoff and Hamann 

(1985), Feuchtwang (1974-6), Bardeen (1961) and Lucas (1990)). Pendry et al (1991) 

have reformulated the tunnelling current equations of Feuchtwang and Bardeen in terms 

of the real-space Green’s function. Using the latter (where the coupling of the tip and 

surface is assumed to be weak), we could model the surface and tip separately. Then, 

once the Green’s functions for both systems^known, the tip could be rastered over the 

surface. Since we have already examined Germanium (100) 2x1, we could see whether 

we could predict a stm current for this surface which is similar to that already measured 

by, for example, Kubby et al (1987). It is important to be able to embed the slab 

calculation such that the correct continuous density of states for the surface (and the 

tip) is modelled, especially for energies near the Fermi energy. To model the tip we 

could start with a tip-vacuum-surface supercell. Using the CSGFM we could break the 

periodicity and back the surface (and the tip) with a semi-infinite region of material. In 

order to be able to use the CSGFM, the tunnelling equations of Bardeen or Feuchtwang 

must first be discretised in terms of the Green’s function. So far we have already 

successfully tested the discretised tunnelling equations on simple ID systems.
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